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COMMITTEE ON

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

SUBCOMMITIEE ON
OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6250

April 2, 1987

Mr. Charles Lloyd, Executive Secretary
Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council
DASD (P)/DARS, c/o OASD (A&L)
Pentagon Room 3C841
Washington, D.C. 20301-3062

Re: DAR Case 84-18

Dear Mr. Lloyd:

I am writing to express my concern about the treatment
of "golden parachutes" -- lucrative compensation packages
for top executives in the event of a corporate takeover
under Defense Department cost allowability regulations.

In the past month, several Defense Department officials
have taken the position that golden parachute costs are not
allowable because they are not "reasonable" and do not bear a
proper relationship to government work. Golden parachute
costs are not expressly disallowed by DOD's procurement
regulations, however, so contractors are not precluded from
including such costs in overhead and arguing for their
allowability.

I understand that the DAR Council is currently
considering a regulation in DAR case 84-18 that would make
golden parachute costs expressly unallowable. I have grave
doubts about the propriety of reimbursing defense contractors
for these costs and urge you to consider the matter as soon
as possible.

~YJe~~~
~vin

Chairman
CL:pkl
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THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

_•. WASIoIINGTON. D.C. 20301-8000
·w-Ie61

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (RD&A)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (S&L)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (RD&L)
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Golden Parachutes

An article in the Washington Post on March 14, 1987, stated
that under Pentagon rules the costs of "golden parachutes" could
be billed to the Department of Defense (DoD). Golden parachutes
are usually defined as lucrative compensation packages for execu
tives that are triggered in the event of a corporate takeover.

Although the DoD regulation governing the allowability of
contract costs does not specifically mention "golden parachutes,"
it does require that all costs charged to Government contracts be
"reasonable." A "reasonable cost" does not exceed that which
would be incurred by a prudent person in the conduct of competi
tive business. Additionally, costs charged to Government
contracts must bear a causal or beneficial relationship to the
work performed on such contracts. The DoD position holds that
the costs of "golden parachutes" are not reasonable nor do they
benefit government work. Accordingly, they are unallowable and
should be questioned on Government contracts.

The Defense Logistics Agency issued policy guidance on
"golden parachutes" in early 1983 as did the Air Force. The
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) incorporated guidance on
abnormal executive severance pay in the Contract Audit Manual in
mid 1984. However, you are requested to ensure that the policy
guidance in this memorandum is made available to all appropriate
personnel to make certain that unreasonable costs are not reim
bursed on DoD contracts.

This memorandum does not apply to severance pay that meets
the requirements of Paragraph 3l.205-6(g) of the Federal
Acquisition Regulation.

Eleanor R. Spector
Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Procurement
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301·8000

MAR J 7 1987

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Committee on

Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in reply to your letter to Secretary Weinberger
regarding the Defense Acquisition Regulatory (DAR) Council's
handling of the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommendation
to improve the consistency with which the Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR) cost principles are applied.

As you point out in your letter, the Department of Defense
(000) concurred with this GAO recommendation and a proposed FAR
amendment was published in the Federal Register (50 FR 51776)
stating that costs made specifically unallowable under any
subsection of-the FAR cannot be made allowable _under other
subsections. However, the public comments received in response
to our proposed rule indicated that the language, as written,
would aggravate rather than improve the consistency issue. Many
of the commenters expressed the concern that the proposed rule
would distort the process of determining the allowability of a
debatable contractor expenditure. For instance, one commenter
stated, " ••• with a few exceptions, costs are not allowable or
unallowable per se. Their allowability depends in significant
part on the context in which they are'incurred." Illustrations
of this point are situations in which one cost principle says
that a type of cost is unallowable, but another cost principle
says that, in particular situations, the same type of cost is
allowable. For example, interest on borrowings is unallowable
under FAR 31.205-20, but certain types of "interest" on
borrowings for certain specified purposes are explicitly made
allowable under the cest principles, e.g., FAR Section
31.20S-3S(a)4, and (7)--for interest paid on mortgages assumed
as a result of employee relocation.



The public comments convinced the DoD that the proposed
rule, as written, needed revision to achieve the consistency and
equity required for effective contract costing. Consequently,
the DAR Council is working with the Civilian Age~cy Acquisition
Council (CAAC) to develop revised language that will enhance the
fair and consistent treatment of contract costs. Once
developed, this revision will be published again as a proposed
rule with a request for public comments.

In addition to the above mentioned effort to improve the
effectiveness of the FAR cost principles, the Department
responded to the 1986 DoD Authorization Act (Pub. L. 99-145) and
suggestions from the Office of the Secretary of Defense Task
Force on Cost Principles by amending or clarifying many of the
specific FAR cost principles. In fact, a recent GAO report
dated October 10, 1986, concluded that the improved cost
principles should reduce inconsistent treatment of contract
costs. Further, the GAO noted that the allowability criteria
for all cost elements cannot be written in such a way as to
remove all ambiguity.

The Department shares your desire for cost principles
written in a way which reduces the possibility of multiple
interpretations and inconsistent treatment. We also agree with
the GAO recognition that all ambiguity cannot be removed. The
DoD will continue to work toward development of cost principles
which allow for consis~ent interpretations and which provide a
fair and practical basis for handling contract costs. If you
have further questions or concerns regarding this matter, please
have your staff contact Colonel Otto J. Guenther, Director, DAR
Council at 697-9125.

bert B.
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition and Logistics)

2
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~
Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

As you know, this Subcommittee has a strong interest in the subject of
unallowable costs being charged to Government contracts. We held hearings on
the subject of public relations and advertising costs in 1984. Following those
hearings, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) was amended to provide that
public relations or advertising costs once made unallowable under FAR subpart
31.205-1 could not be allowable under any other FAR subpart. Subsequent to this
amendment, the General Accounting Office (GAO), in a report (GAO/NSIAD-85-81),
recommended to the Department of Defense (DOD) that this rule be applied to all
cost principles.

DOD concurred with the 1985 recommendation and a proposed FAR amendment was
issued stating that costs made specifically unallowable under any subsection of
FAR cannot be made allowable under other subsections. It is my understanding
that recently the Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council has rejected this GAO
recommendation and is planning instead to place language in the FAR that could
possibly lead to inconsistent treatment of contract costs.

I would appreciate an explanation, at the earliest possible date, of the
reasons your Council has chosen not to implement this recommendation.

Sincerely,
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Allowable Costs

'GOLDEN PARACHUTES' ARE UNALLOWABLE;
DAR COUNCIL WEIGHING RELATED FAR CHANGES

Defense contractors may not charge the costs of
"golden parachutes"-arrangements that guarantee
lucrative compensation for top corporate executives
in the event of a takeover-to the government because
such costs neither meet the test of reasonableness nor
benefit the government, the Pentagon asserted last
week.

A March 18 statement prepared by the office of
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Logistics Robert Costello and distributed to the press
says that, although the DOD procurement regulation
governing allowability of contract costs does not spe
cifically mention golden parachutes, it does require
that all costs charged to government contracts must 1)
be reasonable and 2) bear a causal or beneficial
relationship to the work performed on such contracts.

"The DOD position holds that the costs of 'golden
parachutes' are not reasonable nor do they benefit
government work," the statement says. "Accordingly,
they are unallowable and have always been questioned
on government contracts."

According to one DOD source, the Defense Contract
Audit Agency has not been able to identify a single
instance in which DOD has allowed such costs to be
included in a contractor's overhead charges; in every
instance where contractors claimed such costs, those
costs were disallowed.

DAR Case Pending

Meanwhile, the Defense Acquisition Regulatory
Council is considering several changes to the Federal
Acquisition Regulation that would specifically make
golden parachutes and other costs associated with
mergers and acqUisitions unallowable.

DAR Case 84-18, "Accounting for Mergers and Busi
ness Combinations," has been forwarded to the Coun
cil by the cost principles committee. The DAR Council
is expected to make its decision on the case in a few
weeks.

One DOD source told FCR that the proposed FAR
changes may entail revisions to two Cost Accounting
Standards-CAS 404, Capitalization of tangible assets,
and CAS 409, Depreciation of tangible capital assets.

. Dingell To Hold Hearing

The Pentagon statement on golden parachutes was
issued in response to recent criticism by Reps. John
Dingell (D-Mich) and Ron Wyden (D-Ore) of the meth
ods DOD uses to reimburse contractors for the salary
and bonuses they pay their top executives.

Under current cost principles, contractors may in
clude in their overhead charges the proportion of
executive compensation that corresponds to the
amount of government business the contractor has.

In a March 11 letter to Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, Dingell and Wyden cited "bloated sala
ries and lavish bonuses" paid to top executives of
major defense firms such as TRW and General
Dynamics. They maintained that it is not fair that
taxpayers should help foot the bill for such costs.

In particular, the letter criticized TRW's golden
parachute arrangement, which like all such arrange
ments, is designed to discourage a takeover attempt
by requiring that the acquiring entity continue to pay
top executives of the acquired entity for a certain
period of time, often at higher salaries, even after
they have left the firm.

Under the TRW golden parachute arrangement, the
top 14 executives would be guaranteed three years
cash compensation plus bonuses.

The letter points out that, under TRW's golden
parachute arrangement, those executives would be
paid over $16 million in a takeover. Roughly half that
amount could be billed to the government as part of
the overhead charge. TRW's chairman of the board,
Ruben Mettler, would receive one-fourth of that
amount-$4.2 million-under the arrangement.

"The taxpayers would pay more for Dr. Mettler not
to work than they pay for the combined annual sala
ries of President Reagan, Vice President Bush, and
the entire Cabinet," the letter pointed out.

However, a DOD official told FCR that TRW has
made an agreement with DOD that its golden para
chute costs will not be charged to the government if
there is a take over. The source said Dingell had been
informed of the agreement. Other firms reportedly
have made similar agreements with DOD.

However, Dingell and Wyden maintain that nothing
in DOD procurement regulations prevents suchcosts
from being charged to defense contracts. Their letter
contends that proposed changes to the FAR that would
specifically disallow such costs "have been consigned
to limbo within the Pentagon's bureaucracy and have
never been enacted."

DOD officials maintain that the DAR case in ques
tion, Case 84-18, has been held up because of the heavy
burden the DAR Council has been under to implement
statutory requirements. Costello's statement is in
tended to set the record straight that such costs, while
not specifically unallowable at the present time, could
nevertheless not be charged to a government contract.

Separately, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Procurement Eleanor Spector issued a memo
March 17 to the services reminding them that the
costs of golden parachutes are unallowable.

Spector also told the House Government Operations
Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security
March 18 that DOD has a longstanding practice of
disallowing golden parachutes.

The House Energy and Commerce subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations-which Dingell chairs
plans to hold a hearing in late spring on the subject of
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executive compensation, bonuses, and golden
parachutes.

DAR Case Pending

Meanwhile, the DAR Council is considering a pro
posal (DAR Case 84-18, "Accounting for Mergers and
Business Combinations," that would specifically make
unallowable the costs of golden parachutes.

The pending DAR case would amend FAR 31.205-6,
Compensation for Personal Services, to make un
allowable the costs of golden parachutes and golden
handcuffs (lucrative compensation packages by the
acquiring entity to induce executives of the acquired
entity to remain). In addition, the case would amend
FAR 31.205-27, Organization costs, to make unallow
able the costs entailed in fighting a takeover.

Also, the DAR case would amend several FAR
sections, including 31.205-10, Cost of money, 31.205-11,
Depreciation, and 31.205-16, Gains and losses on dispo
sition of depreciable property or other capital assets,
and 31.205-49, goodwill, to make unallowable the
added cost of money and the depreciation involved
write-up of asset values to current market value that
typically occurs in a takeover.

In addition, the case would amend FAR 42.1200 and
42.1204 to extend the requirement for a novation
agreement to include situations whereby one company
gains control of another through acquisition of a
majority of its stock.

The case is currently under consideration by the
DAR Council. Once the Council has approved it, it will
be sent to the Civilian Agency Acquisition Council for
approval, and then issued as a proposed rule in the
Federal Register.

Text of Spector's March 17 memo on golden para
chutes follows:
MEMORANDUM FOR
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (RD&A)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (S&L)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
(RD&L)
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Golden Parachutes
An article in the Washington Post on March 14,

1987, stated that under Pentagon rules the costs of
"golden parachutes" could be billed to the Department
of Defense (DoD). Golden parachutes are usually de
fined as lucrative compensation packages for execu
tives that are triggered in the event of a corporate
takeover.

Although the DoD regulation governing the allow
ability of contract costs does not specifically mention
"golden parachutes," it does require that all costs
charged to Government contracts be "reasonable." A
"reasonable cost" does not exceed that which would be
incurred by a prudent person in the conduct of com
petitive business. Additionally, costs charged to
Government contracts must bear a causal or benefi
cial relationship to the work performed on such con
tracts. The DoD position holds that the costs of "gold
en parachutes" are not reasonable nor do they benefit
government work. Accordingly, they are unallowable

- and should be questioned on Government contracts.
The Defense Logistics Agency issued policy guid

ance on "golden parachutes" in early 1983 as did the
Air Force. The Defense Contract Audit Agency

FEDERAL CONTRACTS REPORT

(DCAA) incorporated guidance on abnormal executive
severance pay in the Contract Audit Manual in mid
1984. However, you are requested to ensure that the
policy guidance in this memorandum is made avail
able to all appropriate personnel to make certain that
unreasonable costs are not reimbursed on DoD
contracts.

This memorandum does not apply to severance pay
that meets the requirements of Paragraph 31.205-6(g)
of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.
/s/ Eleanor R. Spector
Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Procurement

Contract Policy

DOD LAUNCHES TEST PROGRAM TO SIMPLIFY,
SPEED UP ACQUISITION PROCESS

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition Richard
Godwin has launched a "procurement regulatory re
form test" designed to simplify and speed up the
acquisition process. To this end, he has delegated his
authority to issue class deviations to the FAR and
DFARS, and waivers of any DOD procurement regula
tion not required by statute or executive order, to the
service acquisition executives, with authority to
redelegate to the assistant secretary level.

"The DOD acquisition process is controlled by too
many detailed, complex laws and regulations,"
Godwin stated in a March 11 memo to the service
secretaries and the head of the Defense Logistics
Agency.

"To this end, I am establishing a pilot contracting
activity program.... The goal is to make it easier and
quicker for contracting personnel to get line managers
and commanders the quality products and services
they need, when they need them," the memo says.

"The pilot activities should place a strong emphasis
on quality and timeliness as well as price to get the
best value for the nation," the memo continues. "I
would also like them to test procurement methods
more in line with commercial practices for both com
mercial and non-commercial products and services."

All class deviations or waivers and the justification
for such must be reported to Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Logistics Robert Costello.
The focal point for the initiative is the office of
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installa
tions Robert Stone.

Costello Assigns Five-point Agenda to Deputies

Separately, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Ac
quisition and Logistics Robert Costello has assigned
his five-point agenda to five of his deputies. Costello
had outlined an agenda last fall before he was con
firmed by the Senate (46 FCR 1001).

Little information is available on the implmentation
of the five initiatives, since the assignments were
made only recently.

The Costello assignments are as follows:
elmproving relations with industry-Deputy Assis

tant Secretary of Defense for Procurement Eleanor
Spector. To this end, Spector plans to hold meetings
with industry representatives on a regular basis. Also,
the DAR Council will conduct meetings with industry

•

•

•
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NO ASSET REVALUATION PERMITIED WHEN FIRM
IS ACQUIRED IN PURELY STOCK TRANSACTION

A company acquired in a purely stock transaction
cannot increase the value of its assets for government
contract costing purposes under the purchase method
of accounting, the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals decides (Marquardt Co., ASBCA No. 29888,
7/18/85).

Marquardt manufactures advanced propulsion sys
tems for the Defense Department. The company was a
subsidiary of CCI Corp. until August 1983, at which

Accounting

Bribes and Gratuities
The Admin tration's package would so strengthen

the governme 's remedies in dealing ith contracts,
grants and othe ayments that are t nted by bribery.
Under current la ,the government ay rescind taint
ed contracts and sess penalties to ten times the
amount of the brib The "Bribes nd Gratuities Act"
would enable the g ~ernment t rescind the tainted
contract and assess mages. wever, it also would
permit the governmen to resc' d the contract, retain
all benefits received, d th recover all amounts
paid. These remedies ca ot e utilized, though, unless
notice is given in the app Ie contract or grant.

Debt Collectio .

the draft bill to am d e Debt Collection Act
would permit the Attor 'ey Ge eral to "retain private
counsel" in the litiga on of c tain Debt Collection
Act cases. The legisl ion woul enable the Attorney
General to award c tracts to la firms for purposes
of litigating small bt collection ses. In addition, it
states that the sel tion will not be ubject to judicial
review under law' governing contra awards, includ
ing the Contract isputes Act. "This 1 facilitate the
prompt imple ntation of this new a hority, ensur
ing that the c ice of counsel is not dela ed by litiga
tion brought disappointed bidders," the dministra
tion says.

Other dr ft bills in DOJ's antifraud/pr urement
reform pa age would:

• Incre e the dollar threshold for publiciz g pro
cureme notices in the Commerce Business aily.

• Au orize civilian agencies to award mor mul
tiyear ontracts.

• end the Office of Federal Procurement Po 'cy
Act 0 provide authority to test innovative procu 
m t methods and procedures.

ext of the Administration's draft bills appear 0
ge 367.

he DMJM/Norman Engineering decision, thO
.ght had been routinely used and never challenged; t

i an effective and vital method of recouping s s
o d to the U.S." The Debt Collection Act proced res
we not intended to apply to traditional co ract
disp es, where the government has a right to IIset
penal .es for inadequate performance again pay
ments ue a contractor, DOJ adds. "This am dment
would sure that the Debt Collection Act oes not
hinder. .. fforts to collect money due for . adequate
contract p rformance."

J hat the ALJ be independent of the investigating 0
'al, the prosecutor, and the office where the matt

a se. An adverse hearing examiner's decision can e
ap ealed to the agency head, and then to the .S.
Co t of Appeals. The suit can be brought in the .C.
Cir it, the circuit with jurisdiction over the d en
dant residence, or the circuit where the clai was
made.

The dministrative proceedings contempl ed by
the "Ci '1 Fraud Penalties Act" will pass cons tution
al must ,according to the Administration's nalysis
of the bi In Atlas Roofing Co. v. Occupatio 1Safety
and Heal Administration, 430 U.S. 442 977), the
Supreme urt ruled that Congress, in cr ating new
statutory' ublic rights," could assign t adjudica
tion functio to administrative agencies ithout vio
lating the Se nth Amendment's trial by ury guaran-
tee, the agen notes. "We believe th t the statute
may, like the lse Claims Act, be cha acterized as a
'remedial' stat e."

Another key rovision would per it the govern
ment to collect penalties assesse through offset
against other am nts owed by the government. The
Deficit Reduction ct already allo s the government
to offset debts aga st the debtor tax refunds. The
draft bill would ex nd this pow r to other sources,
including sums owed nder gove ment contracts.

'. I
if' '", Contract Dis les Act mendments

. . Preaward protest su ts a~'currently filed in the
Claims Court, while pos awa suits must be brought
in federal district court. ~T re is no principled rea
son for this multiplicity orums, and there is still
confusion over the division, according to the analysis.
The Administration would mend the Federal Courts
Improvement Act (923 F \A-8, F-l) to state that all
protest suits must be file at'~e Claims Court.

The same draft bill w uld so amend the Contract
Disputes Act, so as t requ e that all claims be
submitted to a contra ting 0 cer within 18 months
after they accrue. Cu ently, W~re is no deadline for
submission of claims the Admin~tration points out in
its analysis, adding at this mak~. resolving disputes
more difficult. . \

In addition, the easure would quire contractors
to pay within 30 ys any monies ich the contract
ing officer deter ines is owed the overnment. "By
expressly provi ng that failure to. take an appeal
requires imme ate payment, we sh uld have more
success in enfo cing such judgments," e Administra
tion analysis ates. Moreover, the bi! would permit
the governm t to sue in district court t collect these
amounts, an to seek injunctive relief t protect the
assets of a ntractor pending payment.

Another ey feature of the bill would
overturn t e ASBCA's decision in DMJM/ rman En
gineerin Co. (41 FCR 631, 658). In that ase, the
board r ed that the government must fol w Debt
Collecti n Act procedures before exercising s com
mon-Ia offset right. Thus, the governmen would
have t give notice of the claim and its intent to IIset,
plus opportunity to inspect the records relat g to
the aim and review the ~ency's decision befor the
am nt could be offset.

der common law, the government would have
ri t to offset before paying a debt due a contract
a cording to the Administration's analysis. "Prior

•
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time it was acquired by ISC Electronics, Inc. There
was no exchange of assets; CCI merely sold its stock.

Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 16, which
establishes the generally accepted accounting princi
ples applicable to business combinations, recognizes
two different accounting methods. The "purchase
method" approach is premised on the acquisition of
one company by another; the "pooling of interests"
approach is based on "the uniting of the ownership
interests of two or more companies by the exchange of
securities." Under the purchase method, the cost of an
acquired corporation should be allocated to its identi
fiable assets, according to their fair values. The opin
ion goes on to state that the values should be deter
mined as of the date of acquisition.

ISC Electronics recorded the Marquardt acquisition
on ISC's books, using the purchase method of account
ing. The total cost was apportioned among
Marquardt's assets based on their value as of the
acquisition date. This resulted in an increase in the
asset values.

Marquardt subsequently made a written proposal to
the government to increase the net book value of its
assets from $8 million to $48.4 million, retroactive to
the date of the acquisition. Marquardt then incorporat
ed the stepped-up asset base into its overhead rates
for purposes of billing on government contracts.

The contracting officer on one of Marquardt's con
tracts issued a final decision stating that the company
should not be allowed to increase its fixed asset base
for government contract costing purposes. The con
tracting officer pointed out that Marquardt had been
sold through a transfer of stock; there were no
changes to its management team or asset base. The
government had agreed that a novation would not be
needed to protect existing contracts from additional
costs due to the acquisition, the contracting officer
noted. Marquardt appealed to the ASBCA.

Asset Revaluation Not Permitted

Marquardt argued that its purchase by ISC Elec
tronics was a business combination subject to the
accounting board principles, and that the purchase
method of accounting was applicable to the transac
tion. The purchase method requires that the acquired
company's assets be revalued based as of the date of
acquisition, the firm maintained.

"Marquardt's arguments lose sight of the fact that
[it], and not its new parent. .. is the contracting party
here," Administrative Judge Charles Duvall observes.
The Accounting Principles Board opinion states that a
business combination occurs when one or more busi
nesses are brought together into a single accounting
entity, and that organization carries out the activities
of the preViously separate enterprises. Since Mar
quardt remained an independent entity, its reliance on
the APB opinion is misplaced, the judge stresses. "It
alone remained responsible for performing its govern
ment contracts."

Under these circumstances, the APB opinion has
nothing to do with how an acquired company is to
value its assets, Judge Duvall says. "APB 16 deals
solely with how an acquiring-corporation is to value
the assets it has acquired."

Marquardt also contended that the revaluation was
permissible under the ASBCA's decision in Gould De
fense Systems, Inc. (40 FCR 200). In that case, the
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board commented that the government had not con
tested the general propriety of using the purchase
method of accounting for business combinations with
respect to government contract pricing.

Marquardt's reliance on Gould Defense Systems is
again misplaced, Judge Duvall emphasizes. In that
case, Gould and Clevite Corp. merged, and Gould-as
the acquiring company-was attempting to recover
costs attributable to its contracts based on a revalu
ation of Clevite's assets (40 FCR 200). In contrast,
Marquardt acquired no assets here; it was bought by
another firm, he notes.

In addition, Marquardt's position also violates the
Defense Acquisition Regulation, the board finds. DAR
§15-201.4 prOVides that a cost is allocable to a govern
ment contract if it is incurred specifically for the
contract and benefits the contract. "There is no bene
fit to Marquardt's government contract resulting from
the purchase by [ISC Electronics]," Judge Duvall
declares.

Marquardt was the passive subject of a transaction
between its former and present owners, the board
concludes. "If [ISC] is to recover the purchase cost of
acquiring Marquardt, it can only do so under its own
government and commercial contracts." Marquardt is
a separate legal entity, and its contracts cannot be
burdened ewith costs incurred by a third party.

Accordingly, Marquardt improperly used the pur
chase method of accounting for valuation of its assets;
its claim that it may legally increase the value of its
assets for contract costing purposes is denied.

Acting ASBCA Chairman Daniel M. Arons and Act
ing Vice-Chairman Vasil S. Vasiloff concur in the
decision.

Davis-Bacon

WEINBERGER SEEKS DAVIS-BACON
REFORMS IN MILITARY CONSTRUCTION BILL

Although a provision that would have exempted
most military construction from Davis-Bacon Act
prevailing requirements was dropped from the Senate
and House conference report on the fiscal 1986 de
fense appropriations bill (44 FCR 236; 44 FCR 189),
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger told members
of Congress that he supports a waiver from federal
prevailing wage requirements on military projects.

"The next opportunity to include the reforms in
Department of Defense legislation appears to be
through a floor amendment to the 1986 millitary
construction bill," Weinberger said in letters sent July
31 to Reps. Charles W. Stenholm (D-Tex) and Arlan
Stangeland (R-Minn).

"I would welcome and support such an amendment
since the Davis-Bacon reforms proposed by the Senate
would save about $150 million annually at a time
when we are under severe budget constraints,"
Weinberger said. "In addition to saving money, the
reforms would significantly reduce administrative
burdens on the government and contractors, es
pecially small contractors."

A Davis-Bacon exemption was added to the defense
appropriations bill in the Senate but not in the House
where it was strongly opposed by organized labor. The
amendment offered by Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tex)
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weapons systems. The move came as Wein
berger battled to justify his defense budget
in Congress amid charges that much of the
money iswasted.'

In the Gen~ral DynamicS case, he specif
ically ruled out government' payments for
"improper expenses" revealed at a congres
.'lional hearing last week. Company officials
were accused of charging for board.ing an
executive's dog, country club dues, golfing
weekends and a chili cookoff.

Weinberger also said that he has asked
the Justice Department to look into possible

See WEINBERGER, A7, CoL 1

• Anny antiaircraft gun Jrad to 1Je heated
up to fire in tests, senatorcluJrge.s. Page A7

~ .By MJehael WeisskopC and Howard KurtZ
:. . Wuhiucton Pool sc.If .rUn .

. Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinber-
ger yesterday·froze for at least 30 days aU
Payments to General Dynamics Corp. f9r
overhead costs-a figure estimated at $40

.. million monthly-while the ,Pentagon re
views whether the nation's largest defense
contractor has improperly billed taxpayers

. for corporate entertainment and personal
.expenses.

Weinberger, in a speech to the American
~gion, unveiled the move as part of a wid:
er crackdown on defense contractors that
emirge the government for "general and
lld!ninistrative costs" added to the price of

'c J08THYfAl!;1·,l~,,~:No..9.~>' ~ I~.~ ..........r.:~:',:\~:;,tt;· ·1~i .j, .:...::

;p.~;"~;hh;ddS Paynl~n~"\:' ..'
.[{t:rop)~ef~nSe,~ntrilctor .> .

. r;e~ral D)71!lmics,Free~e Is rat! of.Wide Crackdown
,:.~~ .... ;,~ -~~:' . . ~! .
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'" Contracts have been writlei! in'die ..:the'test as legitima~e, along with
l~' ." .WEINBERG~Proa.Al: ',past are wrong.· ~':':"\"~-;::~;'it~}" ~ ~..•36,~ in payments to such com
I criminaJ 'violations by GeileralDy- In what his spokesman ,desl;lJ\ed' '..muruty events as a Boy Scouts golf
~ namicS' officials. A spokesman said as a "get-tough- poticy, Weiilberger' '·'toUrpament and a Hanukkah dinner
; later' it is illegal to submit false or said' he' has ordered defense-·ipJjfj..: . thrown ,by the', Jewish Nationali' fraudUlent ~~-to .~. ~e,<Jeral tors to review the oveihead~; ;J~und.+:'i 'J<'l:~"; :" ',",; .. 1 .'''-

I government., , .' " ",;t" ,I ~.> • II-ates -set for aU ma~r CC)ntfcl~O!Jij;:' Many ,'of, 't~e· problems con
~ "We founcfthat General Dynam-to assure that they prevent Charges demned by Wemberger have been

, , l icS' testimony was nauSeating," said fpr improper E!xpense8~". "l,~: 2~':l ( .,.. ,cited for ~ears by the ~.fe{lse COn- .
,1 Defense Department spokesman :.. " Contractors j moreover.- WiD be' ,tract AudIt AgenCy. CrItICS say the'
I.Mi~~ l.. Burch..~ ,~. the _.f~uired to certify under penalty of ~gency's findings .often hav~ been

, : clauns made were ~re~t~rQUS and, ' perjury that their clai!Jls for o~r- Ignored by defense contractmg of-,
: completely out of line, did m no way head expenses do not mclude polito. ficers.. ,,':-; 'i,·". ,

" . : benefit.n~ti~n~l ~~Y':~. ~;',:'~~;c,.aI contributions, enter1ainment or"' ..A.uditorshave qu~s~ion~ $50
'.: tGenera1~ffiI~"}1l a ~tate-,;":rf;f f+ .'", .,.,' " ~" ,',-, ,:: , mIllIon of the $143 mIllIon In over-
._ ~ ,mentfr~~ Its ~t. ~~ ~eadq~~~ ~",' . < ", head expenses charged by General
,.'ters, saitt~t,believelO,it.wI~,~ ~b1e ;'''YL'l d that.:" ,Dynamics from 1979to1982.~· .::.1 !o.'~ti~ 'the, Defense J?epap.: .•:·:::;'_~.J.o.U!! ...",', .;--'",."t;,,:;.t In the'''~test example ofques-l
< !' ment's concerns" and promIsed ~ "Ge" .. .. I D .'" ,- , tioned 'bIllIngs, they challenged
" }:immediately' withdraw aU charges '. nera 'YnamJl;s ,: $330,983 charged in 1982 for the
";.' "thatlll'e determined not t.o be bona •I' ',''I •''. ,,V was" '. 'companr's promotional "giv~awa.ys" ,
> r J~e:te;"!-.':t ~ / .' .•., , ) ....~ ,', ' . es l''!}onJ ~",' ..; ofsuch Items as necklaces, tIe clIps, I
~, ·1, ~e . company, whic~.had,S].2 00"usnatz-n,g. 80m"e or bats, knives, branding i~ons and me- I

~ billion In government JIlilitary sales .' t:" o· . 'J dallions emblazoned wIth weapons
~, I Jastyear, said a~ut 8 per~nt ()f its' the claims iiliide \ ~:insignia, acc:ording to an audit cited ,
l~. : ~ntonthly billmgs to~:P~nta- '. .:., ' ." . :' ., .: ", by congress!on~lsources. ,
~ j goo cover overhead costs. '.'~' c· ... we'-re' p"pe')nn~/e1i'o·us Burch saId It was the batch of. r In his speech" W'~in~rger '~id ' 't." ',= '0' T:~?,...:. !J,.m.' ' bills from 1980 and 1981 now being

; the Defense Deparfmenfwould sus- aiuJ comnlelelv oul audited that triggered the General,'" l pe~d pa~ents ~or General ~m- . _ ,T , '.l __,; Dynamics crack~own~cause
;.. ,-ICS, admm~stratIve costs until. Pen- 0"lzne ,- " ," '.. "we've got enough IOformation now
. ~.J4iQQ.audit()J:Scomplete ,theIr,.,I'e.",.,,_ !I "'.' ",~, . -!..,~!! , .....·.;"..,,·_··~~--t11arwe 'felflhat we'Could suspend'r'view of the. rate at which the goy-'.' ~--;-~-"--': -_.-:'. :""':MiChael T. BUrCh, these payments to a major contrac-
,ernm~t relmqp~ses the company. ~~ense ~partment spokesman tor until we're satisfied that only
•He saId the reVIew would takeat, proper charges are being sub-
.least 30 days. ,"other expenses 'that are not made mitted." .,., .

J' .Defense· contractors are pe~- directly for the benefit of the gov-, , Until now, tl)e Pentagon has at
mJtted. to add a percen~age. of their ernment and are required for the tempted to negotiate with General
overhead costs to the pnc~ ~f a performance of the contract in- Dynamics to eliminate improper

> ~!78POns system afte~ negotiatIons volved," Weinberger said. charges, Burch said.
t WIth the Pentag~n.. .' , "He's only going to pay for things, Congressional critics say defense
"~ But congressIOnal cntics com· that benefit the country," Burch contractors have little incentive to
plain that gUidelines for detertriin- Said. "He's not' going to pay for resolve audit disputes quickly J>e.:'
!"g 'What is an ~1I0":llbIe oyerhead those frivolous overhead expenses," cause the Defense Department rou
Jtem are vague, opemng the, way for 'Burch said auditors will look into tinely pays up to.95 percent of bills
contractor al!uses, ,and run,away reports that the Boeing Co. billed for overhead and' other costs on a
weaponscosts.

c
"';,' , the Defense Department for nearly monthl basis Usuall these

Burch said the defense secretary 1$127,000 in political contributions ,y . y,
.'\~grees th8t the system of allowing in 1982.· The aerospace company . ..
. .pverhead costs ;needs to be tight- agreed to withdraw bills for about

:imed doWn: He agrees that the way' half of the donations, but justified ,
:_. • ~ t



charges are not disputed until years
later.

General Dynamics, for instance,
has received $120 million of the
$143 million in overhead expenses
billed (rom 1979 to 1982, according
to congressional officials, despite its
recent admission during a hearing
that some billings were improper.
, In similar fashion, the company

,has been paid $10 million of the $22
million in corporate ,aircraft
charges, which include more than
100 personal flights by company
chairman David S. Lewis, according
to Pentagon auditors. ,

Defense contracting officers of-I
ten fail to support the auditors who
are only empowered to question
costs, according to critics. ' , '

They said that General Dynamics
was paid 75 percent of its aircraft
charges for 1976 and !.977 even

, though Pentagon officials were un- ' i

able to determine the purpose of
the flights because the company had
destroyed its passenget lists.
, Congressionals6urces' said that
the Naval Investigative Service is- ,
examining General Dynamics' cor
porate 'aircraft, 'claims as wen as
some of the entertainment ex- \
penses it has added to the price of
nuclear submarines. I ,

<" General Dynamics" the na~ion's
'~rgest: defense'c~ntractor' fOr, ,the
past three years with total Penta
gon sales of almost $20 billion from
1982 through 1984, makes Trident

'submarines, SSN688 attack.subma~ ,
'rines, Ml tanks,F16 jet fighters,
Tomahawk cruise missiles, Alhd

, Stinger defense missiles. ",
:' ' , Rep. John D: DingeU (D-Mich.),
-who held a, subcommittee hearing
on General Dynamics; Said' he ex

,'peets "it significanfamount of mon
':ey to' be returried'to 'the' treasury ,
I . . '1'1 want to see t~ fraud'rooted
;:oot of these overhead'accoliDts and

the guilty p3~_deaJt With:· _
:<' _ t~'{f.I~O:-,,"';1· -=E~'~: 7'~_

,tt-.¢. n~' ~r-i .t\~~ ~ f
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MEMORANDUM FOR ~~g~~i~~~ g~ i~~ trJi~ .~~~<
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
DIRECTOR, DEFEKSE CO~TRAC! AUDIT AGE~CY

SUBJECT: Expenses Claimed by General Dynamics

In a recent Congressional hearini, General Dynamics
officials stated that various unallowable overhead expenses were
claimed against Government contracts. Doring the next thirty
days a review of General Dynamics' overhead claims shall be
performed by nCAA to assure tbat the Government's interests are
being protected. Within the thirty days in which this review is :

. conducted. payments to General Dynamics &5 Jeimbur~ements under
cost type contracts or as progress payments under fixed price
contracts shall not include any amounts for general and.
aa~inistrative expenses. .

.'-t ••. L..r.
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V.EMORP~DU~ FOR SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
. SECRETARY OF THE NAVY~

SECRETARY. OF THE AIR FORCE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
DIRECTOR) DEFENSE CO~TRACT AUDIT AGENCY

SUBJECT: , OverheEd Expenses Claimed Against Defense Contrac'ts

Svoo *r(;,
04~7S

::.-
, ".l

The analysis for each major contractor location shquld be a
coordinated effort involving the cognizant contract
administration office and the cognilant DCAA office •

.-" ~ Ul~- .. If.. ' ....
::-. i:"-~
c

Contract adrni~istraticn and Defense Contract Audit Agency
(DC~~) offices should review payments at each location for each
year to assure that no unallowable overhead expenses have been
included in interiffi overhead billings. Existing procedures
require that contractors identify expressly unallowable overhead
expenses and not claim them against Government contracts.
")'pical1y. negoti!tions for nCAA audit reports result in
additional'reductions of contractor overhead. Contract
administration and audit offices will assure that adequate
adjustments are made to amounts billed the Government to cover
fully both of these adjustments. These measures shall provide
assurance that unallowable expenses are not being paid by the
Government even on an interim basis.

...--

During a recent congressional hearing, General Dynamics'
. '. offici£ls stated that various unallowable overhead expenses were

claimed against Covernment contracts. ~ separate analysis of
-' General Dynamics I overhead claims is being performed. To'~.

provide assurance that all other major Defense contractors are
cc~piyinE ~ith the overhead billing requirernentsof Department
of Defense contracts, you are directed to make an an~lysis for
a11 jj;ajo! Defense contractors. Your analyses, should" include
each contractor location where final oVerhead rates for prior
fiscal years have not been established as well 2S billing rates
for the current fiscil year. '

/3 i.~-·



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

WASHINGTON. D,C. 20310

REP!-Y 1"0
ATTENTION OF"

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, DAR COUNCIL

83-56

./' /1/-/:/
V

SUBJECT: Novation Requirement When Ownership of a
Contractor is Transferred

I. PROBLEM

To obtain authorization for continued use after
1 April 1984 of coverage to clairfy that the Government
may require a novation agreement when ownership of a
contractor is transferred through a stock purchase
transaction or by other means.

II. RECOMMENDATION

That the DAR Council authorize Departmental distribu
tion of the coverage authorized in case 83-56 00 2£ october
1983 (as an addition to DAR 26-402(a)) after 1 April 1984 
as an addition to FAR 42.1204(a) in the DOD FAR Supplement
or in DepartmentaY'"acquisitlo"n fe"'gulations.

III. DISCUSSION

On 26 October 1983 the Council authorized Departmental
distribution of a modification to DAR 26-402(a) and of a
Departmental Intro Item explaining the modification. The
Army issued this coverage with further detailed procedures
on 8 November 1983 (TAB A) .

We consider that this coverage was material in assuring
that the Army's rights were fully protected in the recent
sale of Hughes Helicopter to McDonnell Douglas. The parties
did execute a novation agreement.

In order to assure that the Government's rights will
be fully protected in this type of situation after 1 April
19H4, it is requested that the Council authorize Departmental
distribution of the same coverage previously approved in
83-56 as an adciitiun to EAR 42.1204(a). This could Le
accomplished through a Departmental to the DOD FAR Supplement
or in the Departmental supplement to the FAR.
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Descriptions of the coverage approved on 26 October
1983 from The Government Contractor and Federal Contracts
Report are at TAB B.

Maurice J. O'Brien
Army Legal Member
DAR Council



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARM
OF ~E OF THE ASSISTANT SECRE:.TARY

WASHINGTON, OC 203tO

SARDA 8 NOV 1383

SUBJECT: Acquisition Letter (AL) 83-16

SEE DISTRIBUTION

This Acquisition Letter (AL) 83-16 contains changes to the DAR
and Army DAR Supplement, and information on acquisition/con
tracting issues of interest-to Army contracting personnel, as
cited in the following items:

I.

II.

IV.

III.

Change to DAR 1-114 and 1-111, Reporting of Identical

Bids. ~
Ch.ange to DAR 26-402(a) (iii) and new ADARS 26-402, Agree
ment to Recognize a.Successor in Interest.--------
Bell System Practices - Change to ADARS 4-5704.2(b).

Recission of ADARS 11-351, 7-603.502, and 7-606.51,
Washington State Sales and Use Taxes.

V. Waiver of Cost Accounting Standards for acquisitions of
ammonium perchlorate from Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. -
Information/Action Item.

VI. Emphasis on Indian Business -- Information/Action Item.

VII. Review of Subcontract Cost in a Prime Contractor Proposal
-- Information/Action Item.

VIII. Guidance on Employee's Rebate and Purchase Discount Plans
-- Information/Action Item.

IX. Correction to AL 83-10 -- Information/Action Item.

x. Contract Delivery Schedules and Contractor Performance 
-Information/Action Item.

c



SARDA
.~ SUBJECT: Acquisition Letter (AL) 83-16

,~ I. To expedite implementation of action taken by it on 26 August
1983, the DAR Council directed Departmental distribution of the
material at Enclosure 1 concerning the requirement for reporting
of identical bids •

..
II. To expedite distribution of the revision approved by it on
26 October 1983, the DAR Council authorized Departmental distri
bution of material at Enclosure 2 concerning protection of the
Government's interests under proposed stock purchase transactions.
This coverage is effective upon receipt.

At Enclosure 3 is related new coverage at ADARS 26-402.

III. ADARS 4-S704.2(b) (see AL 83-1, Item II) is changed to
read as follows:

"(b) In addition to any other clause pertaining
to data prescribed in DAR, the clause in 7-5000,
approved by the DAR Council in December 1982 under
Case 82-2-36 may be included in contracts involving
the purchase of BSP. This authority shall expire
31 December 1983."

IV. DUSD(~~) memorandum of 26 September 1983; subject:
Washington State Sales and Use Taxes (Encl 4) advises that the
clause entitled "Washington State Sales and Use Taxes (1976
January),· is no longer authorized. As a result, ADARS 11-351,
7-603.502, and 7-606.51 are rescinded.

V. By letter dated 20 September 1983, subject: Kerr-McGee CAS
Waiver, (Encl 5), the Director, Contracting and Manufacturing
Policy, HO USAF forwards a Tri-Service CAS waiver, signed by
the Secretary of the Air Force. This Determination and Findings
applies to acquisitions of ammonium perchlorate from the Kerr
McGee Chemical Corporation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

VI. Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of 29 September
1983, subject: Emphasis on Indian Business (Encl 6), requests
increased support for Indian 8(a) firms.

VII. DUSD(AM) memorandum of 18 October 1983, subject: Review
of Subcontract Costs in a Prime Contractor proposal (Enc17),
requests coordination between ACO's and PCO's on all audit
requests.

c
VIII. ADUSD(Acquisition) memorandum of 25 October 1983, subject:
Distribution of Indirect Cost Monitoring (ICMO) Working Group
Guidance Paper No. 83-2, Guidance on Employee Rebate and Purchase

2



SARDA
SUBJECT: Acquisition Letter (AL) 83-16

Discount Plans (Encl 8) provides guidance concerning the handling
of employ~e rebates.

IX. SF 83, "Request for OMB Review," and SF 83a, "Instructions
for Requesting OMB Approval Under the Paperwork Reduction Act
and Executive Order 12291" were furnished with AL 83-11. Unfor
tunately a couple of pages were missing. Enclosure 9 includes
the necessary forms.

x. Enclosure 10, entitled "Contract Delivery Schedules and
Contractor Performance" describes "the end-of-the-month delivery
syndrome" that has been recently observed on many Army production
contracts. It provides guidance in drafting contract clauses
to accommodate any particular procurement requirement. It also
emphasizes the need for enforcement of such terms and conditions
during contract performance "and reporting any significant depar
tures from the contractual schedule. Procuring Contracting
Officers (PCO's) should bring this matter to the attention of
their Program/project Managers, production specialists, as well
as the Administrative Contracting Officers located at DCAS,
NAVPRO's, AFPRO's and ARPRO's that administer Army production
contracts.

Addressees shall insure immediate distribution of this
Acquisition Letter (AL) 83-16 to all subordinate contracting
offices and supporting legal offices.

FOR THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (ACQUISITION):

o

10 Encl
as

.q 1·' ~~/'i----------
~ J Dubicki

Deputy for Acq isition Policy

3
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THE FOLLOWING IS A CHANGE TO THE DAR:

The additional example in 25-402(a) set forth below is added to
clarify the application of the policies and procedures in DAR
Section XXVI, Part 4, to the situation when the transfer of
ownership of a contractor through a stock purchase transaction,
or by other means, is determined to significantly affect the
Government's rights and interests under existing and future
contracts. The revision serves to assure the means for protec
tion of the Government's rights and interests in such a situation.

Title 41, United States Code, Section 15 provides in part
that: "no contract or order, or any interest therein, shall be
transferred by the party to whom such contract or order is given
to any other party, and any such transfer shall cause the annul
ment of the contract or order transferred, so far as the United
States are concerned." A purpose of the statute is to protect
the Government's rights and interests by insuring to it perfor
mance by the contractor it selects upon the agreed terms. The
examples previously set out in DAR 26-402(a) were not all-inclu
sive nor is it considered that the formality of a legal change
in identity of the contractor must have occurred before the
policies and procedures of Section XXVI, Part 4, may be required.
Past instances have shown tnat a transfer of ownership of a
contractor preparatory to or without a formal change of identity
can as adversely affect the Government's rights and interests
under its contracts as a transfer accomplished with a formal
change of identity. Issues that may arise in such transactions
include accounting adjustments, contract costs, quality, quantity
and scheduling under the new owner; whether the new owner has
adequate financial resources and capability; and whether the
transfer of ownership would jeopardize the Government's security
interests or its need for adequate competition.

The additional example set forth below requires a determina
tion by the Secretary (as defined in DAR 1-201.15) concerned
that the sale may significantly affect the Government's rights
and interests under existing and future contracts in order to
apply the procedures of Section XXVI, Part 4.

This area is being considered further by the DAR Council
to determine whether additional coverage and procedures at the
DoD level are necessary or appropriate. In the interim, the
Depa~tments may prescribe those detailed procedures they deter
mine necessary in implementation of this action. Deviations to
the DAR required by any agreement made pursuant to Section XXVI,
Part 4, are governed by DAR 1-109.

i
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DAR 26-402 (a) (iii) is renumbered (a) (iv) and a new (a) (iii) is
added as follows:

"(iii) transfer of the ownership of a contractor
through a stock purchase transaction, or by any other
means, when the Secretary concerned determines that
the sale may significantly affect the Government's
rights and interests under existing and future
contracts;"

2
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~, THE FOLLOWING ARE CHANGES TO THE ADARS:
~

1. Add the following to ADARS Section XXVI, Part 4:

-26-402 Agreement to Recognize a Successor in
Interest

(a) (i) when a contracting officer learns of a
prospective or actual transaction as described at DAR
26-402(a) (iii) from: contractor; a contract adminis
tration office; or any other source, the contracting
officer shall promptly notify, by telephone or message,
the addressee at 1-ISO(b) (6) for further direction.

(ii) upon request, contracting officers shall
forward all information, proposed agreements, and any
other pertinent documents available, through contract
ing channels to the addressee at 1-ISO(b) (6).
Contracting offices shall also provide information to
support the required Secretarial determination includ
ing an analysis of the potential impact on current
and future contract performance and cost.-

2. The current ADARS citation -26-401 General." is hereby
changed to read -26-404 processing Novation Agreements and Change
of Name Agreements.- The text material thereunder remains
unchanged. •

c·
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~qE GOVER~ME~T CONTRACTOR

'sti..ld} group is to be headed by Asst. Deputy Un
der SecY. of Defense (Production Policy) John
:\Iittino.

*Note-Industry criticisms of the Council's op
erations in recent years have centered primarily
on (1) the length of time it takes the Council to
process proposed reg changes, and (2) the fact
that (unlike most other Govt agencies) the Coun
cil does not routinely publish proposed reg changes
in the Federal Register for public comment but,
instead, provides industry with only informal ad
vance notice or no advance notice at all.

g 47

Various Procurement Reg Changes Issued

Fol1o\ving are some of the latest changes in agen
cy regulations affecting procurement:

Army-(1) An amendment of Army DAR
Supplement (ADARS) 2-201 and 3-501 provides
that all foreseeable direct Govt costs that may
vary between contract offers must be listed as
evaluation factors in the solicitation involved.
[NOTE-The change apparently resulted from the
discovery of several recent situations in which
significant costs (such as transportation in for
eign offers) were not included in the proposal
evaluation process.] (Army Acquisition Letter

3-14, 18 Oct. 1983)
(2) Army Acquisition Letter 83-16 (8 Nov.

1983) includes changes to regs governing agree
ments to recognize successors to a Govt contrac
tor. The changes are designed to protect the Govt's
interest under proposed stock purchase transac
tions. See ADARS 26-402.

(3) Army Acquisition Letter 83-18 (6 Dec.
}s83) contains new coverage of (a) prenegotia
tion price objectives (at ADARS 3-802.50), and
(b) procurement by offshore purchasing offices
(at ADARS 1-302.50).

FPMR-Reg clarification has been provided
regarding implementation of the Govt's program
of recovering precious metals from surplus prop
erty. including the award and administration of
contracts for that purpose. (FPMR Arndt. H-147,
49 Fed. Reg.,2246)

FPR~Israel has been added to the list ,of,
cou~tries ~h~se products have been exempted

from certain Buy American Act requirements.
(FPR Amdt. 237, 49 Fed. Reg. 1906)

Interior-With certain exceptions, IPR 14
1.706 has provided that it is the Interior Dept.'s
policy to set aside, for award to small business
firms, all construction contracts estimated to cost
$750,000 or less. In order to reflect the impact
of inflation, this figure has been increased to $1
million. (49 Fed. Reg. 3856)

DOD-DAC #76-47 (15 Dec. 1983) includes
the following items of interest:

(1) Last year, Congress' amended the Small
Business Act (in P.L. 98-72) to (a) require that
a notice of all proposed over-$10,OOO procure
ments be publicized in the Commerce Business
Daily (CBD), and (b) prohibit procuring agen
cies from issuing a solicitation until at least 15
days after that CBD publication and closing the
competition until at least 30 days after the solici
tation is issued.

While the amendment specifically exempts
orders for perishable subsistence items placed
under requirements-type contracts, no exemption
is provided for the large number of perishable
subsistence items which DOD purchases in carlot
and less-than-carlot quantities on a daily basis
using individual solicitations and awards. Such
purchases are estimated to cost over $625 million
annually, and about 9770 of them are placed with
small business firms.

However, P.L. 98-72 allows Govt agency
heads to approve additional exemptions when ad
vance notification is not appropriate or reason
able, as long as the SBA concurs in such action.
Exercising this authority, DOD has now created
such an exemption for perishable subsistence item
purchases in carlot and less-than-carlot quanti
ties. At the same time, a similar exemption is
provided for DOD purchases of brand-name sub
sistence items for resale in commissary stores.

(2) The DAC includes a 4 Nov. 1983 ll'/emo
randum from Acting Deputy Under Secy. of De
fense (Acquisition Management) Harvey J. G.or
don (a) clarifying DOD policy on when ordermg
officials may seek alternate sources to mand~t~ry
Feo.lO'ral Supply Schedules, and (b) p1,"ovldmg
guidance on the use of "brand naIlle 01' equal"

" purcha.se, d~scriptions (by st.ating that it is ;m
. proper to use another contractor's part number

i
i
i
)
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FEB 17 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY' UNDER SECRETARY (ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT)
OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY Of DEFENSE FOR
RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING

SUBJECT: Employee Termination Payments (Gol den Parachutes) -. ACTION
MEMORANDUM

The Air Force Ad Hoc Task Force assigned to review contracting and pricing
policies and procedures has concluded that any reimbursement of the excessive'
costs associated with terminating employees pursuant to agreements, sometimes
referred as the "Golden Parachute", when deemed unreasonable, will not qualify
as allowable overhead costs on DOD contracts. Therefore, we have issued the
directive, Attachment 1, to our field representatives to insure that these
costs will not be allowed on DOD contracts. Though the cost principles of
DAR 15-205.6(g) and DAR 15~201.3, 15-205.39 may be interpreted to disallow
such termination payments, it is our belief that the DAR should be revised
to expressly state that these excessive payments are unallowable. Attachment
2 is a proposed DAR case with the recommended language. We also recommend
that DUSD(AM) issue a policy statement on this subject to be subsequently
followed by the DAR change.

2 Atch
1. ALMAJCOM Ltr
2. Memo to DARC,' Excessive
Termination Payments
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Employee Termination Plans (Golden Parachutes)

... AlMAJCOM-SOA (CONTRACTING)

1 G FEB 1983

1. Recent newspaper-articles have described the increasing use of extraordinary
arrangements with key employees of corporations as one of the techniques used
to compensate incumbent management if they are severed or leave as a result of
a takeover or merger. Companies with the approval of their Board of Directors,
and in some cases their stockholders, are providing key employees with
excessive termination benefits as a part of their compensation package.
Usually these benefits are only paid in the event of a merger or loss of control
and the subsequent dismissal, termination, or leaving of the executive. These
arrangements have been referred to as "Golden Parachutes" because they provide
extremely lucrative financial arrangements for such employees if they are
dismissed, terminated, or leave.

2. Effective immediately, contracting officers are advised to scrutinize the
costs associated with "Golden Parachutes" agreements when they are included in
contract proposals, invoices, claims or compensation plans. Payments and plans
for employees should be carefully examined for the tests of the plans reason
ableness under the current OAR provisions of 15-201.3, 15-205.6, and 15-205.39.
These costs deemed to be unreasonable shall be determined to be unallowable.
The Air Force is now processing a DAR case to make these-employee payments
expressly unallowable. . ~_. • .

FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF ..



,
,"

15-205. Employee Termination Payments (CWAS-NA)

(a) Employee termination plans payments, sometimes identified as uGolden
Parachutes" include, but are not limited to, certain cost incurred by a
contractor as a result of employment agreements with an employee. Such
agreements provide that if there is a change in the control of the
management and/or ownership of the contractor and the employee is dismissed,
terminated or leaves as a result, the employee shall receive certain
compensation upon dismissal or termination of employment. Such employee
termination payments are usually:

(i) well in excess of the contractor's severance payments
and/or practices for other types of employee termination;
and

(ii) offered to a limited number of employees.

(b) Employee termination payments as defined herein, and all costs directly
or indirectly associated with such payments, are unallowable .

..

Atch 2

1
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DAR Staff
Case 84-18

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE ASSIST ANT SECRETARY

(SHIPBUILDING ANa LOGISTICS)

WASHINGTON. a C 20360

4 February 1987

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR. DAR COUNCIL

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18. Accounting for Mergers and Other Business
Combinations

I. PROBLEM:

By DAR Council letter dated 24 February 1984. the Commercial Cost
Principles Committee was requested to study issues relating to the appropriate
treatment of costs arising from mergers and other business combinations. and
to recommend any changes in the cost principles coverage on such costs deemed
appropriate. The DAR Council's initial assignment letter noted that certain
of these issues had already been considered under Case Numbers 83-100-5.
83-100-47. 83-43. and 83-56. Shortly thereafter. by letter dated 17 April
1984. the DAR Council requested that the Committee consider material sent in
by the American Defense Preparedness Association (ADPA) and by the Army
concerning the kinds of business combination requiring a novation agreement.
Finally. in the approved DAR Council action plan issued in February 1986 in
response to publication of the OSD Task Force Report on the cost principles.
the Council committed itself to consideration of the report's comments on
three cost principles (-10. -11. and -27) under this case. Later. by letters
dated 27 May 1986 and 5 June 1986. the Council added the relevant comments on
the Task Force report sent in by CODSIA and the DOD IG to the case material.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. That the DAR Council review FAR 31.109 and 42.12 in light of the ~

Committee's comments in Section III.A.2 below. and decide on the appropriate-~

course of action.
CAA«:t A
~~~ ~ B. That FAR 31.205-6(1). and 31.205-27 be revised as shown in

Part 2 of TAB A.

C. That FAR 31.205-10. 31.205-11. 31.205-16 and 31.205-49 be revised as
shown in Part 3 of TAB A.

D. That FAR 30.404.50(d) and (e). and 30.409.40(a)(4) and .50(j)(1) be
revised as shown in Part 4 of TAB A.

III. DISCUSSION:

Anyone who even casually peruses a newspaper is aware that business
combinations within American industry in general. and. more specifically.



New forms of business combination and the requirement for a novation
agreement;

within the defense industry have become far more common in recent years. This
development. while it is obviously of broad public concern. is of particular
importance to the Government procurement community because business
combinations can dramatically alter a company's cost structure on which in
turn much of Government contract pricing is ultimately based. Specifically.
there are several areas in which the adequacy of current FAR coverage needs to
be examined in light of recent developments:

~.

/2. The treatment of certain organization costs and special compensation
arrangements incidental to attempted or successful business combinations;

I 3. The treatment of increased asset values created by business
combinations under generally accepted accounting principles.

This is not to say that these are the only areas of regulatory concern
having a connection with the phenomenon of business combinations. For
example. business combinations and pension plan terminations can be
interrelated since the acquiring company may be tempted to seize excess assets
in the acquired company's pension fund to help pay for the acquisition.
However. the whole issue of pension plan terminations is being dealt with
under another case (namely. 85-180). which would affirm the Government's right
to a credit in these circumstances. While the subject of business
combinations is highly dynamic. the Committee is unaware of any issues other
than those listed that need to be addressed here.

The remainder of this section will provide background information and
Committee comments on each of these areas of concern.

A. Need for a Novation or Other Agreement

1. Background

While many variations obviously exist. there are only two basic ways for
one company or group to obtain control over another company or some part of
it. Tbe acquiring entity can either WlY the assets of the tariet compa~ ax.
~ore commonly. some desired piece of that compan¥. direct1¥. or it CAn acquire
a controlling interest in the vOtiRg QtOQk ef the target entity. In the
ratter case. the acquisition of stock is often. but not always. followed by a
change in the legal form of the acquired entity through merger or
consolidation. Since the 1950s. Department of Defense procurement regulations
have consistently and explicitly required that certain types of acquisition.
namely. those in which the original contractor's assets are transferred to
another legal entity. require a novation agreement. that is. a formel
agreement between the Government. thQ acquiriAg eAtity. and the sel1~

~t1t¥. In such an agreement the Government recognizes the purchaser as the
successor in interest to the acquired entity's Government contracts and makes
any arrangements deemed necessary to protect the Government's interest.

The basic remaining issue is whether a novation or some other similar
agreement should be required in all situations in which control over a company
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having Government contracts is transferred. and. more specifically. in the
case of stock purchase transactions. in which the acquired company remains a
separate legal entity (i.e •• is not subsequently merged or consolidated out of
existence).

Some within the legal community have taken the position that this kind
of stock purchase transaction does not create a successor in interest. and
hence does not require a novation agreement. The argument is straightforward
enough. It is simply that. under such circumstances. the legal entity with
which the Government has been doing business has not changed. The
Government's relationship is with a company. not with its stockholders. When
only the identity of the stockholders changes. there has been no change in the
entity with which the Government does business. The opposed position is also
quite straightforward. It is that the acquisition of a controlling interest
in the stock of a corporation gives the investor the same ability to affect
performance under the acquired entity's Government contracts as would a
situation in which the legal form of the acquired entity is altered through
merger or consolidation.

This whole issue was previously considered in 1983 under DAR Cases
83-100-47 and 83-56. These cases were proposed by the Army. which sought an
explicit regulatory statement that a stock purchase transaction in itself
could give rise to the requirement for a novation agreement. Under the latter
case. the DAR Council approved the Army's proposal. which was then implemented
as a revision to DAR 26-402 by Item XVI of DAC 76-48. dated January 25. 1984.
which reads as follows:

(iii) transfer of the ownership of a contractor through a stock
purchase transaction. or by any other means. when the Secretary
concerned determines that the sale may significantly affect the
Government's rights and interests under existing and future contracts.

Through a clerical error. the new DAR coverage was promulgated as a
subparagraph within DAR 26-402(b). rather than DAR 26-402(a). Moreover. the
new coverage was not incorporated into the corresponding FAR section
promulgated on April 1. 1984. As best the Committee can tell. this omission
was not the result of a considered decision. but was due to the fact that the
new language was overlooked by those responsible for the final stages of
drafting the FAR.

This situation soon generated further suggestions for reV1S10n. In a
letter to the DAR Council dated January 26. 1984. the American Defense
Preparedness Association (ADPA) suggested that the new coverage in the DAR be
revised in two ways. First. ADPA recommended that the words "complete or
partial" be added before "ownership" (see the first line of the above
quotation) in order to make clear that a novation agreement may still be
required when ownership of less than the entire stock is transferred. Second.
ADPA recommended that the decision on which stock purchase transactions
require a novation agreement be transferred from the Service Secretary to the
administrative contracting officer. who was responsible for obtaining novation
agreements under all other circumstances. Moreover. the Army itself. in a
letter dated April 13. 1984. pointed out that the new DAR coverage had not
been incorporated in the FAR. and requested its inclusion in the DoD FAR
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Supplement or at least authorization to include it in Departmental acquisition
regulations.

There has also been a recent decision of the ASBCA (in Case 29888
involving an appeal by the Marquardt Company) that is relevant to this issue.
The background of this case is that. prior to 1983. all outstanding shares of
the Marquardt Company were owned by the CCI Corporation. In late 1983. those
shares were sold to ISC Electronics. Inc. Based on the fact that the
transaction in question involved simply the transfer of stock from CCI to ISC.
without any change in the management or legal structure of the Marquardt
Company itself. the cognizant administrative contracting officer and the
Marquardt Company agreed that no novation agreement was required.
Subsequently. however. Marquardt attempted to have the Government recognize
stepped-up asset values based on the price paid for the Marquardt stock by ISC
(see C.1.a. below). When the contracting officer refused to do so. Marquardt
appealed his decision to the ASBCA. The ASBCA found for the Government on the
grounds that Marquardt remained the same legal entity after the transaction
between CCI and ISC as before. Therefore. its contracts should not be
burdened with costs incurred by an independent party. namely. ISC. The
relevance of this case to our discussion here is that in it the ASBCA seemed
to accept as a given that a change in ownership effected by stock purchase
without subsequent legal reorganization does not require a novation agreement.
It should be added that Marquardt is now appealing the ASBCA's decision.

2. Committee Comments

The DAR Council's taskings of 24 ~ebruary and 17 April 1984 under this
case requested the Committee's opinion on whether it would be advisable to
adopt the Army's and ADPA's suggestion and" expand the current FAR coverage on ')
situations requiring novation agreements to include stock purchase ~~

transactions along the broad lines of the change made to the DAR in early
1984. The Committee is sympathetic to the concerns underlying this proposal.
For all practical purposes. the investor has. in such circumstances. acquired
control over the investee so that in substance. if not in form. the Government
is faced with a new entity and should have the opportunity to iron out in
advance with the new party any issues of concern to it. Nevertheless. the
Committee does perceive some problems with such an approach.

First. it is struck by how awkwardly the subject of stock purchase
transactions fits into the existing coverage on novation agreements. The
definitions and terminology used in that coverage contemplate situations in
which assets required to perform Government contracts are transferred from one
legal entity to another. so that the contracts themselves must also be
transferred. This is simply not the case for situations in which control of a
company is transferred by stock purchase. since assets and contracts remain
throughout the property and responsibility of the same legal entity. What is
even more important. there is a statutory basis for the requirement to execute
a novation agreement in situations in which Government contracts are
transferred that is lacking for transfers of control over a company through
stock purchase. Even if. therefore. the DAR Council were to adopt coverage
modeled on that contained in DAC 76-48. the Committee wonders whether. in the
absence of a contract clause. contractors would in fact really be under any
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greater obligation than they are now to execute "novation" agreements after
acquiring businesses through stock purchase.

At this point. the Committee feels obliged to point out that this whole ~
issue lies outside its primary area of expertise. Accordingly. it recommends
that the DAR Council seek competent legal advice on it. However. in case the ~~

Council remains interested in pursuing the approach proposed by the ADPA and
the Army. the Committee has included some detailed comments and suggestions on
their proposed coverage at TAB A. Part 1. pgs. 1-2. 6~ •

The Committee would also add here that. should the Council feel that new
FAR coverage is necessary to encourage or require advance agreements for these~
kinds of business acquisition. there are other possibilities besides placing
such coverage within the existing language on novation agreements. It would.
for example. be possible to locate such coverage in a.separate section in
Subpart 42.12 parallel to that on novation agreements. It would also be
possible to include acquisition of a business through stock purchase in the
list of situations for which an advance agreement on the treatment of cost is
especially advisable. Since this latter afternative is within the Committee's
area of expertise. it has provided language for such an approach at TAB A.
Part 1. p. 3 should the DAR Council wish to pursue this possible course of
action.

In any case. however--and this is the important point--the Committee
believes that the new cost principles coverage it is recommending elsewhere in
this report will go a long way towards protecting the Government's interest in
situations in which a Government contra~tor is acquired regardless of the form
of the purchase. Thus. while the issue of whether to require or encourage
some form of agreement whenever a business acquisition occurs remains of some
importance in that each acquisition has unique aspects. its urgency will be
diminished if the Committee's recommended cost principles language is enacted.
Accordingly. the Committee recommends that. however this issue is handled.
deliberations on it not be permitted to impede action on the rest of this
case.

B. Costs Generated to Effect or Resist a Business Combination

1. Background

The economic background is the increase in recent years in the number of
attempted business combinations. particularly those in which the management
and senior personnel of the entity to be acquired is either opposed to the
proposed acquisition or at least deeply ambivalent about it. Such events.
especially so-called "hostile" takeover attempts. can result in the
expenditure of significant sums by companies. including Government
contractors. Moreover. in recent years. the frequency of "hostile". or at
least "lukewarm". acquisitions has resulted in an explosive growth in ..,devicQl;
2Y which incumbent managements attempt to make their companies less desirah1e
as takeover targets~ and Bcquirers' managements attempt te entie@ key
employees of the acquired companies into staying following the takeover.
C ~

One such device. which has received considerable publicity and which can
result in the claiming of substantial costs by contractors following business
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combinations. is the so-called olden parachute" agreement concerning whose
use there is a good. lengthy discussion 1n e Business Section of the New
York Times of 26 January 1986. A "golden parachute" is a termination
agreement uS118lly applicable only to a 1 irnited Al,lIl1ober of key executives wbich
normally has s_eYeI_al_~J:her distinctive features. The termination or severance
payments involved are characteristically not based on length of service. are
well in excess of normal severance payments. and are paid only if the employee
leaves or is dismissed following a transfer of control over the company. In
fairness it should be added that the motive for establishing such agreements
may not simply be to discourage hostile takeovers. but also to hold on to key
company executives during the period in which a company is the object of a
takeover. and enable them to make decisions on whether to encourage acceptance
or rejection of takeover offers unencumbered by personal financial
considerations.

~ :b: c~terp~e."gOl~enparachut:".agreement is th: so-calle~
olde an ff" 1n wh1ch the acqu1r1ng company comm1ts to mak1ng

payments in addition to normal compensation to key personnel of the acquired
company provided only that they remain in its employ for a specified perio~d

. . .. Whereas the "golden parachute" pays the manager or ~

other key employee should he leave following the acquisition of his compan. ~
the "golden handcuff" encourages him to stay on.

There are three cost principles that contain language relevant to the
allowability of such costs. namely. FAR 31.205-6 ("Compensation for personal
services." formerly DAR 15-205.6. 31.205-27 ("Organization costs." formerly
15-205.23) and 31.205-28 ("Other busines~ costs." formerly 15-205.24). Even
prior to the creation of something like the modern body of cost principles in
1959. the ASPR made certain costs of business "organization or reorganization"
unallowable. while making the costs of routine expenses incurred to maintain
some business structure such as those for stockholder meetings. the issuance
of annual reports. and security registry and transfer charges allowable. The
underlying rationale for this unallowability provision seems to have been two
fold. First. there seems to have been a concern that. because of the pass
through nature of companies' costs in Government contracting. making such
costs allowable would tempt contractors to engage in reorganizations when
their business mix was such that the Government would absorb a large share of
the cost. Second. and perhaps more fundamentally. was the belief that such
costs normally had no real relationship to the work of the existing business
entity. and. as such. provided insufficient benefit to be allocable to
Government work.

While there have been several subsequent changes to these two cost
principles. essentially they have been intended to further clarify. not
redraw. the original dividing line. One such change of interest to us here
was made in 1959 in Revision No. 50 to the 1956 ASPR. The ASPR Committee
added to the list of allowable "other business expenses" the cost of "normal
(italics ours) proxy solicitations." While the Committee has been unable to
find any formal record of the ASPR Committee's intent. it seems likely that
its use of the word "normal" reflected an assumption that "abnormal" proxy
solicitation costs. such as those incurred in attempted acquisitions. should
be unallowable as tantamount to reorganization costs. At any rate. it is
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clear that later the ASPR Committee thought so. Its minutes for October 30,
1968, record a discussion in which the members rejected a suggestion by the
Chairman of the Section XV, Part 2 Subcommittee that the cost of proxy
solicitations in takeover situations be made specifically unallowable. One of
the reasons given was that "the • • • paragraph which permits normal proxy
solicitations••• by implication would make abnormal solicitations
unallowable." Another change was the addition in 1969 to the "organization
costs" principle of the clarification that unallowable costs of business
"organization or reorganization" included the cost of planning or executing
"mergers and acquisitions." With this change, this pair of cost principles
took essentially the form that they have today in the FAR at least insofar as
the costs generated by business combinations are concerned.

To summarize, then, the present language makes the ~sts of p1QUUing or

.e;x.ael:1ting t:fte Dergenizat:isR or reorgan; zatiotl of tAQ corporatQ~t,"lolctlol£e ..o..f..-p

b~ess, includini meriers and acquisitions" unallowable. Howl~
explicit mention is made of the status of the cost of resistin~n attempted
business acquisition. In the current environment, such costs can be
substantial, and, in one recent case reported by DCAA, a contractor has used
this silence to argue that such costs are indeed allowable.

The third relevant rule is that on severance pay, which was originally
contained in a separate cost principle but is now part of the principle on
"Compensation for personal services" (FAR 31.205-6(g». The coverage in this
section is obviously relevant to payments made under so-called "golden
parachute" plans. FAR 31.205-6(g) (1) defines severance pay as "a payment in
addition to regular salaries and wages • • • to workers whose employment is
being involuntarily terminated." While severance pay is normally an allowable
cost, subdivisions (g)(2)(i)-(iii) put various restrictions on its
allowability, none of ~hich, however, deal precisely with the situation faced
in the case of "golden parachute" agreements. In view of this, the Air Force
proposed in March 1984 that specific coverage be added on this subject to the
existing severance pay provisions. The Air Force argued at that time that
payments made pursuant to such agreements were tantamount to reorganization
costs and should accordingly be made completely unallowable. The Air ForEe
proposal was included by the DAR Council within the purview of Case 83-62 in ~
April 1984. However, to date, no action has been taken on this particula
recommendation.

Finally, the compensation cost principle does not provide specific
guidance on so-called "~ldQn handcuff" agreements. To the best of the
Committee's knowledge, no one has as yet formally proposed coverage on this
topic although the logic of the Air Force proposal of 1984 on "golden
parachutes" seemingly would have applied to this other kind of agreement as
well had the Air Force been aware of their existence at that time.
Subsequently, however, the Committee itself has learned of them. In the case
of the General Motors' acquisition of Hughes Aircraft. for example, such a
plan covered approximately 1,000 employees. and had a potential cost of $250
million.
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2. Committee Comments

So far as the first issue. namely. the proper treatment of costs
in~r~ to resist attempted takeovers is concerned. the Government has in
piractice long regarded such costs as unallowable. It would. after all. make
little sense to disallow the cost of "planning" an acquisition while at the
same time allowing the cost of resisting the same acquisition since both are (7,\
part of the same event as seen from opposite sides. The absence of specific ~

coverage of this topic. the Committee believes. is due in part to the
infrequency until recently of "hostile" takeover attempts and in part to the
belief that the language of the cost principles already implied the
una110wabi1ity of such costs. Since. however. the absence of specific
language is apparently occasioning arguments in the field. the Committee is
recommending that the language of FAR 31.205-27 be changed as shown in Part 2
of TAB A to make this matter clear beyond dispute.

The second issue concerning the appropriate treatment of benefits
received pursuant to "golden parachute" and "golden handcuff" agreements seems
equally cut-and-dried to the Committee. The central feature of such
agreements is that they only come into play upon the actual or anticipated
transfer of control over a company. In view of this. it is difficult to
regard such benefits. insofar as they exceed normal termination or
compensation payments. as compensation for work performed. Rather. they
constitute a cost incidental to a transfer of ownership or control of a
company. As such. consistency with the longstanding Government policy of not
recognizing costs falling into this category dictates. in the Committee's
opinion. the disallowance of benefits re~eived pursuant to such "golden
parachute" and "golden handcuff" agreements. Therefore. the Committee
recommends that the language shown in Part "2 of TAB A be added to the existing
coverage on compensation as a separate paragraph. While it would have been
possible to fit coverage on these two items into existing paragraphs of the
compensation cost principle (specifically paragraphs (g) ("severance pay") and
(k)("deferred compensation"). this would have meant separating the coverage.
In the end. the Committee judged it preferable to write a new paragraph so
that coverage of both items could be located in the same place.

It should be noted that the Committee's recommended coverage on "golden
parachutes" differs from that proposed by the Air Force in its March 1984
memorandum in making only that portion of such payments in excess of normal
severance benefits unallowable. The reason for this is simply that the
Committee does not consider it equitable to disallow in full the payment of
such benefits when the employee's departure is involuntary and normal
severance benefits are not otherwise forthcoming. It should further be
emphasized that the Committee's recommended coverage deals only with employee
termination agreements triggered by the transfer of control over a company.
not with special employee termination agreements in general. To the best of
the Committee's knowledge. it is only this small subgroup that represents a
problem. and. in any case. consideration of the broader subject falls outside
the scope of this case. Finally. the Committee notes that it has examined the
language on "golden parachutes" in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. and has
attempted to ensure that its definition of this practice is consistent with
that provided in the law.
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C. Asset Revaluation

1. Background

By far the most important and contentious issue connected with the topic
of business combinations is that of asset revaluation. This is so because
such revaluation can significantly change the recorded cost structure of a
company on which the pricing of Government contracts is often directly based.
In the following sections. we shall discuss first why and how such
revaluations are created by normal financial accounting. and then consider
previous Government policy relating to the central issue of whether to
recognize such revaluations. All of this is necessarily preparatory to
providing the Committee's own comments and recommendations on this subject.

a. Financial Accounting Practices

The basic document on this subject is Accounting Principles Board (APB) If

Opinion No. 16. which was issued in 1970. Prior to the issuance of this ~(]~~ /1

opinion. there were two widely used methods to account for business '~~

combinations. One. called the "pooling" method. essentially assumed that two
or more business entities had simply joined on an equal footing to create a
new organization. On this assumption. there was no need to adjust the asset
and liability values on the existing books of either company to reflect this
event. and hence. under this method. recorded asset values remained unchanged.
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The second technique. called the "purchase" method. assumed that in f--~~

certain business combinations. whatever the precise form of the event. one
e essentially had bou t assets of the ot Given the bBSIc
accounting tenet t at assets should be valued at historical cost. this
assumption led to comparison of the cost paid for the acquired company with
the recorded value of its net assets. and. in the case of any difference.
adjustment of the previously recorded values to reflect what was thought of as
the new purchase price. While this oversimplifies somewhat. APB Opinion 16
drastically restricted the situations to which the "pooling" approach could be
applied. and made the "purchase" approach the standard one to be used in all
other situations. As a-result. for all practical purposes. after APB 16 it
hrs become typical for transactions regarded as business combinations to
result in asset revaluations.

Some detail concerning the precise implementation prescribed by Opinion
16 of this basic principle of "purchase" accounting is necessary to follow the
subsequent discussion. The first prescribed step is to determine the purchase
price for the acquired business entity. This is simple when the acquiring
entity pays cash. but can become far more complex when the transaction is
consummated by the incurrence of liabilities. the issuance of stock. or the
disbursement of non-cash assets. The next step is to compare this figure with
the net book value of the assets of the acquired entity. In the unlikely
event that the two figures are equal. there is. of course. no need for
revaluation of the assets of the acquired entity. However. in the almost
universal event that the purchase price is greater or smaller than the net
book value of the acquired entity's assets. those assets must then be
revalued. <
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Since rarely if ever does the actual business acquisition process
establish values for individual items among the myriad assets belonging to the
acquired entity. a key step in this process is normally the performance of
appraisals to establish the value of such long-term assets as land and plant
and equipment. Using such appraisals and other techniques appropriate to the
valuation of other kinds of asset and liability. every asset and liability of
the acquired entity is assigned a value. After this process is complete. the
total net asset value of the acquired entity can be determined and compared
with the purchase price for the entity. If. as is common. the purchase price
exceeds the sum of the value newly assigned to the net assets of the acquired
entity. then the assigned values for existing assets are maintained and a new
asset. normally called "goodwill." is created to account for the difference.
However. in the unusual event that the purchase price is less than the values
tentatively assigned to existing net assets. then Opinion 16 requires that.
rather than creating reverse "goodwill." the value of certain noncurrent
assets be adjusted downward.

i~
m0:f

asset or to the newl c e t
1 and is not establishe

business acquisition itself. This is a consequence of the
e acqu1re en 1ty as a whole that is in fact

purchased. The reason for going beyond the purchase price to an appraisal (or
some other valuation process) of individual assets. rather than treating the
total difference in some simple. uniform way. is the fact that the recorded
value of individual noncurrent assets is charged to income over time as
depreciation or amortization expense in significantly different ways.
Accordingly. from the standpoint of accounting theory. the process of
distributing the difference between the purchase price of an entity and
recorded net book value to individual assets is undertaken to provide a
refined measurement of the income of the new combined entity in future
accounting periods.

There are several things to note concerning the asset revaluation
process prescribed by Opinion 16. First. it should be realized that. while

over (or deficie sly
ac uir entit 's ass established b the

ion of that total nt

It should also be noted that there are differences between the ways in
which the accounting entries required by such combinations are recorded on the
books of the business entities involved. In cases in which an entity is
acquired directly. or. however acquired. is later formally merged or
consolidated out of existence. the new asset values resulting from the
purchase and subsequent asset appraisals must obviously be recorded on the
books of the acquiring or surviving entity.

On the other hand. however. in cases in which control is obtained by
stock purchase and the acquired entity maintains its previous legal form. the
accounting records of the acquired entity are maintained as before and the
purchase is shown on the books of the acquiring entity as simply a single
entry recording the amount of the investment in the acquired entity. In these
circumstances. it is in what are called consolidated financial statements.
that is. statements showing the position of the combined entity. that the new
values for individual assets resulting from the purchase and subsequent
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appraisal are reflected. However. even in this circumstance. it is typical
for contractors to seek to have the Government recognize the new asset values
in the costing of the acquired entity's Government contracts. It should be
noted that. in the recent Marquardt case. the ASBCA ruled that Government
contracts held by the Marquardt were appropriately costed using the original
asset values on its books. not the reappraised values reflected in the
consolidated financial statements of Marquardt and its new parent company.
This case. however. is now under appeal.

b. Existing Government Regulations

As the Committee has repeatedly emphasized throughout this report. the
revaluation of long-term assets which normally results from a business
combination is of obvious concern to the Government since these asset values
may enter into the determination of the depreciation and amortization expense
and the Facilities Capital Cost of Money (FCCM) to be 'priced into and charged
to Government contracts. The question of how to treat the sharp changes in
the amounts of such costs chargeable to Government contracts resulting from
business combinations is one to which many strands of previous Government
policy are relevant. The following discussion will briefly consider certain
of these strands. and then describe how specific business combinations have
been handled in practice by the Government.

(i) Standard Novation Agreement Language

FAR 42.1204(e) gives the text of a standard novation agreement
which includes the following language at subdivision (b)(7):

The Transferor and the Transferee agree that the Government
is not obligated to payor reimburse either of them for. or
otherwise give effect to. any costs. taxes. or other expenses.
or any related increases. directly or indirectly arising out of
or resulting from the transfer or this Agreement. other than
those that the Government in the absence of this transfer or
Agreement would have been obligated to payor reimburse under
the terms of the contracts.

The substance of this paragraph is quite old. going back in all
essentials to revisions to the ASPR made in 1956 and 1959. respectively. as a
result of Cases 54-50 and 58-133. The Committee's research has turned up no
evidence that asset revaluation was a specific concern in these cases. which
is not surprising given the fact that "purchase" accounting for business
combinations was less common then than it would become subsequent to the
issuance of APB Opinion 16 in 1970. The record does show. however. that the
ASPR Committee was concerned about possible increased costs of contract
performance by the transferee including increased overhead expense in
situations involving cost-type Government contracts. The durability of the
language it developed testifies to the strength of the belief within the
Government contracting community that an ownership change should not adversely
affect the price of Government work that had already been contracted for.
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(ii) The Treatment of the Sale of Individual Assets

It is possible to draw an analogy between the purchase of a used
asset or complement of assets by one company from another and the purchase of
an entire business entity (conceived as simply a collection of assets) by
another organization. It is necessary. therefore. to include some discussion
of the prior regulatory treatment of the sale of individual assets in the
background to this case.

Prior to 1965. the handling of such transactions prescribed by the
cost principles was as follows. So far as the purchaser was concerned. the
new (new to him) asset was capitalized at the purchase price in accordance
with the basic tenet that asset valuation should be based on acquisition cost.
So far as the seller was concerned. his "gain" or "loss" on the transaction
(defined as the difference between the sale price of the asset and its "book
value." i.e •• original acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation) was
not recognized as a credit or charge. but rather was regarded as a non-cost or
"profit" item.

In 1965. however. ASPR Case 65-107 was established to study whether
these rules needed revision. The initial concern was that contractors might
be experiencing significant gains overall on the sale of assets. rather than
experiencing a pattern of offsetting gains and losses. due to the use of
accelerated depreciation methods. If this were true. then it would follow
that in ignoring the gain or loss on sale the Government was acquiescing in an
inequitable arrangement in which it bore a share of excessive depreciation
costs during an asset's useful life without any recoupment of the excess at
the point of asset disposition.

During the long and weary course of this case. a DCAA study indicated
that this concern was well-founded. and that contractors were indeed normally
experiencing gains on the disposition of depreciable assets. Accordingly. the
debate under this case came to focus on the question of how to define the gain
which was to be recaptured by the Government (via a credit to the seller's
overhead in the year of asset disposition) and on whether the Government
should also recognize losses on asset disposition (via a charge to the
seller's overhead) which could potentially increase Government contract costs.
This latter issue was easily decided. since almost all involved realized that
the recognition of gains alone would be inequitable.

The former issue. however. caused extensive debate. There is little
point in recapitulating here all of the various alternatives considered. The
reason for the plethora of proposals was the fact that contractors sometimes
used different depreciation methods for contract costing. financial reporting.
and tax purposes. and also the complexity of Internal Revenue Service rules on
the same issue. Obviously. the amount of the gain or loss on disposition
calculated would depend on the depreciation method used.

In the end. the basic issue. as seen by the Section XV. Part 2
Subcommittee at that time. was whether the new rule should aim to recapture
excess depreciation using contract cost. or Federal tax. accounting as the
basis for measurement. The rule finally promulgated in 1969 permitted either
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approach if followed consistently. although its language suggested that the
preferred method was to use depreciation amounts calculated for contract
costing as the basis for determination. However. this "either or" rule was
changed in 1978 to allow measurement of the gain only on the basis of
depreciation amounts used for contract costing. The coverage established at
that time is essentially identical to that currently in the FAR on this topic.

What is perhaps of more interest to us here is that the Section XV.
Part 2 Subcommittee was plainly aware that even its preferred approach was not
perfectly equitable. It was realized. for example. that Government contracts'
share of the gain in the year of asset disposition could easily exceed or fall
short of the share of excess depreciation borne by Government contracts in
previous years due to fluctuations in business mix. However. the approach of
recapturing the excess asset depreciation. rather than the precise amount of
excess depreciation borne by the Government in the past. was considered the
only administratively feasible one. and believed to be fair over-all in normal
situations of frequent disposition of individual assets. The Subcommittee
was. however. sufficiently concerned about the potentially inequitable results
of a rigid application of its new recapture rules in situations of mass asset
disposition that it expressly provided for the use of case-by-case settlement
in such instances if equity required. This provision has remained in the
coverage essentially in the form promulgated in 1969.

It is clear from the record of Case 65-107 that none of those
involved envisioned the application of the specific "depreciation recapture"
rule under consideration to business combination situations. They clearly had
in mind only the transfer of individual ~ssets or small groups of assets
between independent companies. Nevertheless. if one adopts the basic premise
underlying "purchase" accounting for business combinations by viewing this
process as the sale of one company's total asset complement to another. it is
a natural step to apply this rule for individual asset sales to business
combination situations. This has in fact sometimes been done as a means of
achieving equity for the Government in such situations.

While the Committee will have much more to say below concerning this
subject. one special problem that has arisen when this has been attempted is
worth noting here. In situations in which only individual asset sales are
concerned and one is dealing with ongoing. independent business entities.
questions seldom arise about the credit resulting from a gain on disposition.
However. in the case of business acquisitions. disputes have arisen between
the Government and contractors on various grounds concerning the recognition
of this credit.

Perhaps the most persistent (but not the only) argument concerns
situations in which control is transferred by stock purchase. In such cases.
as we have seen. revaluation of the assets of the acquired company is
mandatory for consolidated financial statement purposes under generally
accepted accounting principles. and companies have claimed that increased
depreciation expense and FCCM resulting from such revaluation should be
recognized on the acquired entity's present and future Government contracts.
At the same time. however. some of these same companies have claimed that.
from a strict legal standpoint. the only transaction involved has taken place
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between the acqu1r1ng entity and the stockholder(s) of the acquired
organization. not between the two organizations themselves. Therefore. it is
argued. since the acquired entity was simply not involved in the transaction.
it need not reflect on its accounting records any gain on the sale in which
the Government might then share through a credit to overhead. While the
intellectual merits of this and all other arguments to the effect that the
Government must somehow bear a share of any increased costs resulting from
asset revaluation. while at the same time not being entitled to share in the
recapture of excess depreciation. seem to the Committee to be nil. it is
important to be aware that such arguments have been a frequent feature of
attempts to extend this approach from situations involving individual assets
to those involving whole businesses. Indeed. it is the Committee's
understanding that essentially this issue is about to be litigated in the case
of the acquisition of Cutler Hammer. Inc. by Eaton Corporation.

(iii) Cost Accounting Standards 404 and 409

Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) 404. "Capitalization of Tangible
Assets." published in 1973. and CAS 414. "Cost of Money as an Element of the
Cost of Facilities Capital." published in 1976. contain provisions that
directly or indirectly relate to the accounting treatment of long-term assets
subsequent to business combinations. The most direct statement is contained
in CAS 404.50{d). which provides that:

Under the "purchase method" of accounting for business
combinations. acquired tangible capital assets shall be
assigned a portion of the cos~ of the acquired company
not to exceed their fair value at date of acquisition.
Where the fair value of identifiable acquired assets
less liabilities assumed exceeds the purchase price
of the acquired company in an acquisition under the
"purchase method." the value otherwise assignable to
tangible capital assets shall be reduced by a
proportionate part of the excess.

This passage is clearly modeled on the prov1s10ns of APB
Opinion 16. When taken together with the provisions of CAS 409.40{a){1)
(which states that. "the depreciable cost of a tangible capital asset shall be
its capitalized cost less its estimated residual value") and CAS 414. Appendix
A (which states that. "facilities capital values used should be the same
values that are used to generate depreciation"). it indicates the CAS Board's
assumption that asset revaluations resulting from business combinations form
the basis for the calculation of allocable depreciation expense and FCCM in
subsequent accounting periods.

The other passages of interest to us here occur in CAS 409. CAS
409.40{a){4) and 409.50(j)(1) state that normally the "gain" or "loss" to be
recognized upon asset disposition will be limited to the difference between
the asset's acquisition cost and its undepreciated balance. and will be
assigned as a credit or charge to the accounting period in which the
disposition occurs. However. subparagraph 409.50(j)(3) adds that in the case
of "gains and losses arising from mass or extraordinary dispositions." the
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contracting parties can account for gains or losses in some other manner that
results in treatment.equitable to all parties. All of this language in CAS
409 dealing with asset disposition is modeled closely on that introduced into
the cost principles by ASPR Case 65-107 (see Section ii above). which. as we
have seen. contemplated only asset transfers between continuing business
entities. and not business acquisitions themselves. The Committee is unaware
of any evidence indicating that the CAS Board intended by its language
anything more than the ASPR Committee.

To sum up. then. while it is far from clear why the CAS Board felt
it necessary to address these issues in the Standards (since all it did was
repeat preexisting GAAP or DAR rules). the CAS does prescribe asset
revaluation following a business acquisition in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. and the calculation of depreciation expense
and FCCM based upon such new valuations in subsequent accounting periods. The
CAS also prescribes recognition of gains and losses on the disposition of
individual assets. but does not explicitly address the situation in which it
is the entire business that is disposed of.

(iv) Previous Cost Principles Cases

There are two recent DAR cases that are relevant to the subject of
asset revaluation attendant upon a business combination. The earlier one.
Case 83-100-5. was brought by the Navy Policy Member of the DAR Council in
January 1983. The main impetus for the case was a very complex situation in
which the ownership structure of a major Navy shipbuilder. Bath Iron Works.
had changed several times within a brief period. thereby facing the Navy with
the possibility of increased cost due to asset revaluations on long-term
programs with inadequate competitive restraints. The Navy Policy Member
pointed out that the Department of Defense had no consistent policy on the
treatment of such costs. and noted that the increased frequency of business
acquisitions made it imperative to develop one. He went on to argue that.
since asset revaluation could increase future Government costs without any
concomitant benefit (in that a change in ownership did not necessarily alter
the productive capabilities of the assets in question). the proper Government
policy was simply to disallow under the appropriate cost principles any
increased depreciation expense or FCCM resulting from asset revaluations
attendant on ownership changes. It is interesting to note that the Navy
discussion made no mention of the obvious alternative approach of seeking a
credit up to the amount of the depreciation expense previously taken on the
assets in question.

The Navy case was commented on by the Cost Principles Committee in
a February 1983 memorandum directly to the Navy member. In the memorandum.
the Commi ttee pointed out that ..i..t.. had long been Department of Defense..-p~y

to base depreciation expense on acquisition cost, and tbat xbe Navy-proposal
ViOl1L~d_-.th;s polie:r•.The appropriate solution. the Committee continued. was
to accept the altered asset values. and then apply the "depreciation
recapture" rule contained in DAR 15-205.32. The Committee noted in passing
that. due to fluctuations in business mix and contract type. application of
this solution might in certain circumstances result in an inequity to the
Government. but brushed this point aside with the argument that circumstances
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could equally well be such that this approach would result in a financial
advantage to the Government. Insofar as cost of money was concerned. on the
other hand. where there was no basis for a "recapture" approach. the Committee
expressed a preference for the policy suggested by the Navy.

The Committee's negative report seems to have persuaded the Navy
Policy Member to simply let the case become dormant. and it was apparently
finally closed out by the DAR Council as having been superseded by Case 84-18.
It is interesting. however. that later. in May 1983. the Defense Contract
Audit Agency (DCAA) wrote to the DAR Council concerning the case of a company
for which. because of the predominance of firm fixed-price contracts in the
year of asset revaluation. the concomitant credit became virtually worthless.
This was. of course, an instance of precisely the kind of situation which 'the
Committee had brushed aside as of no great concern in its February report.
The DCAA memorandum concluded by suggesting that the Committee reconsider the
recommendations made by the Navy Policy Member of the DAR Council.

The second relevant DAR case is 83-43, the "goodwill" case.
"Goodwill," as we have already noted in Section C.1.a. above, i~ created by
t e " urchase" method of accounting for busine~s combinations when the
p~rchase price excee s t e values ass1gne to the acquired entity's
identifiable net as~. Like other intangible assets, the recorded value of
goodwill is charged off over time to operations as amortization expense. Case
83-43 came about as the result of an Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
decision (ASBCA Case No. 24881) in June 1983 which held that, in the
particular circumstances of one contractor, amortization of his recorded
goodwill was an allowable cost on Gover~ment contracts, and that its
unamortized value could be included in the asset base for computing FCCM. The
reaction to this decision within the Department of Defense was immediate.
Direction was given to the DAR Council to make amortization of, and FCCM on,
goodwill expressly unallowable on Government contracts. These directed
changes were finally implemented by changes to both the DAR and FAR in January
and June 1984, respectively.

From our present standpoint, the main interest of this case lies
not so much in the changes made as in the underlying arguments it created
within the Commercial Cost Principles Committee. The majority of the
Committee clearly agreed with the direction given. There were several reasons
for this. In the first place, as the Committee majority noted in its
21 November 1983 report, goodwill had been regarded since the very beginning
of Government cost accounting as the result of a financial transaction
relating to the ownership of a business, and not as an ordinary, necessary, or
proper cost of performing Government contractS:-

Moreover, recognition of goodwill, it was pointed out, could cause a
serious inequity to the Government by causing it to pay more for the same
product after a merger than before due to the unique character of goodwill as
an unidentifiable intangible asset. The Committee's reasoning was that,
normally, the Government's interest is protected in situations of asset
revaluation by the requirement that any increase up to the original asset cost
be offset by a credit in the period of sale for excess depreciation or
amortization (see Section III.C.1.b(ii) above). In the case of goodwill,
however, if there is no goodwill on the selling entity's books, then any
dollar'of the purchase price
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assigned to goodwill rather than to an identifiable asset is one that reduces
the size of the credit without reducing the Government's potential liability
for future costs (assuming the allowability of goodwill amortization). And.
even if the selling entity does already have goodwill on its books. the
unspecific nature of such goodwill makes it possible to argue that the excess
of the purchase price over the appraised value of the net identifiable assets
is a new and different asset. so that no credit for excess amortization of the
"old" goodwill is appropriate.

Finally. the Committee majority believed that goodwill normally
resulted from overpayment by the acquiring entity. and hence should not be
reimbursed by the Government. The Committee's remarks on this subject are
worth quoting:

In a purchase transaction. upon its completion. the assets
of the acquired company are appraised and current market values
established. Usually this process is performed by outside
appraisers who may take several different approaches in arriving
at their estimates. The process is so subjective that rarely
will two independent appraisers agree on the value of the
underlying assets. Many of the assets "written up" include
fully depreciated assets; assets which were written off when
acquired such as staplers. chairs. ashtrays. etc •• and assets
for which values are not normally established. such as
accounting/engineering manuals and software costs. In effect.
anything that has. could have. or avoids an outlay is
capitalized. The point to be made. is that the process provides
a company every chance to assign part of the purchase price to
a tangible or identifiable intangible asset. If goodwill still
results. a realistic conclusion that can be drawn is that an
excessive price was paid for the right to own the acquired
assets. Simply because the contractor has paid on excessive
price does not mean DoD must accept this excess in the price
of its contract. (p. 8)

The Committee was not unanimous in this op1n10n. however. One
member disagreed with the decision to treat goodwill differently from other
assets on the grounds that to do so would be inconsistent with the basic
accounting tenet that asset value is established at acquisition cost. He
wrote:

The fact is the amount of goodwill flows from a price
paid in an arm's-length transaction. That is how
American accounting sets values for everything from
expendable supplies to whole corporations. Any
alternative valuation technique would very likely
contain an unmanageable and unacceptable element of
subj ectivity. (TAB C)

The Committee's reply to this was simply that the mere fact that accounting
recognized a cost did not in itself lead automatically to the conclusion that
it should be reimbursed by DoD.
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In considering the record of Case 83-43. the Committee is struck by
two things. The first is the ease with which the DoD jettisoned the basic
accounting principle that asset values are determined by purchase price when
it was convinced that it would lead to inequitable results and violate good
business judgment. The second is the Committee's continued assumption. which
was already reflected in its handling of Case 83-100-5. that the "depreciation
recapture" rule was an entirely adequate solution to the problems of equity
presented by asset revaluations following business acquisitions.

(v) Government Actions When Faced with Specific Business
Combinations

The Committee has not done a systematic survey of the various
approaches taken by Government procurement activities to ensure equity when
faced with business acquisitions. However. even a l~ited review indicates
that there has been no unanimity of approach among the major Government
components. One approach. which has been pursued particularly aggressively by
the Army. and has also recently been taken up by the Air Force. is to require
that the acquiring contractor agree to continue to use for costing and pricing
Government work the acquired entity's asset values regardless of any
revaluations required by generally accepted accounting principles. A second
approach has been to recognize asset revaluations. but attempt to ensure that
existing Government contracts receive their proper share of the depreciation
or amortization "recapture" credit in the year of sale. As has already been
noted (see C.l.b(ii) above). the Government's entitlement to such a credit has
not been readily conceded by contractors in cases in which the acquisition is
effected by stock purchase.

What is perhaps just as important as this lack of unanimity in approach.
however. is the fact that sometimes the issue of asset revaluation is not
resolved in a timely fashion or may be overlooked altogether by the
Government. The classic instance of the former is the Bath Iron Works case.
which is now in its seventh year without a final agreement on whether asset
write-ups will or will not be permitted in contract costing and pricing.
Moreover. the DOD IG has told the Committee that it has found cases of
relatively small contractors. with sparse audit coverage. whose purchase was
overlooked by the Government with the result that asset write-ups were
unknowingly accepted without Government receipt of any concomitant credit.

2. Committee Comments

a. General Considerations

It is evident that Government activities have approached the question of
asset revaluations resulting from business acquisitions differently and that
those confronted with specific situations have sometimes acted hesitantly or
not at all because of the absence of adequate guidelines in this area. This
lack is also reflected in the fact that there are at least two separate cases
being. or about to be. litigated between the Government and defense
contractors involving aspects of the asset revaluation issue. In one of these
cases. moreover (that involving the Marquardt Company). the Committee is
concerned that the initial ASBCA decision. while favorable to the Government
in the specific circumstances. would logically lead to treating the same event
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(namely, the acquisition of a business) differently for contract costing
purposes depending upon the legal form of the acquisition. There is,
therefore, a real need for clear Government policy in this area; indeed, with
the possible exception of the area of pension cost, it represents the most
significant issue under consideration by the Committee.

\

The Committee believes further that only two basic approaches to this
issue through the cost principles are conceivable (although variations on
either approach are possible). One is to recognize asset revaluations ~~
resulting from business acquisitions, thereby accepting altered depreciation
and FCCM amounts in accounting periods subsequent to the acquisition. On thi
approach, equity is obtained for the Government by requiring that, in cases 0

upward revaluation, current Government contracts receive their fair share of
the "recapture" of excess depreciation borne by previous contracts. The other
approach is to simply not recognize for purposes of Government contract
costing and pricing asset revaluations resulting from business combinations.

In choosing between these two broad approaches, the Committee majority
is persuaded that the fundamental issue here is one of how best to achieve
fairness. Both the "d;preciation recapture" and the "no recognit!9n"
approaches are, in the final analysis, nothing more than devices to ensure
that what constitutes good accounting for business acquisitions does not
create a situation that is "unfair" to the Government. In the opinion of the
Committee, it is on this basis that the choice between these two approaches
should be made.

Measured by this standard, the Committee believes that the approach of
simply not recognizing depreciation or FCCM charges flowing from asset
revaluation ought to be the basic Government rule. In reaching this judgment,
the Committee was heavily influenced by the fact that one is dealing with a
relatively small number of events of widely different magnitude. The recent
purchase of Hughes Aircraft Company by the General Motors Corporation, for
example, will result in an increase in recorded asset values totaling in the
billions of dollars, whereas, in the Bath Iron Works situation which was the
main impetus for DAR Case 83-100-5, the comparable total was less than fifty
million dollars. The Committee was also influenced by the perception that
much of DoD contracting for major weapon systems is done on a sole-source or
very limited competition basis in which the award of future contracts to the
incumbent contractors at a price based on their recorded cost structures is
unavoidable.

In view of this, the Committee believes that extending the "depreciation
recapture" approach to business acquisition situations does not make sense.
This approach was designed to deal with the quite different situation of the
transfer of individual assets between independent, on-going companies. The
transactions contemplated were numerous and typically of relatively low dollar
value. Those who developed this approach were well aware that, because of
variations over time in contract type and business mix, the treatment
prescribed could be inequitable to either the Government or the contractor for
any particular asset disposition in that Government contracts would likely
"recapture" more or less depreciation at the time of asset disposition than
they had actually borne in previous periods. However, they believed that over
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numerous transactions such variations would normally offset one another so
that the outcome would be fair over-all.

Indeed. for precisely this reason. the ASPR Committee provided expressly
for the abandonment of this approach. and the substitution of case-by-case
negotiation in instances of "mass disposition. 1I The point. of course. is that
every business combination is obviously tantamount to a "mass disposition"
situation. The Committee believes. therefore. that it would be imprudent to
impose on such situations a rigid "depreciation recapture ll rule designed to
achieve equity under very different circumstances. Given a certain
combination of business mix. contract type. and program status. acceptance of
asset revaluations can lead to substantially higher depreciation and FCCM
expense on future Government contracts. while the Government's actual.
realized share in the offsetting "depreciation recapture" credit amounts to
nothing. Few are likely to view this outcome with equanimity particularly if
it were to happen in the case of some massive acquisition whose size dwarfs
that of the more typical purchase.

This brings us to the question which. in the opinion of the Committee.
is at the heart of this case. namely. what really constitutes "fairness" in
such situations? As we have noted repeatedly in this report. both the
"depreciation recapture" rule contained in the cost principles and its
restatement in the CAS. contemplate situations in which that rule will fail to
create equity and should be abandoned. without. however. defining what
"equity" is. There is. however. a long-standing tradition in Government
contracting. expressed in both the cost principle on "Organization costs" and
in the language of the standard novation_ agreement. that the Government should
be placed in no worse a position by a change in business ownership than it
would have been in had the change not taken place. In the final analysis. the
Committee majority believes that this is a reasonable and practical way to
define what is equitable in such situations not only to the Government. but
also to the contractors involved who are. after all. as much at risk as the
Government under the "depreciation recapture" approach.

Accordingly. we recommend coverage which accomplishes this by simply not
recognizing for Government contract costing in most circumstances any changes
to depreciation expense or FCCH flowing from asset revaluations following
business acquisitions. As a consequence. of course. such events will also
result in no "gain~ or "loss". and no attendant credit or charge for
Government contract costing.

The Committee is. of course. aware that this recommendation is likely to
be controversial. This is not the place to respond to every objection that
will be raised against such a policy. However. the Committee does feel it
appropriate to comment on what it believes will be two of the main complaints.

(i) One will be that such a policy violates good accounting. which
requires asset revaluation based on the price paid for the acquired entity. as
well as the DoD's own long-standing policy of basing asset valuation on
acquisition cost. In the Committee's view. however. to make this the primary
consideration in this case represents a serious failure of perspective. What
is really at issue here is the best means to ensure that the Government and
the contractors in question are treated fairly in these uncommon. yet
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financially very significant, events, given the peculiarity of Government
procurement that so much of its pricing is based on companies' recorded cost
structures. The dogmatic insistence that asset revaluations resulting from
business acquisitions must be respected as good accounting leads to seeking
equity through a "depreciation recapture" approach. And this approach in turn
leads to the possibility that either the Government or the acquiring
contractor can obtain a significant financial advantage as a result of a
business acquisition. In these circumstances, it seems appropriate to the
Committee majority to simply abandon the tenets of good "purchase" accounting,
just as the Government abandoned them in the analogous case on "goodwill."

(ii) Second, some will no doubt complain that this proposed approach is
unfair to the acquiring contractor in that it does not permit him to recover
the cost of his investment in the acquired entity, and will result in a
disincentive to invest in defense assets that, in the long run, will shrink
the defense industrial community and increase Government procurement costs.
The Committee finds this argument flawed, however. It would be more
comprehensible if the conceivable alternative approach were to simply
recognize upward asset revaluations without requiring recognition of a
concomitant credit. In comparison with such an approach, the Committee's
position would indeed be financially disadvantageous to the acquiring
contractor. However, as we have stressed throughout this report, the
determination of financial advantage is not so simple or clear-cut when the
"depreciation recapture" credit is taken into account, and it is perfectly
possible for this approach to be more disadvantageous to the acquiring
contractor than that supported by-rhe Committee. In view of this, it hardly
seems necessary to go further and comme~t on other questionable links in this
chain of argument.

b. Specific Coverage

The main issue concerning the appropriate means of implementing the
basic approach chosen by the Committee was how to properly circumscribe its
applicability. It should be noted that a similar problem was not faced in the
case of goodwill. Those who drafted the coverage on that subject ultimately
included in the cost principles believed that they were merely making explicit
what had always been a DoD policy understood and accepted by ethical
contractors. Consequently, there was in their minds no doubt that the
appropriate coverage was to disallow without qualification or exception
amortization of, or FCCM on, goodwill. In the case of identifiable asset
revaluation following a business acquisition, on the other hand, the situation
is complex and requires a more nuanced approach.

In the first place, the Committee believes that there may be contractors
who have been involved in past business acquisitions in which assets were
revalued upward and Government contracts received a concomitant "depreciation
recapture" credit. In such cases, the new asset values will likely affect
depreciation and FCCM expense for many years in the future. Under these
circumstances, it would clearly be unfair to contractors to disallow
depreciation expense based on the revalued asset amounts from the time of
implementation of the proposed new rule forward. To do so would upset the
bargain made at the time of combination in which the Government accepted asset
revaluation in return for receipt of a "depreciation recapture" credit.
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Moreover. it is conceivable that the Government will be confronted with asset
revaluations due to a business combination that took place when the acquired
contractor had no. or virtually no. Government business. It would again be
unfair to the contractor not to recognize these values for identifiable assets
which were on the contractor's books when he began contracting with the
Government. On the other hand. the Committee can conceive of situations in
which. either because of uncertainties about the character of the contractor's
future business or for administrative reasons. it would be in the Government's
best interest to accept an immediate cost recapture credit rather than to
disallow future costs flowing from asset revaluations.

The Committee has dealt with the existence of legitimate exceptions by
creating a rule that. while laying down a general policy of disallowance.
leaves some latitude for the exercise of judgment in making exceptions by the
contracting officer faced with the specific business combination. In the
Committee's opinion. such latitude is necessary for a fair and workable rule.
and it would stress that it has placed the contracting officer in a very
strong position to allow only those exceptions for which a strong case can be
made by mandating that without his agreement the disallowance of costs
resulting from asset revaluation is automatic.

The Committee believes that its proposed regulation parallels that of
the IRS Code (Tax Reform Act of 1986) in that it assures that. in most
circumstances. the Government will either recognize no additional costs
resulting from asset revaluations. or. if it does. will receive an appropriate
"depreciation recapture" credit. The Committee would also add that its
approach of leaving some latitude in thi~ matter to the contracting officer
has been used before in the cost principles. most recently in the case of the
cost principle on travel (-46). with regard both to the standard class airfare
limitation on the a110wabi1ity of corporate aircraft costs and to the
Government employee limitation on the a110wabi1ity of contractor travel per
diem costs. Indeed. as the current regulatory climate pushes the cost
principles into more and more areas in which fairness and common sense require
exceptions to overall Government policy. the Committee expects to see it
become still more common.

Several other features of the Committee's recommended coverage also
merit explanatory comment. The first is the decision to put the new coverage
on asset writeups in a single place. rather than scattering it among the
relevant cost principles. namely. those on depreciation and cost of money.
The Committee had two reasons for doing so. The first was simply to give the
new policy an emphasis that would be lacking if it were spread among lengthy.
preexisting cost principles dealing with many other issues. More
substantively. however. one issue. namely. the status of the amortization of
identifiable intangible assets (e.g •• patents). which the Committee felt ought
to be covered in any adequate rule on asset writeups. had no obvious home in
the existing cost principles. Given this. the Committee judged it preferable
to put all the new coverage in a single location (with appropriate cross
references to and from existing rules). and the obvious location was the
existing cost principle on "goodwill". which is. after all. like identifiable
asset writeups. a creation of the purchase method of accounting for business
combinations. The recommended coverage is shown in Part 3 of TAB A.
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Second. the Committee also felt it necessary to recommend rev1s1ng the
present coverage at 31.205-16 ("Gains and losses ••• "}at several points with a
view toward both adequately backstopping the more fundamental changes being
proposed at 31.205-49 and also making other desirable changes in coverage that
has not been looked at for many years. In paragraph (a) of that cost
principle. the Committee is proposing first to add the words "including any
transaction(s) in which the acquirer employs the purchase method of accounting
for subsequent valuation of the property" in the opening sentence. This
language is intended to further clarify what is meant by a "sale" of
depreciable property. and. in particular. to rule out once and for all the
argument that business acquisitions effected by stock purchase and accounted
for under the "purchase" method of accounting nevertheless do not constitute a
sale of depreciable property. In that same paragraph. the Committee is also
proposing to add a sentence explaining that a depreciation recapture credit
may be moved out of the year of sale if necessary to achieve equity in pricing
and costing Government contracts. It is the Committee's understanding that
this has long been done in practice even absent explicit coverage. However.
the Committee believes that such coverage is now advisable particularly since
its recommended coverage in 31.205-49 permits the contracting officer in
appropriate circumstances to choose the depreciation recapture approach in
dealing with asset revaluations resulting from business acquisitions.

In paragraph (b) of 31.205-16. the Committee is recommending a revised
rule regarding the maximum credit to be obtained when an asset is sold at a
gain. The present coverage limits the credit for the disposition to the
amount of depreciation taken over the life of the asset. Thus. if an asset
acquired in Year 1 at a cost of $1.000 and depreciated for six years at a rate
of $100 per year. having a net book value of $400. were sold for $1.500. the
gain recorded on the books would be $1.100~ However. the credit to Government
contracts would only be $600. the absolute amount of depreciation taken.
Putting a ceiling on depreciation recapture that does not recognize the
changing value of the dollar makes little economic sense to the Committee. We
therefore recommend that the limitation at 31.205-16(b} refer to the
inflation-adjusted amount of depreciation previously taken. This is again a
particularly necessary step if the depreciation recapture approach is to be a
viable option in dealing with business acquisitions.

Lastly. the Committee has added language to this cost principle in both
paragraphs (c) and (e) cross-referencing the new coverage at 31.205-49. and
explaining the interrelationship between the two rules.

The final noteworthy feature of the Committee's recommended approach
concerns the CAS. The Committee is recommending that the passages in CAS 404
dealing with the accounting for business combinations (see Section C.1.b(iii)
above} and the passages in CAS 409 dealing with "depreciation recapture"
(again see Section C.1.b(iii) above} be deleted. The recommended action
regarding CAS 404 is necessary to eliminate the inconsistency between that
standard (which accepts the "purchase" method of accounting for business
combinations) and the new cost principles coverage (which disallows asset
writeups in most circumstances). The Committee does not believe that this
inconsistency would constitute an "impermissible conflict" between the CAS and
the cost principles of the kind found by the courts in the Boeing SERF case
(since the new cost principles coverage would constitute an "allowability"
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rule in the narrowest sense). However. the Committee sees no reason for the
Government to run whatever litigative risk is inherent in letting the
inconsistency stand. and the simplest. cleanest way to remove it is just to
eliminate the language in the CAS. The same rationale also applies for our
recommended deletion of certain CAS 409 passages. especially with regard to
the Committee's proposed inflation-adjusted depreciation recapture rule which
comes nearer to being an accounting rule as the courts used that concept in
the Boeing SERP decisions than anything else in this case. Accordingly. the
Committee has included at Part 4 of TAB A the necessary revisions to Part 30
of the FAR (where the CAS is on the way to being located).

D. The OSD Task Force Report and its Commenters

The OSD Task Force on the cost principles. which met in November 1985.
was aware of the existence of this case and of at least some of the Cost
Principles Committee discussion material generated by it up to that point.
Not surprisingly. its report contained several recommendations on the issues
of this case. First. insofar as the additional executive compensation costs
sometimes resulting from business acquisitions were concerned. the Task Force
report contained no new recommended coverage. However. in its comments on
paragraph (g) of the compensation cost principle dealing with severance pay.
the report noted approvingly the Committee's apparent intention to restrict
the allowability of "golden parachute" payments. Second. the Task Force
report recommended that language be added to the "organization costs" cost
principle disallowing the cost of "defending against hostile take-over
attempts." Finally. the report recommended that new paragraphs be added to
the cost principles on cost of money and depreciation disallowing any
increases resulting from asset revaluation attendant on an acquisition
provided only that the Government had borne a share of asset depreciation
prior to the acquisition.

Both CODSIA. in its comments of April 22. 1986 on the Task Force report.
and the DOD IG. in its comments of February 28. 1986. discussed certain of
these recommendations. CODSIA noted that the Task Force report's position on
asset revaluation conflicted with CAS 404 and with generally accepted
accounting principles. but deferred taking any final position until language
resulting from Case 84-18 was published for comment. CODSIA did. however.
recommend that the report's proposed language on the cost of "defending
against hostile take-over attempts" be deleted on the grounds that this was an
ordinary and necessary business expense which ought to be allowable. The DOD
IG. on the other hand. disagreed with the Task Force report's position on
asset revaluation because it would "unfairly penalize the buyer". and
recommended instead that a "depreciation recapture" approach be adopted with
additional coverage ensuring that contractors not be able to avoid conceding
the Government its fair share of previous excess depreciation.

The Committee believes that its recommended coverage at TAB A is fully
consistent with the spirit of the Task Force report's recommendations. and
that such differences as do exist involve relatively minor matters of
implementing language. The DOD IG's comment that the "no writeup" approach is
"unfair" to the purchaser is dealt with in Section C.2.a. above. Finally. the
Committee cannot agree with the CODSIA complaint about the policy of
disallowing the cost of resisting hostile takeover attempts. While. in
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today's economic climate. such expenditures may indeed be increasingly common.
this is equally true of the analogous costs of the suitor firm or of the firm
that chooses to cooperate in its own takeover. It has been longstanding
Government policy that costs relating to changes in ownership and control
provide insufficient benefit to be borne by Government contracts. The
proposed clarification on this matter is fully consistent with that policy.

All members of the Committee concur with the contents of this report •

• W. ERMERINS
Chairman
Commercial Cost Principles Committee

Commercial Cost Principles Committee Members
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TAB A. Part 1
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 3 pages

42.1200 Scope of subpart.

This subpart prescribes policies and procedures for--

(a) Recognition of a successor in interest to Government contracts when

[either] contractor assets [or control over contractor assets] are

transferred:

(b) Recognition of a change in a contractor's name: and

(c) Execution of novation agreements and change-of-name agreements by

the responsible contracting officer.

42.1201-1203 - Unchanged.

42.1204 Agreement to recognize a successor in interest (novation agreement).

(a) The law (41 U.S.C. 15) prohib~ts transfer of Government contracts.

However. the Government may. in its interest. recognize a third party as the

successor in interest to a Government contract when the third party's interest

in the contract arises out of the transfer of [either] (1) all the

contractor's assets[.] (2) the entire portion of the assets involved in

performing the contract[. or (3) controlling interest in the ownership of the

original contractor]. (See 14.404-2(k) for the effect of novation agreements

after bid opening but before award.) Examples include but are not limited

to--

(i) Sale of these assets with a provision for assuming liabilities:

(ii) Transfer of these assets incident to a merger or corporate

consolidation: ~

[(iii) *Transfer of the complete or controlling interest in the

ownership** of a contractor through a stock purchase transaction when there is



no change in the legal form of the contractor, or by any other means***; and]

~ [(iv)] Incorporation of a proprietorship or partnership, or

formation of a partnership.

42.1204(b)-(e) - Unchanged.

NOTES

* The language in this new subparagraph should be compared with that
published in DAC 76-48 which is given in Section A.1 of this report.

** Where the above coverage has the words "complete or controlling
interest in the ownership", DAC 76-48 simply had "ownership" and the ADPA
recommended the words "complete or partial ownership". The Committee agrees
with ADPA's point that the old DAR language was flawed in that it could
conceivably be construed as referring only to situations in which the entire
voting stock of a company was acquired, not to situations in which effective
control was acquired through purchase of less than the entire outstanding
stock. However, the Committee has modified ADPA's recommended language as
indicated in order to make clear that only those stock purchases which result
in the creation of a new "controlling interest", and do not involve merely
nominal amounts, are contemplated. It should be noted that the phrase
"controlling interest" has a reasonably pr~cise meaning, normally connoting
ownership of one-half or more of the voting stock. The Committee has also
added language in 42.1200(a) and 42.1204(a) to make those passages consistent
with the addition here.

*** Following the word "means", the DAC 76-48 coverage had the phrase
"when the Secretary concerned determines that the sale may significantly
affect the Government's rights and interests under existing and future
contracts." ADPA recommended placing the determination referred to here at
the level of the administrative contracting officer, that is, the same level
as decisions in other circumstances concerning the need for a novation
agreement. The Committee agrees with ADPA's reasoning here as far as it goes
but feels that the most appropriate way to implement it is by simply deleting
the whole phrase in question. Language indicating that this form of
acquisition somehow requires a special determination of the need for an
agreement that the others do not is really more consistent with the
alternative approach of including acquisition through stock purchase among the
situations for which an advance agreement on cost is advisable.
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31.109 Advance agreements.

(a) through (g)(16) - Unchanged.

[(17) Costs resulting from the acquisition of one company by another.

particularly when execution of a novation agreement (see 42.12) is not

required.]
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TAB A. Part 2
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

31.205-6 Compensation for personal services.

(a) through (k) -- Unchanged.

[Compensation incidental to business acquisitions.

The following costs are unallowable:

(1) Payments to employees under special agreements (commonly referred

to as "golden parachutes") in which they are to receive compensation in excess

of the contractor's normal severance pay practice if their employment

terminates following a change in the management control over or ownership

the contractor or a substantial portion of its assets.

(2) Payments to key employees under special plans introduced in

connection with a change (whether actual or prospective) in the management

/

control over or ownership of the contractor or a substantial portion of its

assets in which those employees receive compensation in addition to their

normal pay provided that they remain with the contractor for a specified

period of time.]

(m) - Unchanged.

31.205-27 Organization costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below. expenditures in

connection with (1) planning or executing the organization or reorganization

of the corporate structure of a business. including mergers and acquisitions.

(2) [resisting or planning to resist the reorganization of the corporate

structure of a business or a change in the controlling interest in the

ownership of a business. and (3)] raising capital (net worth plus long-term



liabilities). are unallowable. Such expenditures include but are not limited

to incorporation fees and costs of attorneys. accountants. brokers. promoters

and organizers. management consultants. and investment counselors. whether or

not employees of the contractor. Unallowable "reorganization" costs include

the cost of any change in the contractor's financial structure. excluding

administrative costs of short-term borrowings for working capital. resulting

in alterations in the rights and interests of security holders. whether or not

additional capital is raised.

(b) - Unchanged.
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TAB A. Part 3
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 5 pages

31.205-10 Cost of money.

(a)(l) - Unchanged.

(2) A11owabi1ity. Whether or not the contract is otherwise subject to

CAS. facilities capital cost of money is allowable if--

(i) The contractor's capital investment is measured. allocated to

contracts. and cos ted in accordance with CAS 414;

(ii) The contractor maintains adequate records to demonstrate compliance

with this standard; eft&

(iii) The estimated facilities capital cost of money is specifically

identified or proposed in cost proposals relating to the contract under which

this cost is to be c1aimedT[; and

(iv) The requirements of 31.205-49. which may limit the a11owabi1ity of

facilities capital cost of money. are observed.]

(3) and (4) - Unchanged.

(5) The cost of money resulting from including goodwill (however

represented) in the facilities capital employed base is una11owab1eT[(see

31.205-49).]

(b)(l) - Unchanged.

(2) Allowability[.] Whether or not the cont[r]act is otherwise subject

to CAS. and except as specified in subdivision (ii) below. the cost of money

for capital assets under construction. fabrication. or development is

allowable if--

(A) The cost of money is calculated. allocated to contracts. and

costed in accordance with CAS 417;



(B) The contractor maintains adequate records to demonstrate

compliance with this standard; ~

(C) The cost of money for tangible capital assets i~[s] included

in the capitalized cost that provides the basis for allowable depreciation

costs, or, in the case of intangible capital assets, the cost of money is

included in the cost of those assets for which amortization costs are

allowableo[; and

(D) The requirements of 31.205-49, which may limit the

allowability of cost of money for capital assets under construction,

fabrication, or development, are observed.]

(2)(ii)-(4) - Unchanged.
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31.205-11 Depreciation

(a) through (m) - Unchanged.

[en) The requirements of 31.205-49, which may limit the allowability of

depreciation. shall be observed.]

31.205-16 Gains and losses on disposition of depreciable property or
other capital assets.

(a)(l) Gains and losses from the sale, retirement, or other disposition

(but see 31.205-19) of depreciable property[, including any transaction(s) in

which the acquirer employs the purchase method of accounting for subsequent

valuation of the property,] shall [normally] be included in the year in which

they occur as credits or charges to the cost grouping(s) in which the

depreciation or amortization applicable to those assets was included (but see

paragraph (d) below). [However, the timing (or the amount, if necessary) of

the recognition of such credits should be adjusted when the impact upon

contract prices of current year recognition does not achieve equity.

(2) When the assets or controlling interest in the ownership of a

contractor are acquired or transferred and the individual assets are revalued

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination, 31.205-49

shall apply rather than this subparagraph. No gain or loss shall be

recognized when allowable depreciation or amortization is limited to the

amount that would have been allowable had the combination not taken place.]

(b) Gains and losses on disposition of tangible capital assets

including those acquired under capital leases (see 31.205-11(m) [)], shall be

considered as adjustments of depreciation costs previously recognized. The

gain or loss for each asset disposed of is the difference between the net

amount realized, including insurance proceeds from involuntary conversions,

and its undepreciated balance. The gain recognized for contract costing
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purposes shall be limited to the diffl.lence between the acqbisition cost (or

for assets acqrdred trnder a capital lease. t::he ualtre at which the leased asset

is capitalized) of the asset:: and its trndepreciet::ed balance [inflation-adjusted

amount of depreciation previously taken] (except see subdivision (c)(2)(i) or

(ii) below).

(c) and (d) - Unchanged.

(e) Gains and losses arising from mass or extraordinary sales.

retirements. or other disposition shall be considered on a case-by-case basis.

[However. when the assets or controlling interest in the ownership of a

contractor are acquired or transferred and the individual assets are revalued

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination. 31.205-49

shall apply rather than this paragraph.)

(f) - Unchanged.

31.205-49 Goodwill [and other asset valuations resulting from business
combinations. ]

Goodwill. an trnidentifiable intan~ible asset. originates [(a)(1) When.]

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination[.] ~ the

price paid by the acquiring company exce.eds the som of the identifiable [net

book value of the] individual assets acquired less [the] liabilities assumed.

based on their felt ualues. ':Phe [the] excess is [distributed first to the

identifiable individual assets acquired based upon their market or appraised

values and. if any excess still remains. to a newly created. unidentifiable

intangible asset] commonly referred to as goodwill. Goodwill may arise from

the acqublition of a compen) as a whole or a portioll t:hereof. [In such

situations. allowable amortization. cost of money. and depreciation expense

shall be limited to the amount that would have been allowable had the

combination and subsequent asset revaluation or creation not taken place.
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(2) However. except for goodwill. costs in excess of this limitation

may be allowed on a case-by-case basis to achieve equity or protect the

Government's interests in special situations. providing the contracting

officer agrees. Examples of circumstances in which it may be appropriate for

the contracting officer to allow such costs are:

(i) When the Government. before the effective date of this cost

principle. had agreed to a settlement covering a business combination which

implied acceptance of such costs in the future (as. for instance. when the

Government had agreed to accept an immediate credit for contract costing

purposes for excess depreciation and amortization costs recognized prior to

the business combination (see 31.205-16»;

(ii) When the receipt of an immediate credit for contract costing

purposes for excess depreciation and amortization recognized prior to a

business combination (see 31.205-16) represents an administratively preferable

and roughly financially equivalent course of action when compared with that of

disallowing future costs flowing from the revaluation of assets pursuant to a

business combination; and

(iii) When the acquired company had no. or an insignificant amount of.

Government business before being acquired (so that no material credit exists

for excess depreciation and amortization previously recognized). and

subsequently entered Government business with the asset valuations established

by the combination.

(b)] Any costs for amortization. expensing. write-off or write-down of

[. or cost of money on.] goodwill (however represented) are unallowable.
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TAB A. Part 4
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

30.404 Capitalization of tangible assets •

• 10 through .50(c) - Unchanged.

th~ ee~t ef the aeq~ir~d eempan,. net te ~xeeed th~ir fair ual~e at date ef

a~q~ieition. \1here the fBir ual~e of id~Pltifiael~ aeq~ir~d a~~H~ le~s

li88ilitie~ 888~m~8 exeee88 the p~reh88~ pri~e ef th~ aeq~ir~8 ~empaft' in aft

taPl~iele eapital a~~~ts ehall e~ re8~eed e, a proportionate part ef the

(e) Hnd~r the npeelift~ ef int~r~et method" of ae~o~ntift~ fer e~eiftee~

eemeinatiePl~. the ual~ee estaelished fer tBn~iele capital assets fer finaneial

aeeeuntift~ shall 8~ the .aluE8 ~~e8 fer ~e~erminiftt tne eeet ef 8~eh ssset8.

~[d] Asset accountability units shall be identified and separately

capitalized at the time the assets are acquired. However. whether or not the

contractor identifies and separately capitalizes a unit initially. the

contractor shall remove the unit from the asset accounts when it is disposed

of and. if replaced. its replacement shall be capitalized •

•60 - Unchanged.

30.409 Depreciation of tangible capital assets •

• 10 through .40(a)(3) - Unchanged.

(4) ephe gain or loss which i:!! recognized opon di:!!po!!ition of a tangiele

capital e88~t efta!l ~e assigned ~e the eeet ae~euftting pClied in which the

di!!po:!!ition oee~r:!!.



.40(b) through .50(i) - Unchanged.

(j) (0 Gains ami 10ss~s on disposition of tallgibl~ eapital ass~ts shall

hi! conl!it3:~rl!e al! ll\~j t!O!Itmentl! of depreciation co:!t:! preu iotl:!l, fe-cognized alte

snaIl b~ assign~d to the eo:!!t aeeot:lnt.itJg period in whien di:!!po:!!ition oeet:lrs

exe~pt a:!! pro~ided ill paragraphs (j)(2) alid (3) of this s~etioli. tph~ gain or

lo:!!:!! for ~aen a:!!s~t di:!!po:!!~d of i:!! th~ differene~ between tne net emot:lllt

eontpeet eeetin~ p~ppoe~a ohell ee limitee to th~ ei£f~pen~e eetween th~

(j)~[(1)] Gains and losses on the disposition of tangible capital

assets shall not be recognized where: (i) Assets are grouped and such gains

and losses are processed through the accumulated depreciation account. or.

(ii) the asset is given in exchange as part of the purchase price of a similar

asset and the gain or loss is included in computing the depreciable cost of

the new asset. Where the disposition results from an involuntary conversion

and the asset is replaced by a similar asset. gains and losses may either be

recognized in the period of disposition or used to adjust the depreciable cost

base of the new asset.

(j)~[(2)] The contracting parties may account for gains and losses

arising from mass or extraordinary dispositions in a manner which will result

in treatment equitable to all parties.

(j)~[(3)] Gains and losses on disposition of tangible capital assets

transferred in other than an arm's-length transaction and subsequently

disposed of within 12 months from the date of transfer shall be assigned to

the transferor.

(k) through .60 - Unchanged.

2



TAB B
DAR Case 84-18

PROPOSED TRANSMITTAL MEMO TO CAAC

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN. CIVILIAN AGENCY ACQUISITION COUNCIL

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18. Mergers and Other Business Combinations

The DAR Council has approved proposed revisions to FAR 30.404.50(d) and

(e). 30.409.40(a)(4) and .50(j)(1). 31.205-6. 31.205-10. 31.205-11. 31.205-16.

31.205-27. and 31.205-49 to provide clear rules on the allowability of costs

flowing from asset writeups resulting from business acquisitions and on the

allowability of certain other costs incidental to such combinations. The

rationale for these decisions is contained in the attached report. If the

CAAC agrees with our position. please forward the case to the FAR Secretariat

for further processing as appropriate.

OTTO J. GUENTHER. COL. USA
Director
Defense Acquisition
Regulatory Council

Attachment
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DAR Case 84-18

PROPOSED FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

48 CFR Parts 30 and 31

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR); Mergers and Other Business Combinations.

AGENCIES: Department of Defense (DoD); General Services Administration (GSA);
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition

Regulatory Council are considering revising FAR 30.404.50(d) and (e).

30.409.40(a)(4) and .50(j)(1). 31.205-6. 31.205-10. 31.205-11. 31.205-16.

31.205-27. and 31.205-49 to set forth new or clarified rules on the

allowability of costs stemming from business combinations.

COMMENTS: Comments should be submitted to the FAR Secretariat at the address

shown below on or before (60 days from publication). to be considered in the

formulation of a final rule.

ADDRESS: Interested parties should submit written comments to: General

Services Administration. FAR Secretariat (VRS). 18th & F Streets. N.W •• Room

4041. Washington. DC 20405.

Please cite FAR Case 87-XX in all correspondence related to this issue.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Margaret A. Willis. FAR Secretariat.

telephone (202) 523-4755.

A. Background.

The Defense Acquisition Regulatory and Civilian Agency Acquisition

Councils have been reviewing for some time the subject of business



combinations, and particularly the appropriate Government contract costing

resulting from such combinations. This review has been occasioned both by the

increased pace and size of such events in recent years, and also by the

Councils' perception that existing regulations on certain aspects of this

subject are inadequate as evidenced by the fact that they have been the

subject of recent litigation. A principal conclusion of this review is that,

in most circumstances, the Government should not recognize depreciation,

amortization, or cost of money expense flowing from asset writeups that result

from the "purChase" method of accounting for business combinations. The

Councils do not believe that, in the special circumstances of Government

procurement in which companies' recorded cost structures are often directly

reflected in price, the Government should be at risk of paying higher prices

simply because of ownership changes at its suppliers. Accordingly, the

Councils are proposing a change to FAR 31.205-49, and corollary changes to FAR

30.404.50(d) and (e), 30.409.40(a)(4) and .50(j)(l), 31.205-10, 31.205-11, and

31.205-16, to implement this decision. The Councils have also tentatively

concluded that additional coverage at FAR 31.205-6 and 31.205-27 is necessary

to protect the Government from having to bear the costs of special

compensation arrangements and various organization costs often attendant upon

such combinations.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act.

The proposed changes to FAR 30.404.50(d) and (e), 30.409.40(a)(4) and

.50(j)(l), 31.205-6, 31.205-10, 31.205-11, 31.205-16, 31.205-27, and 31.205-49

are not expected to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number

of small entities under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C., 601 et.

seq.) because most contracts awarded to small entities are awarded on a

competitive fixed-price basis and the cost principles do not apply.

2
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C. Paperwork Reduction Act.

\.

.-: .....

The Paperwork Reduction Act does not apply because the proposed rule

does not impose any additional recordkeeping or information collection

requirements. Therefore. OMB approval under 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. is not

required.

List of subjects in 48 CFR Parts 30 and 31

Government procurement.

Dated:

Lawrence J. Rizzi
Director. Office of Federal Acquisition and Regulatory Policy

Part 30 and 31 - (Amended)

Therefore. it is proposed that 48 CFR Parts 30 and 31 be amended as

follows: ~
.,

1. The authority citation for Parts 30 and 31 continues to read as

follows: Authority: 40 U.S.C. 486(c); 10 U.S.C. Chapter 137; and 42 U.S.C.

2453 (c) •

(See TAB A. Parts 2. 3. and 4 as approved)

3



APPENDIX
DAR Case 84-18B
Page 1 of 4

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
DAR Case 84-18B, Accounting for Mergers

and Other Business Combinations

No comment/
Objection

1. Davey Compressor Company
2. William J. Ryan, Jr.
3. U.S.A. Occupational

Safety Health Review
Commission X

4. Avco Research Laboratory,
Textron

5. McKenna, Conner & Cuneo
6. U.S. Department of Housing

and Urbane Development X
7. Federal Home Loan

Bank Board X
8. Armed Forces

Communications and
Electronics Association X

9. Agency for International
Development X

10. National Endowment for
the Humanities X

11. Central Intelligence
Agency X

12. Pennsylvania Avenue
Development corporation

3. U.S.A. Railroad
Retirement Board X

14. U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency X

15. National Labor Relations
Board X

16. U.S. Small Business
Administration X

17. U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights X

18. Vincent T. Noone
19. American Institute of

Certified Public
Accountants

20. American Defense
preparedness Association

21. Panama Canal Commission X

Concur/
Support

x

X

X

Non- Partial
concur Objection

X

X
X

X

X



APPENDIX
DAR Case 84-188
page 2 of 4

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
DAR Case 84-188, Accounting for Mergers

and Other Business Combinations

X

X

Non- Partial
concur Objection

No comment/
Objection

22. Professional Services
Management Association

23. veterans Administration,
Office of the
Administrator X

24. DoD, Inspector General
25. Emerson Electric Company

Electronics & Space
Division

26. Council of Defense and
Space Industry
Associations

27. American Bar Association
28. Equal Employment

opportunity Commission X
29. General Accounting Office

Office of General Counsel
30. Office of GSA Acquisition

policy and Regulations
31. steiger and Evans
32. Gregory A. smith,

pettit & Martin
Totals 15

2

Concur/
Support

X

4

X

X

X
X

X

X
9 4



APPENDIX
DAR Case 84-18B
page 3 of 4 pages

Objections/Issues Commenters

1. Real Cost/GAAP
The provisions of APB No. 16 are equitable 1,18,25,27,31,32
and sufficient to govern business
combinations. The purchase method of
accounting for business combinations is
backed by significant historical
accounting precedent and is based on good
common business sense. Increased
depreciation and cost of money are
allowable and allocable on government
contracts since they represent the
companies investment base.

2. Competition'
Competition should determine the price, 4,26,27
not the suppliers structure or ownership
history. To reject the purchase method of
accounting places the government in a more
favorable position than commercial customers.

3. Capital Generation
One of the objectives of business 5,20,26,27,31,32
combinations is to generate capital and
the ability to acquire capital by stepping
up asset valu~s. the imposition of
limitations on revaluation of assets
severely depresses the attractiveness of
aerospace and defense oriented companies
in the marketplace.

4. Novation
Increased depreciation and cost of money 5,18,25,26,27,31
should be ~llowed on contracts entered
into after the effective date of the
business combination, but should not be
allowed on contracts entered into on or
before the effective date of the
combination. Clarifying FAR 42.12 would
reduce the opportunities for the government
to secure concessions on unrelated points.

5. Requests Meeting
This subject presents significant legal,
business, and economic issues which
should be addressed by discussion with
the CPC.

3

5,19,26,27



Concur/sup~ort
6. Sharing Recognition of Gain
The excess of the selling price received
over the the stated net book value is a
gain to the sellers in which the Government
should sha t'P. •

7. strengthen Novation Process
Increased costs on current contracts can be
avoided through the proper use of novation
agreements.

8. Clarify Appraisal Process
Specific criteria should be included in the
procurement regulations to address both the
requirements for appraisals and the treatment
and definition of long-term contracts as
intangible assets.

9. Permit Write-up if Beneficial
Stepped-up assets should be permitted on a
case-by-case basis where it can be shown
that a business combination will result in
increased benefits to the Government, for
example, lower unit costs.

10. Marquardt and Related Cases
Various commenters have cited the
relevant ASBCA/Court cases, some in more depth
than others. Most limited their comments
to a restatement of the judgements.

4

24,30

24

24

29

18,27,31,32



c. Paperw:?rk Reducticn Act.

The Paperwork Reducticn Act cbes rot apply because the proposed rule

cbes rot impose any additicnal recordkeepin:]' or infonnaticn collecticn

requirements. Therefore, CM3 approval under 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. is mt

required.

List of subjects in 48 CFR Part 31

Gavernnent procurement.

Dated: -------

Lawrence J. Rizzi
Director, Office of Federal Acqui.siticn am. Regulatory Policy

Part 31 - (Amended)

Therefore, it is proposed that 48 ern Part 31 be anended as follCMS:

1. The autlnrity citaticn for Part 31 ccntinues to read as follCMS:

Aut:h::>rity: 40 U.S.C. 486(c); 10 U.S.C; 01apter 137; am. 42 U.S.C. 2453(c).

(see Attached)



COST PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE
Taskings from Navy Policy Member

3 December 1986

DAR Case Subject Rept Date

86-177 Selling Costs (P.L. 99-591. Sec. 9061) 22 Dec 86

86-128 Public Relations Costs 15 Jan 87

86-721 OSD Cost Principles Report 15 Jan 87

84-18/ Accounting for Mergers and Business 30 Jan 87
Combinations

85-252 Symposia Costs 15 Feb 87

86-027 Litigation Costs 28 Feb 87

86-030 IR&D/B&P 28 Feb 87

85-248 Relocation Costs 1 Mar 87

86-029 Leasing 1 Mar 87

86-032 Special Tooling & Test Equipment Definition 31 Mar 87

86-033 Franchise Taxes 31 Mar 87

Except for 86-177. all of the indicated report dates are new. based on
present priorities and current status.



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETMY

(SHlP9UILOlNG /IIH:) LOGISTICS)

WA~TON. 0 C20JeO

19 December 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, DAR COUNCIL

SUBJECT: Cost Principles Committee Report Due Dates for DAR
Cases 82-76, Banked Vacations; 84-18, Accounting for
Mergers and Business Combinations; 85-192, Severance
Pay; 85-193, Pensions

I request the Cost Principles Committee report due dates for
subject cases be revised to read as follows:

D~R

\'pAR
DAR
DAR

Case
Case
Case
Case

82-76
84-18
85-192
85-193

31 Jan 86
28 Feb 86
14 Feb 86
28 Feb 86

Consideration of these cases by the Committee has been
postponed in order to complete case work to implement the 1986
DoD Authorization Act and in consideration of holiday absences.
Your approval of these report due dates is recommended.

t:~ns
Chairman
Cost Principles Committee



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF T~ ASSISTANT SECAETARY

(SHFBULOlNG NCJ LOGISTICS)

WASt*4GTON. 0 C 2OJeO

30 October 1985

MEM:>RANIXJM FOR '!HE D:mECIOR, DAR CXXJNCIL

SUB.JECr: cost Principles camni.ttee Report Ole rate for DAR case_~:-_l~,
"Tennina~ion of Defined Benefit. Pension P~ans! II <tiit:~~:-~
"Account~ for Mergers am Busmess cambl.Ilatl.OIlS, II am ca:se
85-108, "Stock Awreciation Rights (SARs) am Pay-As-You-Go Pension
costs (~ 31. 205-6) "

I request the commercial cost Principles Ccmnni.ttee report due dates be
revised to read as follows:

DAR case 85-180
DAR case 84-18
DAR case 85-108

22 Nov 85
20 Dec 85
22 Nov 85

Greater than anticipated c:::arrplexity, identification of additional factors
bear~ on the case problem, am a recent ASBCA decision have delayed
c:::arrpletion of the subject case reports. Yoor approval of these report due
dates is recommended.

~,'C_''''''
J. W. ERMERINS
C1ainnan
cost Principles committee



DAR Staff
Case 84-18

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETAAV

(SHlPeULDlNG AND LOGISTICS)

WASHINGTON. 0 C. 203eO

31 July 1985

I"'·'·' .
"

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MICHAEL D. STAFFORD, ACTING DIRECTOR, DAR COUNCIL

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18, Accounting for Mergers and Business Combinations

In my last memorandum to the DAR Council with regard to the submission
date of my Committee report on subject case, I explained that the member
assigned to prepare the straw-man report was on a special assignment and
has been unable to prepare the report. Consequently, I reassigned this
responsibility to another member. He estimates that he will complete the
draft and submit it to the Committee by 30 August 1985. Given the legal
and accounting complexities of this case, I estimate the discussions and
report refinement will take another six weeks. Therefore, I request the
due date for this Committee report be established at 16 October 1985 .

•

uf~1~'"
~~ ~. ERMERINS

Chairman
Commercial Cost Principles

Committee



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

(SHIPBUILDING AND LOGISTICS)

WASHINGTON, D C 20360

DAR Staff
Case 84-18

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. JAMES T. BRANNAN, DIRECTOR DAR COUNCIL

Subj: DAR Case 84-18, Mergers and Business Combinations

24 May 1985

In my memorandum of 28 March 1985, I advised that a new draft report
was being prepared on subject case, that it would be available no sooner
than 23 April 1985, and that with discussion to follow, the Commercial
Cost Principles Subcommittee report would be available for submission to
the DAR Council by 24 May 1985.

To date, the draft report has not been prepared. The designated
subcommittee member, OASD(C), has been on a special assignment of a high
priority since late April, and is expected to be so occupied at least
until 10 June, and possibly later. If he can resume his efforts on this
case by then, I estimate the Subcommittee report could be submitted by
9 August. If his special assignment is extended, I will re-assign the task
of drafting the report to another Subcommittee member in order to resume
progress on this case.

In view of this workload problem, the present workload assignments and
planned absences for TDY and vacations, I expect to be able to submit the
Subcommittee report by 9 August 1985. If this report date is not acceptable,
please advise.

J.H. ERMERINS
Chairman
Commercial Cost Principles

Subcommittee
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, DAR COUNCIL
I

SUBJECT: Accounting for Mergers and Business Combinations,

DAR Case 84-18

Problem: Asset revaluations, resulting from changes in corporate

financing or accounting, can result in increased depreciation and

facilities capital cost of money (FCCM) costs charged to

government contracts, with no benefit received by the government.

Recommendation:

1. Revise FAR 42.1204 by adding the following paragraph (e):

If the contractor has any active contracts which have

been awarded based on the submission of certified

cost or pricing data, the contracting officer shall

not agree to any novation unless the contractor

agrees that assets will not be revalued in any manner

which increases government costs for depreciation or

facilities capital cost of money on this or any

future government contract or subcontract.

2. Refer this report to the CAS Policy Group for

consideration.

3. Close case 86-46 without action.

4. Make no additional changes as a result of this case.



Discussion:

The Committee report identifies two situations where a

contractor (or its successor) may attempt to "write up"

contractor assets. These are 1) a transfer of stock

ownership, and, 2) a business consolidation, by merger or

otherwise.

As a result of the recent ASBCA decision in Marguart Co.

ASBCA 29888, 85-3 BCA 18245, reconsideration denied, 86-3 BCA

19,100, it is clear that a contractor can not revalue assets,

and charge the government using a stepped-up basis, when a

transfer of stock ownership occurs. Therefore, to the extent

that Marguart was correctly decided, no "real" problem exists

in the transfer of stock ownership situation. The committee

appears to recognize this result in their report. See

committee report at 4 and 10-11. The committee apparently

believes Marguart was incorrectly decided. See committee

report at 18-19. A copy of the Marquart decision is attached.

A review of that decision shows that it was correctly decided.

The case has been appealed to the Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit. I have been advised by Mr. Schechter, the

Justice Department attorney on the appeal, that the Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit normally issues its decisions

within six months, but that a complicated case, such as this,

could require nine months or



more. The Court of Appeals heard oral arguments on February

3, 1987. If Marquart is reversed by the CAFC, then perhaps,

the committee's recommendations should be implemented. If

Marquart is upheld on appeal, the committee's recommendations

should not be accepted.

The remaining discussion assumes that Marquart was

correctly decided. Based on this assumption, the only times

when "asset revaluation " will be a problem are when business

consolidations, by merger or otherwise, occur. A business

consolidation will result in a change in accounting practices,

corporate financing, or both.

For CAS covered contractors, changes in accounting

practices must be disclosed pursuant to the CAS clause (FAR

52.230-3). In addition, the clause provides that the

government is entitled to an equitable adjustment for any

increased costs resulting from a change in accounting

practices. Thus, for CAS covered contractors, the government

should not be subject to increased costs resulting from

accounting changes which in turn result from business

consolidations. In addition, for non-CAS covered contractors,

no problem has been identified in the area of accounting

changes resulting from business consolidations.



As a practical matter, when changes in corporate

financing result from a business consolidation, a novation

agreement will be required. A novation agreement is necessary

to recognize the obligations of the successor in interest and

to extinguish the obligations of the transferring entity. The

government can adequately protect itself in this situation by

adopting the recommended change to FAR 42.l204(e).
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, I'
Opinion by! Administrative Judge Duval

with Administrative .Judges Arons and Vasil
S. Vasiloff cOllcurring.· \

I

For the appellant: Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Kampelman, Washil1brlOn, D.C.,
bYj Melvin Rishe. For the government:
Ralph' E. Guderian, Defense Contract Ad
ministration ~eryices ·Region, Los Angeles
(DLA).

1f 18,245

, : :
Statement ofFacts

I ,,', I r '

Prior to the acquisition involved in t.his
dispute, Marquardt was a wholly-owilcd cor·
porate subsidiarjl,of CCI Corporatioll (Cel).
Marquardt was and is engaged in the reo
search, development and manufacture of ad
vanced propulsion systems, special defense
systems, turbo products for aircraft power
requirements, and precision control space

[Text of Opinion)
\ l ij. "

This appeal raises issues concerning th
propcr Government contract accounting
treatment for the acquisition of Thc Mar·
quardt Company by ISC Electronics, Inc.
(lSCE). The Government has disallowed all
costs attribufubl~' to the write up of Mar
quardt's assets following the acquisition.
The parties have' filed motions for partial
summary judgment and summary judgment
on the threshhold issue of whether appel.
lant may properly revalue its assets for Gov
ernment contract costing purposes in accord·
ance with the "purchase method" of ac
counting for business combinations. No ma
terial facts relevant to this fundamenta
issue are in dispute.

a revalued asset base into his overhead rates
for proposals and billings to the government,
costs resulting from the revaluation were
properly .disallowed. The contractor ap
pealed the disallowance, arguing that the
purchase method of accounting for business
combinations I controlled this transaction
and required the. revaluation rf its assets to
the extent that their book values differcd
from fair market values on the date of acqui.
sition. However, CAS 404.50(d) applies only
when an acquiring business is to value the
assets it has acquired and has nothing to do
with how the' acquired business is to value
iLs' as..sets. Moreover, no henefit to the con
tractor's government contract resultcd from
his acquisition by another business, and the
contractor incurred no costs in the acquisi
tion. If the acquiring company were to
recover any costs, it would have to do so
under its own government and commercial
contracts. . ;

I'
'I I I::

Cited "85·3 DCA 'If ." ••• ,.n,

Contract Appeals Decisions
1'119-57

J~ 18,245) The Marquardt Company
ASBCA No. 2fl888. July 18, 1fl85. Con

I rael No, N00014-84-C-2052.

Decision
The appeal from Uw contracting officer's

decision dated Seplember 1, 1983, as to pur
cha~e orders FW-25067·;~ and SW-50G98-1 is
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.

The appeal from the contracting officer's
d(,ci~ion dated March 2:3, 1984, as to pur
(hasc order N-W·580lJ-l is dcnied.

respect to excess reprocurement costs for
these two orders, In the event that such a
final decision is issued, appellant, by laking
a timely appeal, will have an opportunity
for review of the termination of default on
the merits.

Purchase order N-W-58011-1 was issued
sometime in November 1983 for delivery on
December 14, 1983. Appellant requested an
extension of time until .January 27, 1984,
and, although it.s request was denied, lhe de
livery date was extended to February 13,
l~84_ Appeal File, Exhibit 7,

The supplies called for by purchase order
N.W-58011-1 still had not been received on
the February 13 delivery date. This pur·
c!lase order was terminalcd for default by
decision of the contracting officer dated
March 23, 1984, From this decision appel
lant has taken a timely appeal.

In its appeal, appellant alleges adverse fi
nancial circumstances and a misquoting of
prices in its bid. Appellant has offered no ev
idence in support of ei 1her of these positions
t,nd the Government ha~ offered evidence
!hat the bids were verified by appellant.
,\ppeal File, Exhibit Iii.

It is our opinion 1.118t appellant has failed
[,I sustain the IIccessary burden of proof.
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91,596

rockets. For the' year e,l}ding April 1983,
Marquardt's net income was about $3
million on revenues of $67 million. puly or·
ganized and exioting pUTll~ant to the la}\'s of
the State or Delaware, it maintains its prin
cipal place of business in Van Nuys, Califor
nia. All outstanding shares of the .lltoj:k of
Marquardt were owned. by CCI p~ior to 15
August 1983., . ,I . i

On 1 Jam~ary ~983, eCI convef~ed ;Crom
status as a pubhcly-held corporatIOn; to a
personal holding company. ISC Electronics,
Inc. (ISCE) is a wholly owned U.S. subsidi·
ary of International Signal & Comrol Group
PLC (lSC PLC) which is a United Kingdom
company.1SCE is a prime contractor fqr the
Department or Defense for certain' elec
tronic equipment, and internationally
markets electronic security, defense, elec
tronic countermeasure, and conununica,tions
systems (R4, tab 15). lSC PLC is engaged in
two principal business areas: international
systems and technical services and elec
tronic and aerospace design and production.

On July 12, 1983, CCI, the holder, of all
outstanding share" of Marquardt, agreed to
sell those shares to 18CE for $43,500,000 in
cash and 600,000 "A" ordinary shares of ISC
PLC stock. The effective date of the Mar
quardt acquisition was August 15, 1983. Of
thl: $43,500,000 l.:ash price, $39,500,000 was
paid as of that date and the remaining
$4,000,000 wa~ plac('d in escrow to PI: dis
tributed in accordance wiLh the terms of lhe
escrow agreement. The GOO,OOO "A" ordi
nary shares were issued to the l'n:sident of
Marquardt, in exchange for his stock invest
ment ill eCI. ISCE also assumed all liabili
ties of ccr with regard to ManluardL

As of August 15, 1983, Marquardt was per
forming under numerous Government and
conllnercial ('ontrJ.cts. In addition,' subse
quent to August 15, 1983, Marquardt
entered into new Government contracts,
such as Contract NOOOI4-84-C-2052, the
only contract l.:jted by specific: Humber in the
final decisioll of the cOlltracting officer.
Phase I of thaI contract was awarded on 22
December 19H::l; it is a cost plus fixed fee
R&D contract, incorporating standard
dauses for such contracts.

Before the sale, Marquardt sought an
opinioll from the ACO concerning the need
for a novation agreement. By letter dated 10
August 1983, the ACO advised Marquardt
that a novation would not be required since
the sale inyolv.:d a transfef of stl,lck and not
assets,

Accounting Principles Board Opinion No.
16, (APR 16) sets forth the generally accept-

,-r 18,245

779 10-85

abl~ accounting principles applicable to busi
ness combinations. Para, 1 of the opinion
states: ..
,d1, Abusiness combination occurs when a
'corporation and one or more incorporated
.or unincorporated businesses are brought
together into one accounting entity. The
single entity carries on the activities of
the previously separate, independent en
~f!rpriscs.

APB 16 recognize~ two methods of ac
counting for business combinations, "pur
chase" and "pooling of interests". The pur
chase method accounts for a business comui
nation as the acquisition of one company by
another. The pooling of interests method ac
counts for a business combination as the
uniting of the ownership interests of two or
more companies by the exchange of securi
ties.

The opinion specifies conditions for utili
zation of the pooling of interests method.
Combinations not meeting those conditions
are· accounted for under the purchase
method.

Under the purchase method:
, The cost to an acquiring corporation of
Ian entire acquired company should be de
termined by the principles of accounting
for the acquisition of an asset. That cost
should then be allocated to the identifia
ble individual assets acquired ami liabili
ties assumed based on their fair values;
'the ur.allocated cost should be recorded as
,goodwill. (Para 8, APB 16)

Para 94 of the opinion states:
. 94 The cost of an acquired company and

. the values assigned to assets acquired and
liabilities assumed should be determined
as of the date of acquisition....

The principles included in APB 16 are
also reflected in Cost Accounting Standard
404-Capitalization of Tangible AsselS
which provides in part:

§ 404.50 Techniques for application.......
(d) Under the "purchase method" of ac

counting for business combinations, ac
quired tangible capital assets shall be as
signed a portion of the cost of the acquired
company, nol to exceed their fair value at
date of acquisition....

(e) Under the "pooling of interest
method" of accounting for business combi-

I nations, the values established for tangi
ble capital assets for financial accounting
shall be the values used for determining
the cost of such assets.

©1965, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.
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After the sale ISCE recorded the acquisi
I ion of Marquardt on its own books llsing
[he Purchase method of accounting set forth
ill APB 16. The total cost of the acquisitiun
Wi'S apportioned among the specific, identifi
:lIlle Marquardt assets bas(,d on these values
ill the time of acquisition as determined
I hTOugh an independent appraisal, resulting
ill an increase, or "step-up" in the asset
,,·:due.

On February 2, 1984, Marquardt made a
written proposal to the Government to in
'[ease the net book value of its assets from
I]lJlTOximately $8 million to $48,405,652.

The proposal was retroactive to August 15,
191:13. On February 8,1984, the proposed val
lIation was rejected by the Government. In
February 1984, Marquardt incorporated the
·;teppcd-up asset base into its overhead rates
lor the purpose of proposals and billingl' to
I Ill) Government.

By final decision datNI June 20, 1984, the
.\ CO in for m e d Mar qua r d t t hat
'41,759,652.00 of Marquardt's claimed fixed
:ts~et base for Government contract costing
purposes was disallowed, so as not to give
"('cognition to ISCE acquisition. This deci
';;on was issued pursuant to the provisions of
! he referenced contract and other unspeci
i ied Government contracts. The reasons for
1he disallowance were stated by the ACO to
he as follows:

1. The sale of The Marquardt Company
was represented by TMC to the Govern
ment as a transfer of stock from CCI to
ISC[E] with no change to the company,
i.e., same management, same name, and
the same asset base.

2. Based upon the foregoing, the Gov
ernment agreed in writing that lIO nova
lion was required to protect existing con
lracts from absorbing any additional costs
due to the acquisition. This agreement to
no novation was dated 10 August 83. Para
graph one, second sentence is specific as to
when a novation would be required. The
,entence reads, "Their finding is that
TMC is an incorporated company, that
the sale involves a transfer of stock, not
:lssets, therefore a novation is not re
qui red." Si nce assets are now being
claimed by TMC on a stepped-up basis, a
novation is necessary to protect existing
contracts. Also, a novation could be re
'1uircd under DAR 26-402(b)(iii).

3. The sale of stock between CCI and
ISC is strictly an equity transaction based
IIpon the fact TMC remains an autono
mous company, no efrect on management,
and no pruof of the sale or transfer of
asseis from TMC to ISC.

Contract Appeals Decisions
"1& -60

4. Since TMC remains an autonomous
company, the same autonomous company
as before the sale of stock, its assets must
be depreciated on the basis of cost less re
sidual value in accordance with DAR 15
205.9(a). It does not meet the require
ments of DAR 15-205.9(h) allowing depre
ciation on the basis of price, and thus the
amount of step up in basis is not deprecia
ble and chargeable to .the Government as
part of overhead, This amount is also
unallowable under DAR 15-201.3 and 15
201.4.

Marquardt appealed the ACO's final deci.
sion to the Armed Services Board or Con
tract Appeals on 3 July 1984. On October 9,
1984, the parties held a prehearing confer
ence with the Board. At that time, it was
agreed that one fundamental issue should be
considered by! the parties and the Board
before any other secondary or peripheral
issues would be considered. Specifically, the
issue to be considered was whether the ac
counting method used by the appellant for
the valuation of assets was proper. '

: : .'

Appended to Marquardt's reply brief to
the Government's, Motion for Summary
Judgment was·an ,affidavit and opiniun of
Mr. ,Jerry Walker, a Certified Public Ac
countant with Arthur Anderson &
Company. According to Mr. Walker, the ac
quisition of Marquardt by ISCE was a "busi
ness combination" within the meaning and
purView of APB 16, and was required to be
accounted for under the purchase ,method
under the terms of the opinion. Mr. Walker
also found that the pooling of interests
method of accounting was impermissible
under APB 16 due to the failure of the com
bination to satisfy at least three prerequi
sites specified f!>r ~se of that method.

i Decisi~n
Marquardt's motion is premised mainly

on the applicability of APB 16. Marquardt
advances the following contentionl'l: The
purchase of Marquardt by ISCE is a busi
ness combination under the purview of APB
16; of the two methods of accounting for
business combinations established by this
accounting standard, the purcha'iemethod
and the pooling of interests method, the
former clearly applies to this transaction;
use ,of the purchase method requires the
revaluation of the acquired company's assets
to the extent its book values differ from its
fair market values on the acquisition date.
Appellant also argues that revaluation of
the Marquardt's tangible capital C1sseu; was
required to comply with CAS 404.50,(d).

~ 18,245
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For the appelJant: Wilco.<ell & CaLe, Mus
kogee, Oklahomu, by Clifford R. Cate, Jr.
For the govel'llmeut: Michael L. Cruse,
Office of the General Coullsd, U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Little Hock, Arkansas.

©1985, Commacce CleClring hOl.ilie, ~nc.
O::S!J--~"

Timeliness of APP"lds to Boards
Filing-Ninety Day DellJliuc

A contractor's uppeal wa.;; dismiSSed with
prejudice because ht) failed 1.0 lile it with the
board within thc !lO-day pi:riod allowed. The
contracting officcr's fl1lal dedsion was re
ceived hy the contractor's office manager on
November 16. His n,Aice oj' appeal was
dated February 21, pustlllarked February
27, and received by the board 011 March 7.
Accepting, without d(~ciding the v:.tlidity of
the metered postmark of February 27, the
board held that the notice of appcal was un·
timely filed after eXlJiration of tile gO-Jay
statutory period.

The Government's motiun is gratlted, the
appellant's motion is denied aud the appeal
is denied.

11r 18,246) R&J Construction
Company

AGBCA No. 85-217-1. April ~:!, 19:{5.
Contract No. 850-7Alio-4-155.

, The "Allowable Cost, Fixed, Fee, and
rayment" clause' of appellant's contract
(DAR 7-203.4(a» authorizes the payment of
allowable cost of performance of the con
tract. Marquardt was completely passive in
the transaction between CCI and ISCE, alld
incurred no costs whatsoever. As a result of
the transaction, ISCE incurred the cost, not
Mafquardt, and if ISCE il:i to recover the
purchase cost of acquiring Marquardt it C:ln
only do so under its own Government and
commercial contracts. Marquardt remains u
separate legal entity, obligated to perform
its contracts and theBe contracts Callnot be
burdened with costs incurred by a third
pa!ty.

We conclude that Marquardt used an iill
proper accounting meth"d fur the valuatiun
of its assets upon its acquisition by IS( 'K
'l'he purchase method of accuunting is inap
plicable for the reason stated above.

Board of Contr.ct Appeal5 Decl510nl

'\118,245

Appellant relies on Gould Defense
Sy.sl,·ms, IlJc., ASHeA No, 2'WIH, 83-2 BCA
'110,(;76 which eoncemeu cost:; alluwability
in connection with a busin",:i.o.; combination
illvu!viag Gould undthe Clevite
Corporation. '

The Board Illlled in its decisioll that: :'i
The Guvernment dol'S Ilut contest the

gelleral propriety of LL;illg ttu; purchase
method or accuuntillg for business combi:
nations for Covernment COli tract pricing
and costing purpuses (Jil,ding 62). It
accepts depreciation ;md amortization
based upun stepped.up asset, valuations
wh~n purchase accour.ting properly is
lliied. (Gould. 83-2 Bet\. at 82,979) , '

We find' this reliance mispla~ed bec,;ilLSe
Gould, Ilnlike this appeal, involved a merger
whurcby Clevite was nu::rged itllO Gould and
Gould, the purchaser, was die appellant at
tempting to recover costs QII its contracts
based 011 a stepped-up evaluation of Clevite
assets acquired by Gould.' "

We 'abo find that appellant's position
would contravene DAH standards with
respect to allowable und allucable costl:>.
DAH 15·201.4 states, inter alia, that a cost is
allocable to u Government contract if it is
incuHed l-\pecifically foc the contract and
benefits the contract. There is no benefit to

91,598

MarqUardt's arguments lose sight· of the Marquardt's Government contract resulting
fact th~t Marquardt al.ld not its new parent" "' from t~e purchase by ISCE. See MetropuJi
ISCE, IS thec0ntracung party, here.' Par~i: tan Life Insurance Company, ASBCA No.
graph 1"01' APB16 states t\lat 'a business I 27161, 85·2, BCA '1117,973 and cases cited
combination occurs when one or 'morebu;>i~, 'therein. ' '.
m~sses are brought together in one account~ ;"
ing entity, and "The single eiltity carries on "
the activities of the previously separate; in
dependent enterprises." Appellant's reliance
on APB 16 Ii? misplaced.,since +v1~quardt re,.'
mained an independent emity. It alone re
mained responsible forperrormi~g its Gov-:
ernment contracts. There lias been no nova-'
tion agre(~II1(,mt between llw Government,
Marquardt and ISCE which' would make
ISCE, and not MArquardt,! ultimately reo
sponsible [or Marquardt's perj'ormance, and
the parties had agreed that none was
required." I,

APB l6, ~nder these circu~nstances, has
nothing to do with how the acquired corpo,'
ration is to value its a&~ets when it is ac,
quired by another company, APB 16 deal~
solely with how an acquin'ng corporatiol1
(lSCE) is to value the assets it has acquired,
Nothing in APB 16 suggests a contrary view.
For the same reason the revaluation of
assets conll:mplated by CAS 404.5U(d) does
not apply to the acquired cumpallY in thili
transaction.
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wall which intersected with a window sil1, a
g1JP or "pproximaleJy Iwo inches by four in
ches was left in the window sil1. Appellant's
!Josit ion is that the gap of two inches by fOllr
inches was not a surrace condition within
!lw nWUlliug of Ihe legeno nole appearing OJI
J)rawin~ No. 6170611 (brief at II l. In re
vil'wiug Ihl' language appearing OJI Drawing
Nu. ti 17liOlill we col,dllde tllat It deady
c(J\'ers I he silUation in this claim. AppelJaut
kuew that the wall had to be removed. IL
ab" knew or should have kuovm that in lhe
relliuval process there could be S(lIllt: de
slruction of the surfaces where Uw wall and
wlnduw still intersel'led. The wal1 and the
wjuduw still interfaced aJld appellant \V"S

rcquired 10 pall-h 11\l' surface,

t\PP(·11.1II1 puints to Modification 1'00005
I'ur .supporl uf its pusil ion (brief alii). Modi
ficatiun ('00005 rl·ads ill pertinL'nl "wrt (Hot,
lal, til:

il. Fill "drridllf winduIV in Boom 103 su as
II' Iw nIhil with existing wallt, Oil each side.

'1'111'1'1' IS JlO evidence iJllhe n,cord pertain
Illfo: lo 1\1odification P00005 10 explain the
l'in'urll~lillll'l;'S SUfroUlidill~ thl' l~xl'l'ulioll of
I b,' !Ilodlfil'alioll 1101' what actual work was
dll"" to I he willdow alld why Ihe work was
o(~n.I~Su ry.

This purtion of tlte appeal is deni"d.

Claim .J

IJUI' lo I he fact that llw fluur was uneven
"flpdhHll argues thai i[ was din'c[ed 10 trim
the dOllr ,u it would rully opell and thlls I.his
1'1lllSlduted il(Jdil;onal worl! (lJl'id al 14).

11111I,HlOI The Marquardt Compllny

Paragraph 8 of.section 08210 of the speci
fications set forth designated tolerances for
the door to mee!. To be operable a door must
be able to open fully when necessary. Appel
lant in this instance has not done any more
work than what the contract required. Ap
pellant has railed to prove that the uneven
noor differed materially from what it could
have reasonahly expecled.

This portiol,l of the appeal is denied.

Claim 6

Modificatiou P00009, argues the Govern
nlent, conslitutes an accord and satisfaction
in regard to this claim. This modification
was executed to carry out PCO 10 which was
tu culllpew;ate aJlJlCllaUI for till' first inslal
lation of the carpet strips beneath the newly
ilistalJed doors. Appellant. is not seeking
compensatioll for the first installation.
What appellant is seeking is COlIlpel1Sat:on
for the secol1d installation of the carpet
slrips beneath the newly installed doors.

This portion of the claim is sustained.

Conclusion
Claiu! 1 is deuied.
Claim 2 is sustained.
Clail)! 3 is denied.
Claim 4 is denied.
Claim 5 is dismissed with prejudice.
t ~laim 6 is sustained.

This appeal is remanded 10 the con
tracling officer to determiue the quallt.ulIl
due Oil I he diiiws sustained by this Board.

ASIH:A No. 29HHH. June 2, )9Hfi. COil tract No. NllllO 14-84-C-2052 et al.

Cu"t Principles-Cost Accounting Standards-Capitalizution of'fangible As
owts-Business Combination COlSt 'fypes-BulSiness Expenses.-Qn motioll for re
considL'ration, a board of contract appeals affirmt:d its original decision (85-3 BCA '118,245),
dis"lliJwing the costs of a business combination, because the contractor failed to show that
thc lilJaI'd ClilllllliUcd lCl:al or I';ll:lual c...."r, or that il had adually incur ..ed filly l'osts
chargeable to a gOVl::flllnent contract. The contractor had tried to use thl:: purchase lIleLJ!ol!
ur accounting to revalue its assets for govt:rnment contract costing purposes, but the uoard
di:;al1owed the cost.s bl:cause that method was only to lie used by an acquiring business, not
an acquired one. 011 reconsideration, the contractor argued that the board had misinter
preted key fads and misapplil:d the law regarding cost accounting principles applicable to
butiiness combinations. However, notwilhstanding any factual errors made by the board. the
single must important undisputed fact Oil which the board rested its original cost disallow
alice wati that the contractor lwd incurred no costs with respect to the performance of its
~overnlllellt contracts as the rl::sult of the blibines.~ combination. Moreover, any fact errors
the board bad made, if corrected, would not have changed the outcome. The contractor's use
of the purchase of its stock by another company as the basis for converting that third party

Contract Appeals Decisions ~ 19,100



Board all act Appealli Oecl,lon, 8~ Ie.

t'i;peIlLlitur" Illto a cust it incurred amoLlIlt.ed to all atlempt to create something out of
nothing lJllllthen charge it against the contractor's goVt;rnment contracts.

<01986, Commerce Clearing HOUH, Inc.
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I·'ur the appellallt: Fried, Frallk, Harris, Shriver, & Kampelman, Washington, D.C., by
Melvill Rishe. For the governmellt: Ralph E. Guderian, Defense Contract Administration
Services Region, Los AJlgeles, California (DLA),

16, under the circumstances, had llothing to
do with how the acquired corporation is to
value its alSSets; that the purchase costs were
not incurred specifically for the Marquardt
COJltracts and because there was lIO benefit
to Marquardt's Government contracts re
sulting from purchase by ISCE, appellant's
position violated DAR 15-201.4; and that
sinee Marquardt itself incurred no costs its
cuntracts could not be burdened with cosls
incurred by a third party.

In its motion for reconsideration, the ap
pellant now takes the position that "Sum
fIlary Judgment was a particularly
inappropriate means or disposing of the pre
sent case" and that "This case raises genuine
issues of material fact and complicated legal
issues." (supporting memorandum to Mol.
for Recon., p. 12) Appellant states that the
Board's decision is premised on an inade
quate record, and argues that the Board's
decision exceeded the scope of the limited
ilSSue before it, denying appellant the oppor
tunity to present "relevant facts to the
Board in a full and complete manner." (Ill.,
p. 12) Appellant contends that the Board's
decision drew incorrect assumptions from
material faels that were in dispute, that it
was based on erroneous conclusions of fael
and law regarding APB 16 and other aspects
of the case, and that the decision "sanctifies
form over substance." Appellant now wants
to reopen the record.

Appellant attached affidavits of officers of
ISCE and Marquardt and all opinion fwm a
member of an accounting firm to its motion
for reconsideration. The appellant avers
that the statements in the affidavits and
opinion support its contentiuns that [SCE
and Marquardt constitute a single account
ing entity, that a business combination thus
occurred under APB 16, that the purchase
method of accounting was therel'ore re
quired, that the step up of Marquardt'~ as
sets was in accordance with this standard
accounting practice, and that Marquardt re
ceived benefits from the acquisition.

The Government in its reply to the mo
tion for reconsideration cites Fischbacll aud
Moore International Corporation, ASSCA
No. 14216, 71-2 SCA 119081 for the proposi.
tiun that new evidence should not be re
ceived with respect to the motion because
appellant has failed to show that the criteria

Opillion by Admillistrative Judge Duvall with AdmiJlistrative Judges Arons and Vasil S.
Vasilul'!" cOllcurring.

(Text of Opinionl

Appellant has filed a motioll for f(;consid
eralioll of the Board's 18 July 1985 decision
\85-3 BCA 18,245) dellying its motion for
partial summary judgment and grunting the
COVel'llillellt's motion for summary judg
Illelll, resulting iJl denial of the appeal. The
sUlllmary judgrJlent motions concerned the
proper Government contract accounting
treallllCnt for the acquisition uf the Mar
quardt Company by ISC Electronics, Inc.
(lSCE). The dispull' involves both pre-ex
islillg contracts and contracts awarded after
the sale.

011 ::!o ,July 1984 the cOlltracting officer
issued a final decision disallowing all costs
attriLutable to the write up of Marquardt's
assl'ls following the acquisition. After the
pleadings were filed following appeal of this
decision, the Board scheduled a preliminary
tdephonc conference for the purpose of as
certainillg counsels' views of the issues and
establishing a schedule for further proceed
ings. During the conference appellant's coun
sd proposed that the Board limit the
proceeding to the primary issue, i.e., was the
aCCOUIl ting method used by the appellant for
tilt, evaluation of assets proper. Government
coullsl:1 concurred, alld the Board agreed to
the proposal. Appellant's motion for partial
slUlllllary judgment and the Government's
lllutiun for sumlTlary judgment together
with replies were then filed. In its motion
appellant requested tllat the Board find in
ils bvor un the ground that there were no
genlliJH' disputes as lo the material facts set
forth in appellant's Illotion. In their motiollS
Ihe parties presented difft'Ting interpreta
liolls regarding the application of Account
illg Prillciples Buard Opinion No. 16 (APB
16), which sets forlh the generally accepted
acrountlng principles applicable to business
cornbinatiolls. The Uoverument also con
Lended thal the application uf the "purchase
mellwd" of accounting under APB 16 to
step up Marquardt's asset base over cost, as
advucall'd by appellant, would (ontravene
the standards of DAR Section XV with re
"pect to allowable and allOl:able costs.

In its decision granling the Governmenl's
1l1Otiull, the Bourd held that appellant's reli
alice 011 APB 16 was misplaced since Mar
quardt remained a separate legal entity and
110 business cumbination occurred; that APB

Contract Appeal5 Deci~ion& ~ 19,100
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e~luIJli'ihed ill lhat 0IHnlOn were md, viz,
Ihal it appean, likely that an injustice has
hel'll <lillie and whether the additiunal evi
deliCt' wuulJ probably produce a different
rl'sult.

Thl' Cuvenlllll'1l1 mainlains that the ma
il'l'i:d fal'ls stail'd ill the Board's opinion are
nol tlw ~lIhkcr of dispute, that lhe Board
correcl Iv foulld that !lU busi!less combi!la
I iOIl ill t-he eOlllcxt of this dispute touk placc,
Ihal I\larqllardl rcmained a separate entity
al\d ils assets l:ould nul lJe lJurdclled with
I hl' plln ,hast' c, IStS, and that undcr DAH Sec
t iOIl X V lilt' cosls associated with thc acqui
~il iUII of Marquardt were nul allowable alld
,lilllcabl" III MarlJuardt's Covernnll'nt
l'llid ral'L:-...

Decision

.\1 Ibe t1ubd \\e find nu merit lu appel
1~1I1'" "tJl,wnliull that the Buard's upinion
,-"""",Ic,d Ilw limils of th~ issue befure it,
l,rl"llIlI,t1Jly heC:lllse uf its reliance on DAR
:-il'ClltJl. Y. V pri"Liples as well as APB Hi in
,lI'l'i"il'h al its Ib:ision. The DAH principles
"'''I <.: nd ied IIp''" by the Govel'llmelll in its
""01 jul. lur SUIIIIIl:iI)' judgmelll alld were per
l,lll'lli Itl ctilIsllleralioll of the propriety of
111l' :'1)1",1 lal\ I '" al·toulltil1g pructice in con
II'" I illil wil h I Ill' valualioll of assets.

\\\' .II> II\>: al'l:1~1l1 uppcllalll's cOlllcntioll
11",1 !1I:lieri:d f:ll'l,i recounLl'd in t1w upin
iIJII'S :-i",II-III"1I1 of Fads cOllcernillg lhe le
'illi~il ;"11 :",d :'f'l'lIl1l11illg of llw :sale and with
1',-"1"-"( loJ "pl"'! LillI'S wril kll proposal to ill
",,':1.-,' 1hl' ,,~~I'l l'uhws are ill dispull'. Our
,L11,'III'!lIls "I 1:]('1 coillcide willI the appel
LJlII \ ~"Iil'III1-III,; IIf llndispuled fuds in its
1I,<.:llIlIralidulll ill support. of its partial tillm
Illdfl' .JIH1hlll"1l1 IlIotiuII. Uther fact:; in the
,.pllli'JlI which lile allpellallt IIUW contends
:, rl' d i"pllied "" involve illcol'fect. atiSlllnp
Illll" '.\l'rl~ hast'J on dm;ullienls in the Hull' 4
fill' 'Jlld ~lall~lllents in plcadillgs lJr llleIW)
l:iIIdlllJl I"hidl were nut controverted by ap
p,·Jj:lnl priur to the Board's adverse decision.

.. \-, :III ":',Jlllpl,', (he BlJard's ,takll1l'1I1 of
I<lcls il,di"ar,-(] thal lSCE wa~ a prilile 1'U1I

I r:Il'j "I' I,)r rhl' II.S. Depart Illellt uf Defense
1,,, l,I,·t'! r"llil' eljuipment. That fal:l was
,,11"'1\ din'l'!h' fl'llll1 an ISCE news release
1', ;', Iltllilg ils 'acljuisition of appellant in the
li,iI,'·1 lile. III hi~ affidavit. appenued to the
111"111111 for recIJllsideratiun lSCE's vice pres
idl'lli ,1IId cont roller nuw slates that ISCE is
11111 :Jlld lIever was a signat.ory to a contract
wilh Ihe D(!partlilent. of Defensc. If the
,;t.:lIeln('lIl of fad in our opiniun concerning
ISCE (;ovcrllillent contracts was in error, it.

,j 19,100

was, nevertheless, not material to our deter
mination in this matt.er.

In it.s upinion, t.he Board quoted portions
of t.he contracting officer's final decision,
which was in the Rule 4 file, including refer
ence lu ugreement bclween the parties that
no novatiun was required. The Buard lat.er
noted lhe Jack of a nuvat.ion agreellleut ill its
decision. On reconsideration, appellant con
tends that the facts and cin:umst.ances sur
rounding t.he parties' decision relating to a
need fur a novat.ion agreemeut. are in dis
put.e, and that t.he Board drew erroneous
cunclusions regarding the requirements fur a
novation ugreement. While t.he Buard noted
the laek of u novution agreement. it is clear
frolll a careful reading uf the Buard's deci
sion that it was based on uther grounds. If
there had been nu mentiun uf a luck uf a
Ilova! ion agreement in the opiniun, our deci
tiiun would have been the same.

In udvancing its argument of interpretive
error on the part of the Buard, appellant
cites in its mot.ion for recunsideration, inter
"dii/. Cost Account.ing Standard 403, an
AlIIericun Institutc of Certified Public Ac
cuuntunts study on the "push down" basis
fur accounling, Securities and Exchange
Cummission regulatiuns, the Intemal Reve
nue Code, and the Defense Contract Audit.
Agency's Contract Audit Manual. The Gov
emment argues that. the CAS, AICPA, SEC
ami IRC references do not suppurt appel
lan!'ti positiun, and indicates that the CAM
in facl supports the Board's decisiun. We
need nut rcsolvt~ the dispute conceming lhe
relevancc or applicability of llwse sources
since nunc ure delerminative of the sum
mary judglllcnt Illutiuns.

Appellanl argues that the Buard's reliance
un lHt'tropo/iliUJ Life Illsuranct' ComparJY.
ASBCA No. 271lil, 85-2 BCA '117,973, was
inapjJrupriatc since that appeal dealt. with
dircLl cosls and not indirect costs, which
appellanll'UlIwnds are involved here. How
ever the fact that Mt'tropoliti.w concel'lled
the dlsallowunce of a direct cost is a distinc
tion without. Ii meaningful difference. That
opiniun held thul ill urder tu be alloc:aLle tu
a Coveflllnenl coutract und reimbursable
uuder the cuul.ract l'aYlnent e1ause, a cust
has tu be iucurred in the performance uf tile
conlmd. This precept is valid whether the
cosl is pruperly claSllifiable as a direct or
inuired coSl, aud is applicable here.

The Payment clause of Marquardt's con
tracts (DAR 7-203.4) provides for payments
tu the contractor to cover the cost. of per
formance of the contracts in accordance
with lhe provisiuns of Part 2 of Section XV

~~1986. Commerce Clearing Houw, Inc.
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of the DAR. DAR 15-201.1, Composition of
Total Cost, provides:

The total cost of a contract is the sum of
the allowable direct and indirect costs al
locable to the contract, incurred or to be
i/lcurred, less any allocable credits. In as
certaining what constitutes costs, any gen·
erally accepted method of determining or
estimating costs that is equitable under
the circumstances may be used, including
standard costs properly adjusted for appli
cable variances. [Emphasis added]

As we recently stated in R&D Associates,
(ASBCA Nos. 30738 and 30750, decided 7
May 1986): "it is axiomatic that 'costs'
chargl'able either directly or indirectly to
Government contracts must actually be in
curred." The fundamental undisputed fact
gowming the outcome of this appeal is that
Marquardt, the separate legal entity solely
resjlolltiible for the performance of its Gov
ernment contracts, and which remained
compldely pal;Sive in the transaction in
volving- the purchase of its stock, incurred
no cost" with respect to performance of its
Government contracts as the result of the
purchase of its stock by lSCE.

It follows that Marquardt's Government
COlli mel:; should not be burdened with
ISCE's purchase costs. Marquardt, not
ISCE, holds these Government contracts.

We call perceive of no equitable basis for
reaching a different result. Marquardt now
seeks to lIse the purchase of its stock by
ISCE <l'S a basis for converting an expendi·
lUre by a third party into a "cost" incurred
by itse! r. In short, its seeks to create some
thing out of nothing aud charge it against its
Goverlilnent contracts.

Although appellant's motion has not
demonstrated that our holdings concerning
its reliance on APB 16 were in error, we
need not have even considered APE 16 in
reaching our decision since that decision was
mandated by DAR Section XV, applied to
these contracts by the contracts' payment
provisions. Consequently, reopening the re
cord for evidence regarding implementation
of APB 16 would not produce a different
result. Under DAR 15-201.2, generally ac
cepted accounting principles are applicable
when appropriate to the particular circum
stances. This standard has not been satisfied
where, as here, the threshold requirement of
cost incurrence has not been met.

We have held that generally accepted fi
nancial accounting principles do not necessa
rily govern cost accounting, and even if
allocations are consistent with generally ac
cepted financial principles, they cannot dic
tate reimbursability by the Government
when the cost item in question does not
meet DAR allowability criteria, as is the
case here where the contractor has not in
curred a cost. See Pllysics Illternational
Company, ASBCA No. 17700, 77-2 BCA
1112,612 at 61,144.

On reconsideration, appellant has failed to
demonstrate that the Board committed legal
error or that the Board's opinion contained
disputed or erroneous statements of fact
that were material to the decision.

We affirm our decision granting the Gov
ernments' motion for summary judgment
and denying the appeal. Appellant's request
that this matter be presented to the senior
deciding group is denied.

I"19,101J P & A Conljtruction Company, Inc.

ASBCA No. 29901. December 18,1985. Contract No. N62474-78-C-0632.

Dclnys-Sequence lind Scheduling-Acceljlj to Work Site.-Even though the
oHraJl project was cumpleted on time, a contractor was entitled to recover the additional
cu~t~ uf earthwork because the government lOok an unreasonable amount of time to review
the coutrador's quality control plan or to provide him full access to the work site and
thereby caused the contractor to lose his earthwork subcontractor and incur the additional
costs. The government contended that the work was delayed because the contractor failed to
meet administrative prerequisites, such as the submission or soil testing results and a quality
control plan. However, the actual go-ahead notice depended on when the government
decided to close a main gate to traffic, rather than on approval of the quality control plan,
and soil testing was only required before fill work began, not before work on the project
begau. Postponing tht' closing of the gate and the road that passed through it over the work
site was a proper basis, under the Suspension of Work clause, for an adjustment in the
coutracl price.

Contr"ct Appeala Decllllonli ,-r 19.101
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DAR Case: 84-18
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LAWRENCE J. RIZZI, CHAIRMAN
CIVILIAN AGENCY ACQUISITION COUNCIL

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18, Mergers and Other Business
Combinations

The DAR council has approved proposed reV1S1ons to FAR
31.205-6 and 31.205-27 to provide clear rules on the
allowability of certain costs incidental to business
acquisitions. Also attached is a February 4, 1987, report
from the Cost principles Committee which discusses the changes
proposed above as well as other issues associated with business
acquisitions e.g., asset write-ups. The DAR Council has tasked
the CAS Policy Group to report on these additional issues by
May 15, 1987. We will provide you with our recommendations in
these areas by separate cover. If the CAA Council agrees with
our position, please establish a FAR case and forward the case
to the FAR secretariat for further processing as a proposed
rule.

Attachment
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31 March 1987
TAB A, Part 2
DAR case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

31.205-6 Cc:JIpnsaticn for. persala1 services.

(a) thraJg:h (k) -- Urx::hanged.

(1 ) Re8en'ed. [Cc:Jlpnsatioo. ird.dental to tosiness acquisi.tiCrlS.

The .followi.ng costs are unallowable:

(1) Payments to employees under agreements in which they are to receive

special canpensatioo., in excess of the centractor' s rx:xrma.l sever~ pay

practice, if their emplC¥neIlt teJ:minates following a c.harYJe :in the rnanaganent

centrol aver, or c::MI'l&"Ship of, the centractor or a substantial p::>rtioo. of its

assets. These arran:Janents are CUlllallY krx:Mn as "g:>lden parachutes".

(2) Payments to employees under plans introduced in ocxmectioo. wi.th a

change (whether actual or prospective) in the rnanaganent centrol aver, or

<::MnerShip of, the centractor or a substantial portioo. of its assets in which

tlx:>se employees receive special canpensatioo., in additioo. to their n:)nna! pay,

provided that they remain wi.th the centractor for a specified period of time.

These arrarganents are CUIIlcn1y krx:Mn as "g:>lden handcuffs".]

(m) - Urx::hanged.

31. 205-27 Organizatioo. costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragra.J;il (b) belcw, experxiitures :in

ocxmectioo. wi.th (1) plaI'lIlinJ or execut:i.rYJ the organizatioo. or reorganizatioo.

of the corporate structure of a tosiness, includiIY:J mergers arxl SCX}UisitiCrlS,

er (2) [resist:i.rYJ or plaI'lIlinJ to resist the reorganizatioo. of the corporate



·,

strocture of a Ws.iness or a change in the ccntrolling interest in the

a-mership of a Ws.iness,] and [(3}]rais1ng capital (net~ plus lCOJ-tenn

liabilities), are unallCMable. Such expend!tures ioolude b.rl: are not lim!ted

to incx:>J:p)rati.al fees and oosts of attorneys, acx:x:untants, brdmrs, prOIOters

and organizers, management 0CI'lSU1tants and investment ocunselors, whether or

not EJli)loyees, of the ccntractar. Urial.lCMable "rearganizatial" CXJSts ioolude

the cost of arr:l change in the ccntractor's financial strocture, excluding

acininistrative oosts of sh:rt-tenn borrc::Mings for work:inJ capital, result:iIg

in alteratioos in the rights and inteI:ests of security h:>lders, whether or oot

additianal capital is raised.

(b) - unchanged.



31 March 1987
TAB C
DAR case 84-18

PROPOSED FEDE:RAL REGISTER NJI'ICE

. DEPARIMENI' OF DEFENSE
GENERAL SERVICES AIl1INISTRATICN

, NATICNAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AIMINISTRATICN

48 CFR Part 31

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR); Extraordi.naJ:y ~tion and certain
Organization Costs in c:amection with Mergers and other Business COnbinaticns.

AGENCIES: Deparbnent of Defense (Dei); General Services Mninistration (GSA);
and Naticnal Ae:rcI1autics and Space Mninistration (NASA).

ACI'ICN: Proposed rule.

SlM-1ARY: The Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition

Regulatory Council are ccnsiderinJ revisinJ FAR 31.205-6 and 31.205-27 to

clarify the allCMability of extraordinary cx:mpensation and certain

organization costs incurred in c:amection with mergers and other business

cx:rnbinaticns •

a::MIJENl'S: Ccmnents should be subnitted to the FAR secretariat at the address

sh:Mn belCM on or before (60 days fran p.lblication), to be cxnsidered in the

fonnulation of a final rule.

ADDRESS: Interested parties should subnit written cx::mnents to: General

S8J:Vices Adninistration, FAR secretariat (VRS), 18th & F Streets, N. W., Roan

4041, Washi.ngtal, DC 20405.

Please cite FAR case 87-XX in all c:orrespa1dence related to this issue.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATICN crNrACI': Ms. Margaret A. Willis, FAR Secretariat,

teleptx:ne (202) 523-4755.



A. Backgroond•

•'lhe Defense Acquis:l.tien Regulatory and Civilian Ager:r;y Acquisitien

Cooncils have been reviewing far sane time the subject of blsiness

canbinatioos, and particularly the apptopriate GoYerrment cxntract oost.ing

resulting fran such OCIIbinatioos. '!his review has been occasiooed bath by the

increased pace and size of such events in recent years, and also by ~

Councils I percept1<Xl. that existirYJ regulatioos en certain aspects of this

subject are :inadequate. Of special 0CI'lCenl are the costs of golden paracllutes

and golden handcuffs, which are extraordinary payments above and beyood

ordi..na1:y, custana:ry and :reasc:nable canpensaticn payments to Employees for

services rendered. Also of cxn:::ern is the fact that there is IX) explicit

coverage <Xl the allowabi.lity of the costs of resisting a corporate takeover.

In the special c1rcumstarx::es of GoYerrment procurement, in which cx:upanies'

recorded cost structures are often directly reflected in price, the OJuncils

believe the Goverrlnent sh:u1d IX)t be at risk of~ higher prices simply

because of CMnerShip charges at its suppliers. Instead, the OJuncils have

coocluded that additiooal c::x::JVerage at FAR 31.205-6 and 31.205-27 is necessary

to protect the Goverrlnent fran having to bear the costs of special

canpensatioo ar:ra.DJEIllellts and varioos organizatien costs often attendant upcn

business ocmbi.naticns.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act.

'!he proposed changes to FAR 31.205-6, and 31.205-27 are rot expected to

have a significant ecxn:::mic impact en a substantial number of small entities

uOOer the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C., 601 et. seq.) because nost

ccntracts awarded to snall entities are awarded en a cx:mpeti:ti.ve fixed-price

basis and the cost principles do rot apply.
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c. Pape.rwo:ck Reduct1cn Act.

'Ihe PaperwoJ:k Reducticn Act Cbes· oot: awly beoa1Jse t:h8 prqoged role

does not impose any add1tiooal. reoordkeep:lng or infonnaticn oollecticn

requirements. 'lherefare, CM3 approval under 44 U.S.C. 3501 et; seq. is not

required.

List of· subjects in 48 CFR Part 31

GcJvel:me1t proc::u.rment.

Dated: _

Law:rence J. Rizzi
Director, Office of Federal Acquisiticn and Regulatory Policy

Part 31 - (Amended)

'Iherefore, it is proposed that 48 CFR Part 31 be amended as follows:

1. The authority citatioo for Part 31 cxntinues to read as follows:

Authority: 40 U.S.C. 486(c}i 10 U.S.C. Olapter 137; and 42 U.S.C. 2453(c}.

(see Attached)
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DAR Staff
Case 84-18

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFCE OF TIoE "SSlSTAAIT SECAETAI'IY

ISHP8Ull..l:)IN(; AH:J LOGISTC51

W"~TON 0 C 2OJeO

4 February 1987

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR. DAR COUNCIL

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18. Accounting for Mergers and Other Business
Combinations

I. PROBLEM:

By DAR Council letter dated 24 February 1984. the Commercial Cost
Principles Committee was requested to study issues relating to the appropriate
treatment of costs arising from mergers and other business combinations. and
to recommend any changes in the cost principles coverage on such costs deemed
appropriate. The DAR Council's initial assignment letter noted that certain
of these issues had already been considered under Case Numbers 83-100-5.
83-100-47. 83-43. and 83-56. Shortly thereafter. by letter dated 17 April
1984. the DAR Council requested that the Committee consider material sent in
by the American Defense Preparedness Association (ADPA) and by the Army
concerning the kinds of business combination requiring a novation agreement.
Finally. in the approved DAR Council action plan issued in February 1986 in
response to publication of the OSD Task Force Report on the cost principles.
the Council committed itself to consideration of the report's comments on
three cost principles (-10. -11. and -27) under this case. Later. by letters
dated 27 May 1986 and 5 June 1986. the Council added the relevant comments on
the Task Force report sent in by CODSIA and the DOD IG to the case material.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. That the DAR Council review FAR 31.109 and 42.12 in light of the
Committee's comments in Section III.A.2 below. and decide on the appropriate
course of action.

B. That FAR 31.205-6(1). and 31.205-27 be revised as shown in
Part 2 of TAB A.

C. That FAR 31.205-10. 31.205-11. 31.205-16 and 31.205-49 be revised as
shown in Part 3 of TAB A.

D. That FAR 30.404.50(d) and (e). and 30.409.40(a)(4) and .50(j)(1) be
revised as shown in Part 4 of TAB A.

III. DISCUSSION:

Anyone who even casually peruses a newspaper is aware that business
combinations within American industry in general. and. more specifically.



within the defense industry have become far more common in recent years. This
development. while it is obviously of broad public concern. is of particular

_. importance to the Government procurement community because business
combinations can dramatically alter a company's cost structure on. which in
turn much of Government contract pricing is ultimately based. Specifically.
there are several areas in which the :adequacy of current FAR coverage needs to
be examined in light of recent developments:

1. New forms of business combination:and the requirement for a novation
"-agreement:

2. The treatment of certain organization costs and special compensation
arrangements incidental to attempted or successful business combinations:

3. The treatment of increased asset values created by business
combinations under generally accepted accounting principles.

This is not to say that these are the only areas of regulatory concern
having a connection with the phenomenon of business combinations. For
example. business combinations and pension plan terminations can be
interrelated since the acquiring company may be tempted to seize excess assets
in the acquired company's pension fund to help pay for the acquisition.
However. the whole issue of pension plan terminations is being dealt with
under another case (namely. 85-180). which would affirm the Government's right
to a credit in these circumstances. While the subject of business
combinations is highly dynamic. the Committee is unaware of any issues other
than those listed that need to be addressed here.

The remainder of this section will provide background information and
Committee comments on each of these areas of concern.

A. Need for a Novation or Other Agreement

1. Background

While many variations obviously exist. there are only two basic ways for
one company or group to obtain control over another company or some part of
it. The acquiring entity can either buy the assets of the target company. or.
more commonly. some desired piece of that company. directly. or it can acquire
a controlling interest in the voting stock of the target entity. In the
latter case. the acquisition of stock is often. but not always. followed by a
change in the legal form of the acquired entity through merger or
consolidation. Since the 1950s. Department of Defense procurement regulations
have consistently and explicitly required that certain types of acquisition.
namely. those in which the original contractor's assets are transferred to
another legal entity. require a novation agreement. that is. 8 fo~al

agreement between the Government. the acquiring entity. and the selling
entity. In such an agreement the Government recognizes the purchaser as the
successor in interest to the acquired entity's Government contracts and makes
any arrangements deemed necessary to protect the Government's interest.

The basic remaining issue is whether a n~vation or some other similar
agreement should be required in all situations in which control aver a company

2



having Government contracts is tr~nsferred. and. more specifically. in the
case of stock purchase transactions. in which the acquired company remains a
separate legal entity (i.e •• is not subsequently merged or consolidated out of
existence). _S7~/~

Some within the legal community have taken the position that this kind
of stock purchase transaction does not create a successor in interest. and
hence does not require a novation agreement. The argument is straightforward ~
enough. It is simply that. under such circumstances. the legal entity with
which the Government has been doing business has not changed. The
Government's relationship is with a company. not with its stockholders. When
only the identity of the stockholders changes. there has been no change in the
entity .with which the Government does business. The opposed position is also
quite straightforward. It is that the acquisition of a controlling interest
in the stock of a corporation gives the investor the same ability to affect ~

performance under the acquired entity's Government contracts as would a c:;
situation in which the legal form of the acquired entity is altered through
merger or cons01idation.

This whole issue was previously considered in 1983 under DAR Cases
83-100-47 and 83-56. These cases were proposed by the Army~ which sought an
explicit regulatory statement that a stock purchase transaction in itself
could give rise to.the reqpirement for a novation agreement. Under the latter
case. the DAR Council approved the Army's proposal. which was then implemented
as a revision to DAR 26-402 by Item XVI of DAC 76-48. dated January 25. 1984.
which reads as follows:

(iii) transfer of the ownership of a contractor through a stock
purchase transaction. or by any other means. when the Secretary
concerned determines that the sale may significantly affect the
Government's rights and interests under existing and future contracts.

Through a clerical error. the new DAR coverage was promulgated as a
subparagraph within DAR 26-402(b). rather than DAR 26-402(a). Moreover. the
new coverage was not incorporated into the corresponding FAR section
promulgated on April 1. 1984. As best the Committee can tell. this omission
was not the result of a considered decision. but was due to the fact that the
new language was overlooked by those responsible for the final stages of
drafting the FAR.

This situation soon generated further suggestions for rev1s10n. In a
letter to the DAR Council dated January 26. 1984. the American Defense
Preparedness Association (ADPA) suggested that the new coverage in the DAR be
revised in two ways. First. ADPA recommended that the words "complete or
partial" be added before "ownership" (see the first line of the above
quotation) in order to make clear that a novation agreement may still be
required when ownership of less than the entire stock is transferred. Second.
ADPA recommended that the decision o~ which stock. purchase transactions
require a novation agreement be transferred from the Service Secretary to the
administrative contracting officer. who was responsible for obtaining novation
agreements under all other circumstances. Moreover. the Army itself. in a
letter dated April 13. 1984. pointed out that the new DAR coverage had not
been incorporated in the F~ and requested its inclusion in the DoD FAR

3
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Supplement or at least authorization to include it in Departmental acquisition
regulations.

There has also been a recent decision of the ASBCA (inCase 29888
involving an appeal by the Marquardt Company) that is relevant to this issue.
The background of this case is that. prior to 1983. all outstanding shares of
the Marquardt Company were owned by theCCI Corporation. In'late 1983. those
shares were sold to ISC Electronics. Inc. Based on the fact that the
transaction in question involved simply the transfer of stock from CCI to ISC.
without any change in the management or legal structure of the Marquardt
Company itself. the cognizant administrative contracting officer and the
Marquardt Company agreed that no novation agreement was required.
Subsequently. however. Marquardt attempted to have the Government recognize
stepped-up asset values based on the price paid for the Marquardt stock by ISC
(see C.I.a. below). When the contracting officer refused to do so. Marquardt
appealed his decision to the ASBCA. The ASBCA found for the Government on the
grounds that Marquardt remained the same legal entity after the transaction
between CCI and ISC as before. Therefore. its contracts should not be ',~
burdened with costs incurred by an independent party. namely. ISC. The .~ ~
relevance of this case to our discussion here is that in it the ASBCA seemed ~~
to accept as a given that a change in ownership effected by stock purchase ~~~
without subsequent legal reorganization does not require a novation agreement. ~
It should be added that Marquardt is now appealing the ASBCA's decision.

2. Committee Comments

The DAR Council's taskings of 24 February and 17 April 1984 under this
case requested the Committee's opinion on whether it would be advisable to
adopt the Army's and ADPA's suggestion and expand the current FAR coverage on
situations requiring novation agreements to include stock purchase
transactions along the broad lines of the change made to the DAR in early
1984. The Committee is sympathetic to the concerns underlying this proposal.
For all practical purposes. the investor has. in such circumstances. acquired
control over the investee so that ,in substance. if not in form. the Government
is faced with a new entity and should have the opportunity to iron out in
advance with the new party any issues of concern to it. Nevertheless. the
Committee does perceive some problems with such an approach.

First. it is struck by how awkwardly the subject of stock purchase
transactions fits into the existing coverage on novation agreements. The
definitions and terminology used in that coverage contemplate situations in
which assets required to perform Government contracts are transferred from one
legal entity to another. so that the contracts themselves must also be
transferred. This is simply not the case for situations in which control of a
company is transferred by stock purchase. since assets and contracts remain
throughout the property and responsibility of the same legal entity. What is
even more important. there is a statutory basis for the requirement to execute
a novation agreement in situations in which Government contracts are
transferred that is lacking for transfers of control over a company through
stock purchase. Even if. therefore. the DAR Council were to adopt coverage
modeled on that contained in DAC 76-48. the Committee wonders whether. in the
absence of a contract clause. contractors woul~ in fact really be under any

4
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'greater obliga~ion than they are now to execute "novation" agreements after
acquiring businesses through stocK purchase.

At this point. the Committee feels obliged to point out that this whole
issue lies outside its primary area of expertise. Accordingly. it recommends
that the DAR Council seek competent legal advice on it. However. in case the
Council remains interested in pursuing the approach proposed by the ADPA and
the Army. the Committee has included some detailed comments and suggestions on
their proposed coverage at TAB A. Part 1. pgs. 1-2.

The Committee would also add here that. should the Council feel that new I ~ _

FAR coverage is necessary to encourage or require advance agreements for these O~
kinds of business acquisition. there are other possibilities besides placing ~I ~ ~

such coverage within the existing language on novation agreements. It would. '~~~~~
for example. be possible to locate such coverage in a separate section in o-~~

Subpart 42.12 parallel to that on novation agreements. It would also be ~~~

possible to include acquisition of a business through stock purchase in the ~~Q : •

list of situations for which an advance agreement on the treatment of cost is '~
especially advisable. Since this latter alternative is within the Committee's~.
area of expertise. it has provided language for such an approach at TAB A. ~

Part 1. p. 3 should the DAR Council wish to pursue this possible course of
action.

In any case. however--and this is the important point--the Committee
believes that the new cost principles coverage it is recommending elsewhere in
this report will go a long way towards protecting the Government's interest in
situations in which a Government contractor is acquired regardless of the form
of the purchase. Thus. while the issue of whether to require or encourage
some form of agreement whenever a business acquisition occurs remains of some 4r
importance in that each acquisition has unique aspects. its urgency will be
diminished if the Committee's recommended cost principles language is enacted.
Accordingly. the Committee recommends that. however this issue is handled.
deliberations on it not be permitted to impede action on the rest of this
case.

B. Costs Generated to Effect or Resist a Business Combination

1. Background

The economic background is the increase in recent years in the number of
attempted business combinations. particularly those in which the management
and senior personnel of the entity to be acquired is either opposed to the
proposed acquisition or at least deeply ambivalent about it. Such events.
especially so-called "hostile" takeover attempts. can result in the
expenditure of significant sums by companies. including Government
contractors. Moreover. in recent years. the frequency of "hostile". or at
least "lukewarm". acquisitions has resulted in an explosive growth in devices
by which incumbent managements attempt to make their companies less desirable
as takeover targets. and acquirers' managements attempt to entice key
employees of the acquired companies into staying following the takeover.

One such device. which has received considerable publicity and which can
result in the claiming of substantial costs by contractors following business
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combinations. is the so-called wgolden parachute" agreement concerning whose
use there is a good. lengthy discussion in the-Business Section of the New
York Times of 26 January 1986. A wgolden parachute" is a termination
agreement us~ally applicable only to'a limited number of key executives which
normally has' several other distinctive features. The termination or severance
payments involved are characteristically not based on length of service. are
well in excess of normal severance paYments. and are paid only if the employee

- leaves or is dismissed following a transfer of control over the company. In
fairness it should be added that the motive for establishing such agreements
may not simply be to discourage hostile takeovers. but also to hold o~ to key
company executives during the period in which a company is the object of a
takeover. and enable them to make decisions on whether to encourage accePtance3l.~

or rejection of takeover offers unencumbered by personal financial ~

considerations. ..... /J /~ /"f'. __j~~~.LL...
/~ --..-------r' ;:~

The counterpart of the "golden parachute" agreement is the so-called'-e;, - L -

"golden handcuff" agreement in which the acquiring company commits to making ~
payments in addition to normal compensation to key personnel of the acquired ~~./.
company provided only that they remain in its employ for a specified period ~ ~
following the acquisition. Whereas the "golden parachute" pays the manager or ~/

other key employee should he leave following the acquisition of his company. )
the "golden handcuff" encourages him to stay on.

There are three cost principles that contain language relevant to the
allowability of such costs. namely. FAR 31.205-6 ("Compensation for personal
services." formerly DAR 15-205.6. 31.205-27 ("Organization costs." formerly
15-205.23) and 31.205-28 ("Other business costs." formerly 15-205.24). Even
prior to the creation of something like the modern body of cost principles in
1959. the ASPR made certain costs of business "organization or reorganization"
unallowable. while making the costs of routine expenses incurred to maintain
some business structure such as those for stockholder meetings. the issuance
of annual reports. and security registry and transfer charges allowable. The
underlying rationale for this unallowability provision seems to have been two
fold. First. there seems to have been a concern that. because of the pass
through nature of companies' costs in Government contracting. making such
costs allowable would tempt contractors to engage in reorganizations when
their business mix was such that the Government would absorb a large share of
the cost. Second. and perhaps more fundamentally. was the belief that such
costs normally had no real relationship to the work of the existing business
entity. and. as such. provided insufficient benefit to be allocable to
Government work.

While there have been several subsequent changes to these two cost
principles. essentially they have been intended to further clarify. not
redraw. the original dividing line. One such change of interest to us here
was made in 1959 in Revision No. 50 to the 1956 ASPR. The ASPR Committee
added to the list of allo~~ble "other business expenses" the cost of "normal
(italics ours) proxy solicitations." While the Committee has been unable to
find any formal record of the ASPR Committee's intent. it seems likely that
its use of the word "normal" reflected an assumption that "abnormal" proxy
solicitation costs. such as those incurred in attempted acquisitions. should
be unallowable as tantamount to reorganization costs. At any rate. it is
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clear that later the ASPR Committee thought so. Its minutes for October 30.
1968. record a discussion in which the members rejected a suggestion by the
Chairman of the Section XV. Part 2 Subcommittee that the cost of proxy
solicitations in takeover situations be made specifically unallowable. One of
the reasons given was that "the • • • paragraph which permits normal proxy
solicitations••• by implication would make abnormal solicitations
unallowable." Another change was the addition in 1969 to the "organization
costs" principle of the clarification that una110wab1~/costs of business
"organization or reorganization" included the cost of planning or executing
"mergers and acquisitions." With this change. this pair of cost principles
took essentially the form that they have today in the FAR at least insofar as
the co~ts generated by business combinations are concerned.

To summarize. then. the present language makes the costs of planning or
executing the "organization or reorganization of the corporate structure of a
business. including mergers and acquisitions" unallowable. However. no
explicit mention is made of the status of the cost of resisting an attempted
business acquisition. In the current environment. such costs can be
substantial. and. in one recent case reported by DCAA. a contractor has used
this silence to argue that such costs are indeed allowable.

-----
The third relevant rule is that on severance pay. which was originally

contained in a separate cost principle but is now part of the principle on
"Compensation for personal services" (FAR 31.205-6(g». The coverage in ~hisfT;=~

section is obviously relevant to payments made under so-called "golden . ~~
parachute" plans. FAR 31.205-6(g)(1) defines severance pay as "a payment in~
addition to regular salaries and wages • • • to workers whose employment is
being involuntarily terminated." While severance pay is normally an allowable ~.
cost. subdivisions (g)(2)(i)-(iii) put various restrictions on its
allowability. none of which. however. deal precisely with the situation faced
in the case of "golden parachute" agreements. In view of this. the Air Force
proposed in March 1984 that specific coverage be added on this subject to the
existing severance pay provisions. The Air Force argued at that time that
payments made pursuant to such agreements were tantamount to reorganization
costs and should accordingly be made completely unallowable. The Air Force
proposal was included by the DAR Council within the purview of Case 83-62 in
April 1984. However. to date. no action has been taken on this particular
recommendation.

Finally. the compensation cost principle does not provide specific
guidance on so-called "golden handcuff" agreements. To the best of the
Committee's knowledge. no one has as yet formally proposed coverage on this
topic although the logic of the Air Force proposal of 1984 on "golden
parachutes" seemingly would have applied to this other kind of agreement as
well had the Air Force been aware of their existence at that time. .
Subsequently. however. the Committee itself has learned of them. In the case
of the General Motors' acquisition of Hughes Aircraft. for example. such a
plan covered approximately 1.000 employees. and had a potential cost of $250
million.
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2. Committee Comments

So far as the first issue. namely. the proper treatment of costs
incurred to resist attempted takeovers is concerned. the Gov.ernment has in
practice long regarded such costs as unallowable. It would. after all. make
little sense to disallow the cost of "planning" an acquisition while at the
same time allowing the cost of resisting the same acquisition since both are
part of the same event as seen from opposite sides. The absenc,-~of specific
coverage of this topic. the Committee believes. is due in part to the
infrequency until recently of "hostile" takeover attempts and in part to the
belief that the language of the cost principles already implied the
unallowability of such costs. Since. however. the absence of specific
language is app~rently occasioning arguments in the field. the Committee is
recommending that the language of FAR 31.205-27 be changed as shown in Part
of TAB A to make this matter clear beyond dispute.

The second issue concerning the appropriate treatment of benefits
received pursuant to "golden parachute" and "golden handcuff" agreements seems
equally cut-and-dried to the Committee. The central feature of such
agreements is that they only come into play upon the actual or anticipated
transfer of control over a company. In view of this. it is difficult to
regard such benefits. insofar as they exceed normal termination or ~~d
compensation payments. as compensation for work performed. Rather. they ~~~
constitute a cost incidental to a transfer of ownership or control of a -~
company. As such. consistency with the longstanding Government policy of not ~~
recognizing costs falling into this category dictates. in the Committee's
opinion. the disallowance of benefits received pursuant to such "golden ~
parachute" and "golden handcUff" agreements. Therefore. the Committee ~~_ ~.
recommends that the language shown in Part 2 of TAB A be added to the existing ~
coverage on compensation as a separate paragraph. While it would have been
possible to fi~ coverage on these two items into existing paragraphs of the
compensation cost principle (specifically paragraphs (g) ("severance pay") and
(k)("deferred compensation"). this would have meant separating the coverage.
In the end. the Committee judged it preferable to write a new paragraph so
that coverage of both items could be located in the same place.

It should be noted that the Committee's recommended coverage on "golden
parachutes" differs from that proposed by the Air Force in its March 1984
memorandum in making only that portion of such payments in excess ~f normal
severance benefits unallowable. The reason for this is simply that the ~
Committee does not consider it equitable to disallow in full the payment of ~;~
such benefits when the employee's departure is involuntary and normal ~~L-_.-~~
severance benefits are not otherwise forthcoming. It should further be ~-~~

emphasized that the Committee's recommended coverage deals only with emPIOye~~
termination agreements triggered by the transfer of control over a company.
not with special emp1oyee···t:ermination agreements in general. To the best of •
the Committee's knowledge. it is only this small subgroup that represents a
problem. and. in any case. consideration of the broader subject falls outside
the scope of this case. Finally. the Committee notes that it has examined the
language on "golden parachutes" in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. and has
attempted to ensure that its definition of this practice is consistent with
that provided in the law.
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C. Asset Revaluation

1. Background

By far the most important and contentious issue connected with the topic
of business combinations is that of asset revaluation. This is so because
such revaluation can significantly change the recorded cost structure of a
company on which the pricing of Government contracts H( often directly based.
In the following sections. we shall discuss first why and how such
revaluations are created by normal financial accounting. and then consider
previous Government policy relating to the central issue of whether to
recognize such revaluations. All. of this is necessarily preparatory to
providing the Committee's own comments and recommendations on this subject.

a. Financial Accounting Practices

The basic document on this subject is Accounting Principles Board (APB)
Opinion No. 16. which was issued in 1970. Prior to the issuance of this
opinion. there were two widely used methods to account for business
combinations. One. called the "pooling" method. essentially assumed that two
or more business entities had simply joined on an equal footing to create a
new organization. On this assumption. there was no need to adjust the asset
and liability values on the existing books of either company to reflect this
event. and hence. under this method. recorded asset values remained unchanged.

The second technique. called the "purchase" method. assumed that in
certain business combinations. whatever the precise form of the event. one
entity essentially had bought the net assets of the other. Given the basic
accounting tenet that assets should be valued at historical cost. this
assumption led to comparison of the cost paid for the acquired company with
the recorded value of its net assets. and. in the case of any difference.
adjustment of the previously recorded values to reflect what was thought of as
the new purchase price. While this oversimplifies somewhat. APB Opinion 16
drastically restricted the situations to which the "pooling" approach could be
applied. and made the "purchase" approach the standard one to be used in all
other situations. As a result. for all practical purposes. after APB 16 it ~~

has become typical for transactions regarded as business combinations to ft A~..
result in asset revaluations. ~(~

/~
Some detail concerning the precise implementation prescribed by Opinion r/j

16 of this basic principle of "purchase" accounting is necessary to follow the ~ ~
subsequent discussion. The first prescribed step is to determine the purchase ~
price for the acquired business entity. ~is is simple when the acquiring
entity pays cash•.but can become far more complex when the transaction is
consummated by the incurrence of liabilities. the issuance of stock. or the .
disbursement of non-cash assets. The next step is to compare this figure wit~ ~
the net book value of the assets of the acquired entity. In the unlikely . J
event that the two figures are equal. there is. of course. no need for
revaluation of the assets of the acquired entity. However. in the almost
universal event that the purchase price is greater or smaller than the net
book value of the acquired entity's assets. those assets aust then be ~)

revalued. '-::./
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Since rarely if ever does the actual business acquisition process
establish values for individual items among the myriad assets belonging to the
acquired entity. a key step in this process is normally the performance of
appraisals to establish the value of·such long-term assets as land and plant
and equipment. Using such appraisals and other techniques appropriate to the
valuation of other kin~s of asset and liability. every asset and liability of
the acquired entity is·assigned a value. After this process is complete. the
total net asset value of the acquired entity can be determined and compared
with the purchase'price for the entity. If. as is common. the purchase price
exceeds the sum of the value newly assigned to the net assets of the acquired
entity. then the assigned values for existing assets are maintained and a new
asset. normally called "goodwill." is created to account for the difference.
However. in the unusual event that the purchase price is less than the values
tentatively assigned to existing net assets. then Opinion 16 requires that.
rather than creating reverse "goodwill." the value of certain noncurrent
assets be adjusted downward.

There are several things to note concerning the asset revaluation
process prescribed by Opinion 16. First. it should be realized that. while
the total amount of the excess over (or deficiency under) the previously
recorded net book value of the acquired entity's assets is established by the
price paid by the acquiring entity. the portion of that total amount
attributable to any particular existing asset or to the newly created asset
"goodwill" normally results directly from an appraisal. and is not established
by the terms of the business acquisition itself. This is a consequence of the
fact that it is really the acquired entity as a whole that is in fact
purchased. The reason for going beyond the purchase price to an appraisal (or
some other valuation process) of individual assets. rather than treating the
total difference in some simple. uniform way. is the fact that the recorded
value of individual noncurrent assets is charged to income over time as
depreciation or amortization expense in significantly different ways.
Accordingly. from the standpoint of accounting theory. the process of
distributing the difference between the purchase price of an entity and its
recorded net book value to individual assets is undertaken to provide a more
refined measurement of the income of the new combined entity in future
accounting periods.

It should also be noted that there are differences between the ways in
which the accounting entries required by such combinations are recorded on the
books of the business entities involved. In cases in which an entity is
acquired directly. or. however acquired. is later formally merged or
consolidated out of existence. the new asset values resulting from the
purchase and subsequent asset appraisals must obviously be recorded on the
books of the acquiring or surviving entity.

On the other hand.}lowever. in cases in which control is obtained by
stock purchase and the acquired entity maintains its previous legal form. the
accounting records of the acquired entity are maintained as before and the
purchase is shown on the books of the acquiring entity as simply a single
entry recording the amount of the investment in the acquired entity. In these
circumstances. it is in what are called consolidated financial statements.
that is. statements showing the position of the combined entity. that the new
values for individual assets resulting from the- purchase and subsequent
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(ii) The Treatment of the Sale of Individual Assets

It is possible to draw an analogy between the purchase of a used
asset or complement of assets by one company from another and the purchase of
an entire business ~ntity (conceived as simply a collection of assets) by
another organization. It is necessary, therefore, to include some discussion
of the prior regulatory treatme~t of the sale of individual assets ip the
background to this case.

Prior to 1965, the handling of such transactions prescribed by the
cost principles was as follows. So far as the purchaser was concerned, the
new (new to him) asset was capitalized at the purchase price in accordance
with the basic tenet that asset valuation should be based on acquisition cost.
So far as the seller was concerned, his "gain" or "loss" on the transaction
(defined as the difference between the sale price of the asset and its "book
value," i.e., original acquisition cost less a~~umu1ated depreciation) was
not recognized as a credit or charge, but rather was regarded as a non-cost or
"profit" item.

In 1965, however, ASPR Case 65-107 was established to study whether
these rules needed revision. The initial concern was that contractors might
be experiencing significant gains overall on the sale of assets, rather than
experiencing a pattern of offsetting gains and losses, due to the use of
accelerated depreciation methods. If this were true, then it would follow
that in ignoring the gain or loss on sale the Government was acquiescing in an
inequitable arrangement in which it bore a share of excessive depreciation
costs during an asset's useful life without any recoupment of the excess at
the point of asset disposition. ~

During the long and weary course of this case, a DCAA study indicated~
that this concern was well-founded, and that contractors were indeed normally .
experiencing gains on the disposition of depreciable assets. Accordingly, the
debate under this case came to focus on the question of how to define the gain
which was to be recaptured by the· Govetnment (via a credit to the seller's
overhead in the year of asset disposition) and on whether the Government
should also recognize losses on asset disposition (via a charge to the
seller's overhead) which could potentially increase Government contract costs.
This latter issue was easily· decided, since almost all involved realized that
the recognition of gains alone would be inequitable.

The former issue, however, caused extensive debate. There is little
point in recapitulating here all of the various alternatives considered. The
reason for the plethora of proposals was the fact that contractors sometimes
used different depreciation methods for contract costing, financial reporting,
and tax purposes, and also the complexity of Internal Revenue Service rules on
the same issue. Obviously, the amount of the gain or loss on disposition
calculated would depend ~n the depreciation method used.

In the end, the basic issue, as seen by the Section XV, Part 2
Subcommittee at that time, was whether the new rule should aim to recapture
excess depreciation using contract cost. or Federal tax, ~ccountiDg as the
basis for measurement. The rule finally promulgated in 1969 peDBitted either
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approach if followed consistently.·although its language suggested that the
preferred method was to use depreciation amounts calculated for contract ~~

costing as the basis for determination. However. this neither orn rule was
changed in 1978 to allow measurement of the gain only on the basis of
depreciation amounts used for contract costing. The coverage established at
that time is essentially identical to that currently in the FAR on this topic.

What is perhaps of more interest to us here-is that the Section XV.
Part 2 Subcommittee was plainly aware that even its preferred approach was not
perfectly equitable. It was realized. for example. that Government contracts'
share of the gain in the year of asset disposition could easily exceed or fall
short of the share of excess depreciation borne by Government contracts in
previous years due to fluctuations in business mix. However. the approach of
recapturing the excess asset depreciation. rather than the precise amount of
excess depreciation borne by the Government in the past. was considered the
only administratively feasible one. and believed to be fair over-all in normal
situations of frequent disposition of individual assets. The Subcommittee
was. however. sufficiently concerned about the potentially inequitable results
of a rigid application of its new recapture rules in situations of mass asset
disposition that it expressly provided for the use of case-by-case settlement
in such instances if equity required. This provision has remained in the I
coverage essentially in the form promulgated in 19..69. ~~ .-

/~~ ~~
It is clear from the record of Case 65-107 that none of those ~

involved envisioned the application of the specific ndepreciation recapturen ~. ~

rule under consideration to business combination situations. They clearly had~D~~
in mind only the transfer of individual assets or small groups of assets ~

between independent companies. Nevertheless. if one adopts the basic premis~~1

underlying "purchase" accounting for business combinations by viewing this • -'- "
process as the sale of one company's total asset complement to another. it is ~
a natural step to apply this rule for individual asset sales to business
combination situations. This has in fact sometimes been done as a means of
achieving equity for the Government in such situations.

While the Committee will have much more to say below concerning this
subject. one special problem that has arisen when this has been attempted is
worth noting here. In situations in which only individual asset sales are
concerned and one is dealing with ongoing. independent business entities.
questions seldom arise about the credit resulting from a gain on disposition.
However. in the case of business acquisitions. disputes have arisen between
the Government and contractors on various grounds concerning the recognition
of this credit.

Perhaps the most persistent (but not the only) argument concerns
situations in which control is transferred by stock purchase. In such cases.
as we have seen. revaluation of the assets of the acquired company is
mandatory for consolidated financial statement purposes under generally
accepted accounting principles. and companies have claimed that increased
depreciation expense and PCCK resulting from such revaluation should be .
recognized on the acquired entity's present .and future Government contract~.

At the same time. however. some of these same companies have claimed that.
from a strict legal standpoint. t~e only transaction involved has taken place

r
\
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between the acqu1r1ng entity and the stockho1der(s) of the acquired
organization. not between the two organizations themselves. Therefore. it is
argued. since the acquired entity was simply not involved in the transaction.
it need not reflect on its accounting records any gain on the sale in which
the Government might then share through a credit to overhead. While the
intellectual merits· of this and all other arguments to the effect that the
Government must somehow bear a share of any increased costs resulting from
asset revaluation. while at the same time not being entitled to share in the
recapture of excess depreciation. seem to the Committee to be nil. it is
important to be aware that such arguments have been a frequent feature of
attempts to extend this approach from situations involving individual assets~
to those involving whole businesses. Indeed. it is the Committee's ~ ~
understanding that essentially this issue is about to be litigated in the case~
of the acquisition of Cutler Hammer. Inc. by Eaton Corporation. ~!

(iii) Cost Accounting Standards 404 and 409

Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) 404. "Capitalization of Tangible
Assets." published in 1973. and CAS 414. "Cost of Money as an Element of the
Cost of Facilities Capital." published in 1976. contain provisions that
directly or indirectly relate to the accounting treatment of long-term assets
subsequent to business combinations. The most direct statement is contained
in CAS 404.50(d). which provides that:

Under the "purchase method" of accounting for business
combinations. acquired tangible capital assets shall be
assigned a portion of the cost of the acquired company
not to exceed their fair value at date of acquisition.
Where the fair value of identifiable acquired assets
less liabilities assumed exceeds the purchase price
of the acquired company in an acquisition under the
"purchase method." the value otherwise assignable to
tangible capital assets shall be reduced by a
proportionate part of the excess.

This passage is clearly modeled on the prov1s10ns of APB
Opinion 16. When taken together with the provisions of CAS 409.40(a) (1)
(which states that. "the depreciable cost of a tangible capital asset shall be
its capitalized cost less its estimated residual value") and CAS 414. Appendix
A (which states that. "facilities capital values used should be the same
values that are used to generate depreciation"). it indicates the CAS Board's
assumption that asset revaluations resulting from business combinations form
the basis for the calculation of allocable depreciation expense and FCCM in
subsequent accounting periods.

The other pass..~es of interest to us here occur in CAS 409. CAS
409.40(a)(4) and 409.50(j)(1) state that normally the "gain" or "loss" to be
recognized upon asset disposition will be limited to the difference between
the asset's acquisition cost and its undepreciated balance. and will be
assigned as a credit or charge to the accounting period in which the
disposition occurs. However. subparagraph 409.50(j)(3) adds that in the case
of "gains and losses arising from mass or extraordinary dispositions." the
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contracting parties can account for- gains or losses in some other manner that ~~5

results in treatment equitable to all parties. All of this language in CAS ~
409 dealing with asset disposition is modeled closely on that introduced into ~~
the cost principles by ASPR Case 65-107 (see Section ii above), which, as we ~_
have seen, contemplated only asset transfers between continuing business ~~~ / ~
entities, and not business acquisitions themselves. The Committee is unaware~
of any evidence indicating that the CAS Board intended}y its language ~_
anything more than the ASPR Committee. ~ - ~

To sum up, then, while it is far from clear why the CAS Board felt
it necessary to address these issues in the Standards (since all it did was
repeat preexisting GAAP or DAR rules), the CAS does prescribe asset
revaluation following a business acquisition in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and the calculation of depreciation expense
and FCCM based upon such new valuations in subsequent accounting periods. The
CAS also prescribes recognition of gains and losses on the disposition of
individual assets, but does not explicitly address the situation in which it 7fJ+
is the entire business that is disposed of.

(iv) Previous Cost Principles Cases

There are two recent DAR cases that are relevant to the subject of
asset revaluation attendant upon a business combination. The earlier one,
Case 83-100-5, was brought by the Navy Policy Member of the DAR Council in
January 1983. The main impetus for the case was a very complex situation in
which the ownership structure of a major Navy shipbuilder, Bath Iron Works,
had changed several times within a brief period, thereby facing the Navy with
the possibility of increased cost due to asset revaluations on long-term
programs with inadequate competitive restraints. The Navy Policy Member
pointed out that the Department of Defense had no consistent policy on the
treatment of such costs, and noted that the increased frequency of business
acquisitions made it imperative to develop one. He went on to argue that,
since asset revaluation could increase future Government costs without any
concomitant benefit (in that a change in ownership did not necessarily alter
the productive capabilities of the assets in question). the proper Government
policy was simply to disallow under the appropriate cost principles any
increased depreciation expense or FCCM resulting from asset revaluations
attendant on ownership changes. It is interesting to note that the Navy
discussion made no mention of the obvious alternative approach of seeking a
credit up to the amount of the depreciation expense previously taken on the
assets in question.

The Navy case was commented on by the Cost Principles Committee in
a February 1983 memorandum directly to the Navy member. In the memorandum.
the Committee pointed out that it had long been Department of Defense policy
to base depreciation expense on acquisition cost, and that the Navy proposal
violated this policy. The appropriate solution, the Committee continued, vas
to accept the altered asset values, and 'then apply the "depreciation
recapture" rule contained in DAR 15-205.32. The Committee noted in passing
that, due to fluctuations in business mix and contract type, application of . {

this solution might in certain circumstances result in an inequity to the
Government. but brushed this point, aside with the argument that circumstances

(
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In considering the record of Case 83-43. the Committee is struck by
two things{j?The first is the ease with which the DoD jettisoned the basic
accounting principle that asset values are determined by purchase price when
it was convinced that it would lead 'to inequitable results and violate good
business judgment.·~The second is the Committee's continued assumption. which
was already reflee'ted in its handling of Case 83-100-5. that the "depreciation
recapture" rule was an entirely adequate solution to the problems of equity

._. presented by asset revaluations following.business acquisitions.

•
(v) Government Actions When Faced with Specific Business

Combinations

The Committee has not done a systematic survey of the various
approaches taken by Government procurement activities to ensure equity when
faced with business acquisitions. However. even a limited review indicates ~

that there has been no unanimity of approach among the major Government
components. One approach. which has been pursued particularly aggressively bY~
the Army and has also recently been taken up by the Air Force. is to require
that th~cquiring contractor agree to continue to use for costing and pricing
Government work the acquired entity's asset values regardless of any
revaluations required by generally accepted accounting principles. A second
approach has been t~cognize asset revaluations. but attempt to ensure that
existing Government contracts receive their proper share of the depreciation
or amortization "recapture" credit in the year of sale. As has already been
noted (see C.l.b(ii) above). the Government's entitlement to such a credit has ~ J

not been readily conceded by contractors in cases in which ~he acquisition is~
effected by stock purchase. 0 .a ~

What is perhaps just as important as this lack of unanimity in approach.~~
however. is the fact that sometimes the issue of asset revaluation is not ~
resolved in a timely fashion or may be overlooked altogether by the
Government. The classic instance of the former is the Bath Iron Works case.
which is now in its seventh year without a final agreement on whether asset
write-ups will or will not be permitted in contract costing and pricing.
Moreover. the DOD IG has told the Committee that it has found cases of
relatively small contractors. with sparse audit coverage. whose purchase was
overlooked by the Government with the result that asset write-ups were
unknowingly accepted without Government receipt of any concomitant credit.

2. Committee Comments

a. General Considerations

It is evident that Government activities have approached the question of
asset revaluations resulting from business acquisitions differently and that
those confronted with sp~~ific situations have sometimes acted hesitantly or
not at all because of the absence of adequate guidelines in this area. This
lack is also reflected in the fact that there are at least two separate cases
being. or about to be. litigated between the Government and defense
contractors involving aspects of the asset revaluation issue. In one of these
cases. moreover (that involving the Marquardt Company). the Committee is
concerned that the initial ASBCA decision. while favorable to the Government
in the specific circumstances. would logically. lead to treating ~he same event
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(namely. the acquisition of a business) differently for contract costing
purposes depending upon the legal form of the acquisition. There is.
therefore. a real need for clear Government policy in this area; indeed. with _~
the possible exception of the area of pension cost. it represents the most ~:t, I
significant issue under consideration by the Committee. 1'~~~ .

The Committee believes further that only two basjc approaches to thiS~
issue through the cost princip~s are conceivable (although variations on
either approach are possib1e).~ne is to recognize asset revaluations
resulting from business acquisitions. thereby accepting altered depreciation
and FCCM amounts in accounting periods subsequent to the acquisition. On this
approach. equity is obtained for the Government by requiring that. in cases of
upward revaluation. current Government contracts receive their fair share of
the "recapture" of excest:4epreciation borne by previous contracts. The other
approach is to simply no~ecognize for purposes of Government contract
costing and pricing asset revaluations resulting from business combinations.

In choosing between these two broad approaches. the Committee majority
is persuaded that the fundamental issue here is one of how best to achieve
fairness. Both the "depreciation recapture" and the "no recognition"
approaches are. in the final analysis. nothing more than devices to ensure I.~_
that what constitutes good accounting for business acquisitions does not ~-~
create a situation that is "unfair" to the Government. In the opinion of the~~
Committee. it is on this basis that the choice between these two approaches v, ~,v- F
should be made. C -;tv;- -1:_

Measured by this standard. the Committee believes that the approach of~
simply not recognizing depreciation or FCCM charges flowing from asset
revaluation ought to be the basic Government rule. In reaching this judgment.
the Committee was heavily influenced by the fact that one is dealing with a
relatively small number of events of widely different magnitude. The recent
purchase of Hughes Aircraft Company by the General Motors Corporation. for
example. will result in an increase in recorded asset values totaling in the
billions of dollars. whereas. in the Bath Iron Works situation which was the
main impetus for DAR Case 83-100-5. the comparable total was less than fifty
million dollars. The Committee was also influenced by the perception that
much of DoD contracting for major weapon systems is done on a sole-source or
very limited competition basis in which the award of future contracts to the
incumbent contractors at a price based on their recorded cost structures is
unavoidable.

In view of this. the Committee believes that extending the "depreciation
recapture" approach to business acquisition situations does not make sense.
This approach was designed to deal with the quite different situation of the
transfer of individual assets between independent. on-going companies. The
transactions contemplated were numerous and typically of relatively low dollar
value. Those who developed this approach were well aware that. because of
variations over time in contract type and business mix. the treatment
prescribed could be inequitable to' either the Government or the contractor for
any particular asset disposition in that Government contracts would likely
"recapture" more or less depreciation at the time of asset disposition than
they had actually borne in previous periods. However. they believed that over
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numerous transactions such variations would normally offset one another so
that the outcome would be fair over-all.

Indeed. for precisely this reason. the ASPR Committee provided expressly
for the abandonment of this approach. and the substitution of case-by-case
negotiation in instances of "mass disposition." The poin~. of course. is that
every business combination is obviously tantamount to a "~ss disposition"
situation. The Committee believes. thereIore.that it would be imprudent to
impose on such situations a rigid "depreciation recapture" rule deSigned to
achieve equity under very different circumstances. Given a certain
combination of business mix. contract type. and program status. acceptance of
asset revaluations can lead to substantially higher depreciation and FCCK
expense on future Government contracts. while the Government's actual.
realized share in the offsetting "depreciation recapture" credit amounts to
nothing. Few are likely to view this outcome with equanimity particularly if
it were to happen in the case of some massive acquisition whose size dwarfs
that of the more typical purchase.

This brings us to the question which. in the op1n10n of the Committee.
is at the heart of this case. namely. what really constitutes "fairness" in
such situations? As we have noted repeatedly in this report. both the
"depreciation recapture" rule contained in the cost principles and its
restatement in the CAS. contemplate situations in which that rule will fail to
create equity and should be abandoned. without. however. defining what
"equity" is. There is. however. a long-standing tradition in Government
contracting. expressed in both the cost principle on "Organization costs" and
in the language of the standard novation agreement. that the Government should
be placed in no worse a position by a change in business ownership than it
would have been in had the change not taken place. In the final analysis. the
Committee majority believes that this is a reasonable and practical way to
define what is equitable in such situations not only to the Government. but
also to the contractors involved who are. after all. as much at risk as the
Government under the "depreciation recapture" approach. ~

Accordingly. we recommend coverage which accomplishes this by simply not~
recognizing for Government contract costing in most circumstances any changes ~
to depreciation expense or FCCK flowing from asset revaluations following ~-

business acquisitions. As a consequence. of course. such events will also
result in no "gain" or "loss". and no attendant credit or charge for
Government contract costing.

The Committee is. of course. aware that this recommendation is likely to
be controversial. This is not the place to respond to every objection that
will be raised against such a policy. However. the Committee does feel it
appropriate to comment on what it believes will be two of the main complaints.

(i) One will be t~8t such a policy violates good accounting. WhiCh~~
requires asset revaluation based on the price paid for the acquired entity. as
well as the DoD's own long-standing policy of basing asset valuation on
acquisition cost. In the Committee's view. however. to make this the primary ~)
consideration in this case represents a serious failure of perspective. What~
is really at issue here is the best means to ensure that the Government and
the contractors in question are treated fairl~ in these uncommon._ yet
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financially very significant. events. given the peculiarity of Government
procurement that so much of its pricing is based on companies' recorded cost
structures. The dogmatic insistence that asset revaluations resulting from
business acquisitions must be respected as good accounting leads to seeking
equity through a "depreciation recapture" approach. And this approach in turn
leads to the possibility that either the Government or the acquiring
contractor can obtain a significant financial advantage~as a result of a
business acquisition. In these circumstances. it seems appropriate to the
Committee majority to simply abandon the tenets of good "purchase" accounting.
just as the Government abandoned them in the analogo~s case on "goodwill."

(ii) Second. some will no doubt complain that this proposed approach is
unfair to the acquiring contractor in that it does not permit him to recover
the cost of his investment in the acquired entity. and will result in a
disincentive to invest in defense assets that. in the long run. will shrink
the defense industrial community and increase Government procurement costs.
The Committee finds this argument flawed. however. It would be more
comprehensible if the conceivable alternative approach were to simply
recognize upward asset revaluations without requiring recognition of a
concomitant credit. In comparison with such an approach. the Committee's
position would indeed be financially disadvantageous to the acquiring
contractor. Howev~r. as we have stressed throughout this report. the
determination of financial advantage is not so simple or clear-cut when the
"depreciation recapture" credit is taken into account. and it is perfectly
possible for this approach to be more disadvantageous to the acquiring
contractor than that supported by~ Committee. In view of this. it hardly
seems necessary to go further and comment on other questionable links in this
chain of argument.

b. Specific Coverage

The main issue concerning the appropriate means of implementing the
basic approach chosen by the Committee was how to properly circumscribe its
applicability. It should be noted that a similar problem was not faced in the
case of goodwill. Those who drafted the coverage on that subject ultimately
included in the cost principles believed that they were merely making explicit
what had always been a DoD policy understood and accepted by ethical
contractors. Consequently. there was in their minds no doubt that the
appropriate coverage was to disallow without qualification or exception
amortization of. or FCCM on. goodwill. In the case of identifiable asset
revaluation following a business acquisition. on the other hand. the situation
is complex and requires a more nuanced approach.

In the first place. the Committee believes that there may be contractors
who have been involved in past business acquisitions in which assets were
revalued upward and Government contracts received a concomitant "depreciation
recapture" credit. In such cases. the new asset values will likely affect
depreciation and FCCM expense for many years in the future. Under these
circumstances. it would clearly be unfair to contractors to disallow
depreciation expense based on the revalued asset amounts from the time of
implementation of the proposed new rule forward. To do so would upset the
bargain made at the time of combination in which the Government accepted asset
revaluation in return for receipt of a "depreciation recapture" credit.
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Second. the Committee also felt it necessary to recommend revising ~he

~resent coverage at 31.205-16 ("Gains and losses ••• ")at several points with a
view toward both adequately backstopping the more fundamental changes being
proposed at 31.205-49 and also making other desirable changes in coverage that
has not been looked at for many years. In paragraph (a) of that cost
principle. the Committee is proposing first to add the words "including any
transaction(s) in which the acquirer employs the purchase method of accounting
for subsequent valuation of the property" in the opening sentence. This
language is intended to further clarify what is meant by a "sale" of
depreciable property. and. in particular. to rule out once and for all the
argume~t that business acquisitions effected by stock purchase and accoun~ed

for under the "purchase" method of accounting nevertheless do not constita~e a
sale of depreciable property. In that same paragraph. the Committee is also
proposing to add a sentence explaining that a depreciation recapture credit
may be moved out of the year of sale if necessary to achieve equity in pricing
and costing Government contracts. It is the Committee's understanding that
this has long been done in practice even absent explicit coverage. However.
the Committee believes that such coverage is now advisable particularly since
its recommended coverage in 31.205-49 permits the contracting officer in
appropriate circumstances to choose the depreciation recapture approach in
dealing with asset revaluations resulting from business acquisitions.

In paragraph (b) of 31.205-16. the Committee is recommending a revised
rule regarding the maximum credit to be obtained when an asset is sold at a
gain. The present coverage limits the credit for the disposition to the
amount of depreciation taken over the life of the asset. Thus. if an asset
acquired in Year 1 at a cost of $1.000 and depreciated for six years at a rate
of $100 per year. having a net book value of $400. were sold for $1.500. the
gain recorded on the books would be $1.100. However. the credit ~o Government
contracts would only be $600. the absolute amount of depreciation taken.
Putting a ceiling on depreciation recapture that does not recognize the
changing value of the dollar makes little economic sense to the Committee. We
therefore recommend that the limitation at 31.205-16(b) refer to the
inflation-adjusted amount of depreciation previously taken. This is again a
particularly necessary step if the depreciation recapture approach is to be a
viable option in dealing with business acquisitions.

Lastly. the Committee has added language to this cost principle in both
paragraphs (c) and (e) cross-referencing the new coverage at 31.205-49. and
explaining the interrelationship between the two rules.

The final noteworthy feature of the Committee's recommended approach
concerns the CAS. The Committee is recommending that the passages in CAS 404
dealing with the accounting for business combinations (see Section C.l.b(iii)
above) and the passages in CAS 409 dealing with "depreci.~ion recapture"
(again see Section C.l.b(iii) above) be deleted. The recommended action
regarding CAS 404 is necessary to eliminate the inconsistency between ~ha~

standard (which accepts the "purchase" method of accounting for business
combinations) and the new cost principles coverage (which disallows asse~

writeups in most circumstances). The Committee does not believe that this
inconsistency would constitute an "impermissible conflic~" between the CAS and
the cost principles of the kind found by the courts in the Boeing SERF case
(since the new cost principles coverage would constitu~e an "allowability"
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31.205-6 Compensation for personal services.

(a) through (k) -- Unchanged.

J

TAB A. Part 2
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

(1) Re8epwea. [Compensation incidental to business acquisitions.

The following costs are unallowable:

(1) Payments to employees under special agreements (commonly referred

to as "golden parachutes") in which they are to receive compensation in excess

of the contractor's normal severance pay practice if their employment

terminates following a change in the management control over or ownership of

the contractor or a substential portion of its assets.

(2) Payments to key employees under special plans introduced in L()~ ~.

connection with a change (whether actual or prospective) in the management~

control over or ownership of the contractor or a substantial portion of its ~~
assets in which those employees receive compensation in addition to their

normal pay provided that they

period of time.] (e.--.---l,
(m) - Unchanged.

remain with the contractor for a specified

~~Ih-.~~~).

31.205-27 Organization costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below. expenditures in

connection with (1) planning or executing the organization or reorganization

of the corporate structure of ·a business. including mergers and acquisitions.

(2) [resisting or planning to resist the reorganization of the corporate

structure of a business or a change in the controlling interest in the

ownership of a business. and (3)] raising capital (net worth plus long-term
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TAB A. Part 4
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

30.404 Capitalization of tangible assets •

•10 through ~50(c) - Unchanged.

(e) ~n~er the ap~rche8e aethea" of atee~fttin& for eaeinea8

~~e test ef the ae~~ires eempaB,. Bet te eseeea ~heir fair ~al~e at sate of

.a ..." .... ieee

pan, in an

Ba~le to

f the

.• r ~ -~. - _.-.....-.-._-+fl~:e'I!l11t'

eseeel!

lia~il

:er finaaeial

aeeet'll seh 8S!!ttl!.

separately

capitalized at the time the assets are acqu1reo. uu.c.~., . r or not the

contractor identifies and separately capitalizes a unit initially, the

contractor shall remove the unit from the asset accounts when it is disposed

of and, if replaced, its replacement shall be capitalized •

•60 - Unchanged.

30.409 Depreciation of tangible capital assets •

•10 through .40(a)(3) - Unchanged.

(4) 'fIte gain or 10:!:! which 1:! reeoghizee "pon di8position of a tahgi~le

eapitel asset :!na!! ee assignee to the eoet aeeot'lnting period ift wliieh the

eiepeeitien eecaIS.



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330

8 1 MAR 1987

MEMORANDUM TO MR DAVID C. RELLY, CHAIRMAN, COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
POLICY GROUP

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18, "Accounting for Mergers and Business
Combinations"

Reference is made to Cost Principles Committee report of
4 February 1987 concerning subject case.

The CAS Policy Group (CASPG) is tasked to review and coordinate on Tab
A, Part 3 of the referenced Cost Principles Committee report.

a. The CASPB is also requested to advise the DAR Council of any
changes required to remove unacceptable conflicts between the proposed
changes to the cost principles and the Cost Accounting Standards.

b.
changes
request
cerning

If consistency cannot be achieved
to the cost principles and the Cost
the CASPG review and cow~ent on the
revision of FAR 42.1204.

between the proposed
Accounting Standards,
attached memorandum con-

Request that you submit the CASPG Committee report to the DAR Council
by 30 April 1987.

~#V~
FRED M. HALBERSTADT, Col, USAF
Air Force Policy Member

DAR Council

1 Attachment
as



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNIT,ED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330

~ I '., a6 MAt< 1987

MEMORANDUM TO MR DAVID C. RELLY, CHAIRMAN, COST ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS POLICY GROUP

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18, "Accounting for Mergers and Business
Combinations"

1. Reference is made to Cost Principles Committee report of
4 February 1987 concerning subject case.

2. The CAS Policy Group (CASPG) is tasked to evaluate the
referenced Cost Principles Co~mittee report and advise the DAR
Council of its recommendations concerning the deletion of por
tions of CAS 404 and 409 called for in that report.

3. Request that you submit the CASPG Committee report to the
DAR Council by 15 April 1987.

~/~~
FRED M. HALBERSTADT, Col, USAF
Air Force Policy Member

DAR Council

!



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330

20 H.b 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR MR DAVID C. RELLY, CHAIR~~N OF THE COST ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS POLICY GROUP

SUBJECT: DAR Case 84-18, Accounting for Mergers and Business
Combinations

On 4 February 1987, the Commercial Cost Principles Committee suh
mitted the attached report to the DAR Council for its review and
comments. A Time Certain has heen scheduled with the chairman Qf
the committee on 27 February at 1400, at which time, you have
also been requested to attend. Before that meeting, the D~R

Council would like your group to review the committee report.
Thereafter, please be prepared to discuss the results of the
evaluation at the Time certain session.

~~~
FRED M. HALBERSTADT, Col, USAF
Air Force Policy Member

DAR Council

lAtch
a/s
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: DAR Case 84-18, "Accounting for Mergers and Business
Combinations"

In its report to the DAR Council of 4 February 1987, the Commercial Cost
Principles Committee recommended a number of FAR changes (attached). The
report was prompted by the increased pace and size of mergers and acquisitions
in recent years and a concern that Government contracts should not be
adversely affected by such capital formation activities. The recommended FAR
changes will result in the following:

a. When the assets or controlling interest of a contractor are
transferred under the purchase method of accounting, stepped-up (the "purchase
price") asset values shall not be recognized for the purpose of future
depreciation, and a gain or loss on the disposition of such assets/
controlling interest on the part of the seller shall not be recognized.
Rather, any excess price is considered to be goodwill and is unallowable.

However, the contracting officer may allow the stepped-up asset
values provided it is equitable to do so through recovery of the inf1ation
adjusted amount of depreciation previously taken.

b. Costs of golden parachutes and golden handcuffs will be unallowable.

c. Costs of effecting and resisting takeovers will be unallowable.

d. Cost accounting standards (FAR 30.404 and 30.409) will also be
revised to maintain consistency with new cost principles coverage.

A complete text of the report is available from the DAR Council
(COL Guenther, x77267).



DAR Case 84-18 Report of 4 Feb. 1987

TAB A - PROPOSED FAR REVISIONS

Part 1 - Novation or Advance Agreements
FAR 42.1200. Novation Agreements
FAR 31.109. Advance Agreements

Part 2 - Resisting/Seeking Mergers
FAR 31.205-6. Compensation for Personal Services
FAR 31.205-27. Organization Costs

Part 3 - Asset Valuation
FAR 31.205-10. Cost of Money
FAR 31.205-11. Depreciation
FAR 31.205-16. Gains and Losses on Disposition of Depreciable

Property or Other Capital Assets
FAR 31.205-49. Goodwill

Part 4 - Cost Accounting Standards
FAR 30.404. Capitalization of Tangible Assets
FAR 30.409. Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets
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TAB A. Part 1
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 3 pages

42.1200 Scope of subpart.

This subpart prescribes policies and procedures for--

(a) Recognition of a successor in interest to Government contracts when

[either] contractor assets [or control over contractor assets] are

transferred:

(b) Recognition of a change in a contractor's name. and

(c) Execution of novation agreements and change-of-name agreements by

the responsible contracting officer.

42.1201-1203 - Unchanged.

42.1204 Agreement to recognize a successor in interest (novation agreement).

(a) The law (41 U.S.C. 15) prohibits transfer of Government contracts.

However. the Government may, in its interest. recognize a third party as the

successor in interest to a Government contract when the third party's interest

in the contract arises out of the transfer of [either] (1) all the

contractor's assets[,] (2) the entire portion of the assets involved in

performing the contract[. or (3) controlling inter~st in the ownership of the

original contractor]. (See 14.404-2(k) for the effect of novation agreements

after bid opening but before award.) Examples include but are not limited

to--

(i) Sale of these assets with a provision for assuming liabilities.

(ii) Transfer of these assets incident to a merger or corporate

consolidation; an&

[(iii) *Transfer df the complete or controlling interest in the

ownership** of a contractor through a stock purchase transaction when there is



no change in the legal form of the contractor, or by any other means***: and]

~ [(iv)) Incorporation of a proprietorship or partnership, or

formation of a partnership.

42.1204(b)-(e) - Unchanged.

NOTES

* The language in this new subparagraph should be compared with that
published in DAC 76-48 which is given in Section A.l of this report.

** Where the above coverage has the words "complete or controlling
interest in the ownership", DAC 76-48 simply had "ownership" and the ADPA
recommended the words "complete or partial ownership". The Committee agrees
with ADPA's point that the old DAR language was flawed in that it could
conceivably be construed as referring only to situations in which the entire
voting stock of a company was acquired, not to situations in which effective
control was acquired through purchase of less than the entire outstanding
stock. However, the Committee has modified ADPA's recommended language as
indicated in order to make clear that only those stock purchases which result
in the creation of a new "controlling interest", and do not involve merely
nominal amounts, are contemplated. It should be noted that the phrase
"controlling interest" has a reasonably precise meaning, normally connoting
ownership of one-half or more of the voting stock. The Committee has also
added language in 42.1200(a) and 42.1204(a) to make those passages consistent
with the addition here.

*** Following the word "means", the DAC 76-48 coverage had the phrase
"when the Secretary concerned determines that the sale may significantly

"affect the Government's rights and interests under existing and future
contracts." ADPA recommended placing the determination referred to here at
the level of the administrative contracting officer, that is, the same level
as decisions in other circumstances concerning the need for a novation
agreement. The Committee agrees with ADPA's reasoning here as far as it goes
but feels that the most appropriate way to implement it is by simply deleting
the whole phrase in question. Language indicating that this form of
acquisition somehow requires a special determination of the need for an
agreement that the others do not is really more consistent with the
alternative approach of including acquisition through stock purchase among the
situations for which an advance agreement on cost is advisable.

2
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31.109 Advance agreements.

(a) through (g)(16) - Unchanged.

[(17) Costs resulting from the acquisition of one company by another.

particularly when execution of a novation agreement (see 42.12) is not

required.]

3



TAB A. Part 2
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

31.205-6 Compensation for personal services.

(a) through (k) -- Unchanged.

(1) Re8eroee. [Compensation incidental to business acquisitions.

The following costs are unallowable:

(1) Payments to employees under special agreements (commonly referred

to as "golden parachutes") in which they are to receive compensation in excess

of the contractor's normal severance pay practice if their employment

terminates following a change in the management control over or ownership of

the contractor or a substantial portion of its assets.

(2) Payments to key employees under special plans introduced in

connection with a change (whether actual or prospective) in the management

control over or ownership of the contractor or a substantial portion of its

assets in which those employees receive compensation in addition to their

normal pay provided that they remain with the contractor for a specified

period of time.]

(m) - Unchanged.

31.205-27 Organization costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below. expenditures in

connection with (1) planning or executing the organization or reorganization

of the corporate structure of a business. including mergers and acquisitions,

(2) [resisting or planning to resist the reorganization of the corporate

structure of a business or a change in the controlling interest in the

ownership of a busines5, and (3)] raising capital (net worth plus long-term



...

liabilities}. are unallowable. Such expenditures include but are not limited

to incorporation fees and costs of attorneys. accountants. brokers. promoters

and organizers. management consultants. and investment counselors. whether or

not employees of the contractor. Unallowable "reorganization" costs include

the cost of any change in the contractor's financial structure. excluding

administrative costs of short-term borrowings for working capital. resulting

in alterations in the rights and interests of security holders. whether or not

additional capital is raised.

(b) - Unchanged •

2



TAB A. Part 3
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 5 pages

31.205-10 Cost of money.

(a)(l) - Unchanged.

(2) Allowability. Whether or not the contract is otherwise subject to

CAS. facilities capital cost of money is allowable if--

(i) The contractor's capital investment is measured. allocated to

contracts. and costed in accordance with CAS 414;

(ii) The contractor maintains adequate records to demonstrate compliance

with this standard; eft&

(iii) The estimated facilities capital cost of money is specifically

identified or proposed in cost proposals relating to the contract under which

this cost is to be claimed~[; and

(iv) The requirements of 31.205-49. which may limit the allowability of

facilities capital cost of money. are observed.]

(3) and (4) - Unchanged.

(5) The cost of money resulting from including goodwill (however

.represented) in the facilities capital employed base is unallowabl~[(see

31. 205-49) .]

(b)(l) - Unchanged.

(2) Allowability[.] Whether or not the cont[r]act is otherwise subject

to CAS. and except as specified in subdivision (ii) below. the cost of money

for capital assets under construction. fabrication. or development is

allowable if--

(A) The cost of ~oney is calculated. allocated to contracts. and

costed in accordance ~ith CAS 417;



(B) - The contractor maintains adequate records to demonstrate

com~liance with this standard; an&

(C) The cost of money for tangible capital assets i+[s] included

in the capitalized cost that provides the basis for allowable depreciation

costs. or. in the case of intangible capital assets. the cost of money is

included in the cost of those assets for which amortization costs are

allowabl~[; and

(D) The requir~ments of 31.205-49. which may limit the

allowability of cost of money for capital assets under construction.

fabrication. or development. ar~ observed.]

(2)(ii)-(4) - Unchanged.

2



31.205-11 Depreciation

(a) through (m) - Unchanged.

[en) The requirements of 31.205-49, which may limit the allowability of

depreciation, shall be observed.]

31.205-16 Gains and losses on disposition of depreciable property or
other capital assets.

(a)(1) Gains and losses from the sale, retirement, or other disposition

(but see 31.205-19) of depreciable property[, including any transaction(s) in

which the acquirer employs the purchase method of accounting for subsequent

valuation of the property,] shall [normally] be included in the year in which

they occur as credits or charges to the cost grouping(s) in which the

depreciation or amortization applicable to those assets was included (but see

paragraph (d) below). [However, the timing (or the amount, if necessary) of

the recognition of such credits should be adjusted when the impact upon

contract prices of current year recognition does not achieve equity.

(2) When the assets or controlling interest in the ownership of a

contractor are acquired or transferred and the individual assets are revalued

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination, 31.205-49

shall apply rather than this subparagraph. No gain or loss shall be

recognized when allowable depreciation or amortization is limited to the

amount that would have been allowable had the combination not taken place.]

(b) Gains and losses on disposition of tangible capital assets

including those acquired under capital leases (see 31.205-11(m) [)], shall be

considered as adjustments of depreciation costs previously recognized. The

gain or loss for each asset disposed of is the difference between the net

amount realized, including insurance proceeds from involuntary conversions,

and its undepreciated balance. The gain recognized for contract costing

3



purposes shall be limited to the cHffer@nc@ bHwe@n the acqt:lisitioh cost (or

fOI e:SSEt3 aeqailed ttUdef I! capi~el !@48e. the teltll! at which the 1\!6sed asset

is capitelized) of the asset ana its t:Inaepteeietea balance [inflation-adjusted

amount of depreciation previously taken] (except see subdivision (c)(2)(i) or

(ii) below).

(c) and (d) - Unchanged.

(e) Gains and losses arising from mass or extraordinary sales.

retirements. or other disposition shall be considered on a case-by-case basis.

[However. when the assets or controlling interest in the ownership of a

contractor are acquired or transferred and the individual assets are revalued

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination. 31.205-49

shall apply rather than this paragraph.]

(f) - Unchanged.

31.205-49 Goodwill [and other asset valuations resulting from business
combinations.]

under the purchase method of accounting for a business combination[.] ~ the

price paid by the acquiring company exceeds the St'llll of the ioeu!':ifieble [net

hook value of the] individual assets acquired less [the] liabilities assumed.

besea Ort r.heit fait oeltles. 'fhe [the] excess is [distributed first to the

identifiable individual assets acquired based upon their market or appraised

values and. if any excess still remains. to a newly created. unidentifiable

intangible asset] commonly referred to as goodwill. Gooawill Ille, erise flom

tne eeqt1i:!it!ion of c!l eOlfll'i!Ui' as e whole or e pottio" th!oreof. [In such

situations. allowable amortization. cost of money. and depreciation expense

shall be limited to the amount that woulc have been allowable had the

combination and subsequent asset revaluation or creation not taken place.

4



(2) However. except for goodwill. costs in excess of this limitation

may be allowed on a case-by-case basis to achieve equity or protect the

Government's interests in special situations. providing the contracting

officer agrees. Examples of circumstances in which it may be appropriate for

the contracting officer to allow such costs are:

(i) When the Government. before the effective date of this cost

principle. had agreed to a settlement covering a business combination which

implied acceptance of such costs in the future (as. for instance. when the

Government had agreed to accept an immediate credit for contract costing

purposes for excess depreciation and amortization costs recognized prior to

the business combination (see 31.205-16));

(ii) When the receipt of an immediate credit for contract costing

purposes for excess depreciation and amortization recognized prior to a

business combination (see 31.205-16) represents an administratively preferable

and roughly financially equivalent course of action when compared with that of

disallowing future costs flowing from the revaluation of assets pursuant to a

business combination; and

(iii) When the acquired company had no. or an insignificant amount of,

Government business before being acquired (so that no material credit exists

for excess depreciation and amortization previously recognized), and

subsequently entered Government business with the asset valuations established

by the combination.

(b)] Any costs for amortization. expensing. write-off or write-down of

[. or cost of money on.] goodwill (however represented) are unallowable.

5



TAB A. Part 4
DAR Case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

30.404 Capitalization of tangible assets •

•10 through ,50(c) - Unchanged.

ae~ttisitiel'h 'iJftere tfte feir valtte ef ieentifiel!lle eettttiree a!!leet! lees

~[d] Asset accountability units shall be identified and separately

capitalized at the time the assets are acquired. However. whether or not the

contractor identifies and separately capitalizes a unit initially. the

contractor shall remove the unit from the asset accounts when it is disposed

of and. if replaced. its replacement shall be capitalized •

•60 - Unchanged.

30.409 Depreciation of tangible capital assets.

,10 through .40(a)(3) - Unchanged.

(4) '{'he geili or l03! .hich il! r@l:ogfJil:~e t1pcn eil!po!Jit:ion of eo t:eIJ8i'bl@



.40(b) through .50(i) - Unchanged.

- (j) (1) Gains an~ losses 01'1 Hsposition of tangihle ,apital ess@ts shell

'be eoltO!ideret! as aejdl!tmeilto! of c1@pr~eietion cost.., 1'1:4!oiobsl, Lecognizee and

shall b\! 8:!!Jigth!d to ~he cost ee~etlrtt:iftg l'@fioe in .ltieh eispo!ition OC(tl!!!I

e'~pt es I'fol1ieee ill l'areguphs (j)(2) anI! (3) of this seet:ion. 'Phe gain or

eontrset eosting l'~rl'0se:!l 8~811 ee limitee to t~e eifferel'1ee eetween t~e

(j)~[(1)] Gains and losses on the disposition of tangible capital

assets shall not be recognized where: (i) Assets are grouped and such gains

and losses are processed through the accumulated depreciation account. or.

(ii) the asset is given in exchange as part of the p~rchase price of a similar

asset and the gain or loss is included in computing the depreciable cost of

the new asset. Where the disposition results from an involuntary conversion

and the asset is replaced by a similar asset. gains and losses may either be

recognized in the period of disposition or used to adjust the depreciable cost

base of the new asset.

(j)~[(2)] The contracting parties may account for gains and losses

arising from mass or extraordinary dispositions in a manner which will result

in treatment equitable to all parties.

(j)~[(3)] Gains and losses on disposition of tangible capital assets

transferred in other than an arm's-length transaction and subsequently

disposed of within 12 months from the date of transfer shall be assigned to

the transferor.

(k) through .60 - Unchanged.
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DLJ\.-AA 29 JDnuary 1935

HEHORA~;ntr.f FOR CHAIRHAN. CO!~lliRCIAI. COST PRH:CIPLES SUBCO:~HTI'EE

SUBJECT: DAR Case 34-18, AcccrJntinb for Hergers and Business Co;nLiMtio~B

l>y r.lel:lOr3rHl~m of 24 February aUll 13 April 1934 the DAR Council tas;~cd your
subco.~'.::1.ittec to ctudy issues rclatinr: to accuuntinr for merger':> ond b S.!.ne~1S

combinations. At its mc:cting of 25 Jnnuary 19~5 the DAR Council ..;I,d .:oc Group
decided· to have you continue the reqUired effort to ucten:duewhether chul1::-;ca
to the FAR arc \Jarra11tcd and, if so, to prcp.:lrc fAI{ coverug..;o In addition,
your n~rort :;hould include an cxplau3tory _letter, a draft transi:littal letter
to the CM~C, and a draft 7cdcral Kcbistcr notice. Your report date: is
6 :·L':l.t"ch 1935 •

• , .... ',', .10.1, '.• l
.' 0" • _.

• •.••• 'f'o0 "A.'!" '1 .. ,. *,' " ...... ". '-: . .' .'" •. ··t r ,'. "\ i. _t,'~ .~ ,'.!.,

COI:T.Y:::;S Dla~;:(.A~··m

Chair'uua
Ad Hoc Group



'.t ,-;~,G :.~..,: Q C.

20330

17 Apri 1 1984

I-:E!\10?Fu"JDUI1 FOR THE CHAIR1'1JI,N, COST PRINCIPLES SUBCO!·jJ1ITTEE

SUBJECT: Accounting for Mergers and Business Combinations
(DAR Case 84-18)

1. The attached memo from F.DPA is fon-:arded for the info'..-Tlation
of the subcornmi ttee as it considers subj ect case. The COT,nents
from ADPA were not solici ted, but were forv:arded in respcr; ..:;e to
material approved for the DAR under case 83-56.

2. The DAR Council did not put material similar to DAR
26-402 (a) (iii) in the DOD FAR Supplement. The Army's req':Jest
to do so is at atch 2.

2 Atchs
1. ADPA Itr, 26 Jan 84
2. DAjOGC memo, undated

)/)}; ~-'~-'--A/ \j u -<-. Ii
I /JACK L. MCCHESNEY, Col, USAF
'._/ Air Force Policy Hef:1ber

DAR Council



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

20330

USAF

24 February 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, SECTION XV-2 SUBCOMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Accounting for Mergers and Business Combinations (DAR
Case 84-18)

Subject case has been established by the DAR Council as a result
of questions that have arisen with regard to treatment of such
costs. Elements of this issue have previously arisen under cases
83-100-5, 83-100-47, 83-43, and 83-56.

Your subcommittee is tasked to study these issues and to
recommend any changes that are deemed appropriate. Revision to
DAR 15-205.32, Gains and Losses on Disposition of Depreciable
Property or Other Capital Assets, may be necessary. In addition,
revision to DAR 26-400, Novations, may be appropriate. If you
determine that changes to the FAR are warranted, your
recommendations should be accompanied by a FAR case proposal.

A report date of 28 March 1984 has been established for this
task. Please advise if I can be of assistance in this matter.

(-'\ )

\ I/ 1 ~\ ./ L
/ X

/ /JACK L. McCHES~, Col,
~ Air Force Policy Member

DAR Council



31.205-6 Conpensaticn for personal seIVices.

(a) through (k) -- tJnchanJed.

31 March 1987
TAB A, Part 2
DAR case 84-18
Page 1 of 2 pages

V~J ~:):.

L/!Z1/87

(1 ) Rescrved. [COnpensation incidental to business acquisitions.

The following costs are unallowable:

(1 ) Payments to €II1?loyees under agreanents in which they ~-t;1receive
1,.--------'---,." ..

special a:mpensa.ticn, in excess of the centractor' s rx:>:rmal severanc:e pay

practice, if their €II1?loyment tenni.nates following a change in the rnanaganent

centrol over, or CMI'lerShip of, the centractor or a substantial particn of i 1:8-

assets. These arr~ts are oarm:nly krxJwn as "golden parachutes".

( 2 ) Payments to €II1?loyees under plans introduced in cconecticn with a

change (whether actual or prospective) in the management centrol over, or

CMI'lerShip of, the oc:ntractor or a substantial portion of its assets in which

tl'nse €II1?loyees receive special ccmpensaticn, in additicn to their rx:>nnal pay,

provided that they remain with the oc:ntractor for a specified period of time.

These arrang-ernents are carm::>nly kn::Jwn as "golden handcuffs".]

(m) - tJnchanJed.

31.205-27 Ovganizaticn costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below, expenditures in

connecticn with (1) planning or execut.inJ the organizaticn or reorganization

of the co:qx:>rate structure of a business, including mergers and acquisitions,

ffi:' (2) [resist.inJ or planning to resist the reorganizaticn of the co:qx:>rate



stJ:ucture of a tusiness or a cl1arYJe in the ccntroll~ interest in the

ownership of a tusiness,] arx1 [(3)] rais~ capital (net w:Jrth plus lOI"¥J-term

liabilities), are tmallowable. Such expenditures include but are IX>t limited

to incorporaticn fees arx1 costs of attorneys, accountants, brokers, praroters

and organizers, management consultants aId :investment cnmselors, whether or

IX>t employees of the ccntractor. Unallowable "reorganizaticn" costs include

the cost of any ch.ange in the ccntractor's financial structure, exclud:irg

administrative costs of sh:>rt-tenn borrowi..n:Js for w:Jrkin::1 capital, result~

in alterations in the rights aId interests of security holders, whether or IX>t

additianaJ. capital is raised.

(b) - ~ed.



31 March 1987
TAB C
DAR case 84-18

PROPOSED FEDERAL RffiISTER rurICE

DEPAR'IMENT OF DEFENSE
GENERAL SERVICES Ar:MINISTRATION
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AIMINISTRATION

48 CFR Part 31

Federal Acqui.sitien Regulatien (FAR); Extraordi.naJ:y CCInpensatien and certain
Organizatien Costs in c::amectien with Mergers and other Business Canbinatians.

AGENCIES: Department of Defense (DoD); General Services Mninistratien (GSA);
and Natiooal Aera1autics and Space Adninistratien (NASA).

ACrION: Proposed rule.

SlM1ARY: The Civilian Pqerr;y Acqui.sitien Council and the Defense Acquisitien

Regulato:ry Council are C01SiderirYJ revisirYJ FAR 31.205-6 and 31.205-27 to

clarify the allowability of extraordi.naJ:y canpensation and certain

organizatien costs iInJrred in camectien with mergers and other business

canbinatians •

CXM-1EfI1I'S: Cannents sh:>u1d be subni.tted to the FAR Secretariat at the address

sh:Jwn below en or before (60 days fran publicatien), to be considered in the

fOrnUllatien of a final rule.

ADDRESS: Interested parties should subni.t written ccmnents to: General

Services Mninistratien, FAR secretariat (VRS), 18th & F Streets, N. W., Rocrn

4041, Wash.i.rYJtcn, DC 20405.

Please cite FAR case 87-XX in all correspc:ndence related to this issue.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Margaret A. Willis, FAR Secretariat,

telephone (202) 523-4755.



A. Background.

'!he Defeose Aoquisitioo. Regulatory and Civilian h;Jerv::;y Acqui.sitioo.

Councils have been reviewirY:;} for sane time the subject of business

canbinatiCl1S, and particularly the apprq>riate Governnent exntract costi..n:J

resulting fran such canbinatiCl1S. This review has been occasicned roth by the

increased pace and size of such events in recent years, and also by the

Councils' perceptioo. that existi..n:J regulatiCl1S 00. certain aspects of this

subject are inadequate. Of special CCl1CerIl are the costs of golden parachutes

and golden handcuffs, which are extraordinary payments aOOve and beya1d

ordinary, custana.ry and rea.sc:oable c::x::npensatioo. payments to ertt'loyees for

services rendered. Also of CCl1CerIl is the fact that there is ro explicit

coverage en the allowability of the costs of resistin.;J a oorporate takeover•.

In the special circt..mStances of Governnent procurement, in which c:x::npanies'

recorded cost structures are often directly reflected in price, the camcils

believe the Goverrment sh:u1d rot be at risk of payi..n:J higher prices s.i.nplY

because of ownership ch.anJes at its suppliers. Instead, the Councils have

c:onc:luded that additional coverage at FAR 31.205-6 and 31.205-27 is necessary

to protect the Gove:rnnent fran havi..n:J to bear the costs of special

canpensation arrangements and various organizatien costs often attendant upon

business ccmbinatiCl1S.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act.

The p:rq;nsed chan;;Jes to FAR 31.205-6, and 31.205-27 are rot expected to

have a significant ecx:n:mi.c .i.npact 00. a substantial number of snaIl entities

under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 u. s.C., 601 et. seq.) because rrost

exntracts awarded to small entities are awarded en a cx:mpetitive fixed-price

basis and the cost principles 00 rot apply.



c. Pape.n.ork Reductioo. Act.

'Ihe PapeJ:WXk Reductioo. Act Cbes rot apply because the proposed rule

Cbes rx:>t in1;x:lse Br¥ additicoal recordkeepin;} or infonnatioo. collectioo.

requirements. Therefore, CJ-1B approval under 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. is IX>t

required.

List of subjects in 48 CFR Part 31

GoveInnent procuranent.

Dated: ------

Lawrence J. Rizzi
Director, Office of Federal Acquisitioo. and Regulatory Policy

Part 31 - (~)

Therefore, it is proposed that 48 CFR Part 31 be amended as follows:

1. The auth::>rity citatioo. for Part 31 ccntinues to read as follows:

Auth::>rity: 40 U.S.C. 486(c); 10 U.S.C. 01apter 137; and 42 U.S.C. 2453(c).

(See Attached)


